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By HERB HOLLAND £ 
^ffl^Wrtter 'f 
, Recommendations for a women's intercollegiate athletic 
^founcil, a starting budget of <50,000 and an optional student fee to 
J J»elpsybsidize a new department of intercollegteteathletics for 
Vtfbmoj will be presented to University President Stephen Spurr 
>"*The recommendations, approved by the University Athletic 
Council-Saturday, would give tpomen the right to determine 
^athletic Scholarships, rflnruitmpnt r>f mnmpn women's coaching staffs «nd 
Existing Department of IntercoilegiateAthletics. The pietition 
received great response. 
Despite the segregation that would occur as a result of the 
council's proposal, Thompson said that under the proposed new 
department, women would have more power over togfr own 
destiny than under any other structure.^fraS 
"They have tremendous resources 1o- i^Wl6p their o$t 
program and make ttpay^ he sai<L"I'm cohvJ 
"My i —tfet around toe oooiiti^ 
• <«UU| is. .1 —"•» <« ,rWE*RE STILL in the process of making corrections fii the 
rtecommendations," J. Neils Thompson, Athletic Council 
chairman said Sunday. "So no copies of the proposal are 
available at thi? time. 
Under the-council's recommendation, the new women's 
from the men's intercollegiate athletic department, which 
Athletic Director Dan-ell Royal oversees. 
^"THEY'LL HAVE a separate athletic council, a separate 
.'department, a separate program entirely," Thompson said. 
^•'ISarlier this year. Student Gdvenwrient and The Daily Texan 
SSrculated petitions calling upon the Athletic Council to create £ 
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* The proposal was approved bjtbt*#jpicil with council member 
Richard Goodman the lone dissenter.'- ' 
"I voted against it," Goodmah said,/ "because of the 
segregation of programs,-and I thou^t the whole thing was 
hammered out behind closed doors/' , 
"So I accused the chair (Thomraoti) of exerting too much 
power," Goodman said. "And that really pr.<__ed everyone 
off." , _ ____T_f ' 
"It's in the administration's and the Board of Regents' hands: 
STOMP* 
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WASHINGTON (AP) ̂ ihe seven. m*iff 
Indicted in the Watergate cover-up. are.t 
forbidden totravei out of the ooun 
for their trial in September. , "C'y# <£ 
;r By SUSIE STOLER 
Texan Staff Writer ' 
,•* University shuttle bus riders without ID 
cards might find themselves in for a long 
walk starting Monday as spot checking for 
passengers without IDs or special passes 
bcgi^ 
Random checking at bus stops for- all 
nine routes will be conducted by members 
of the Student Government Shuttle Bus 
Committee, Jim Wilson, assistant for 
: Shuttle bus operations, said Friday. • • 
-Although screening of riders is not a new 
procedure, past efforts have failed 
through lack of cooperation from bus 
drivers, Wilson said. 
Previously, drivers were responsible for 
t -a* * -• - * \r v SSLSir'r 
Checks -iTo^Begin 
Mrs: Heortf talks with reporters. 
Latest Hearst 
FO6 
-^D.S. Dtst. Judge John Sirica iihpoied 
"WKl as thf men, all former WhiteHot 
or Nixon rerelection, aidei^ piead 
ioiHxNmt-<^rtitritayoto^ 
them. The jud^e ordered o 
relinquish their passiwrts.»/ 
Their next scheduled couH a{)peisifani 
is May 1, when Sirica hears preti 
motions. June 5 was set for responses 
the government. The trial i* scheduled f«i& * 
IS EXPECTED to decide 
whether a dialed grand iu^ rep 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Newspaper 
heiress Patricia Hearst, in a tape-, 
recorded message which broke a long' 
silence in the kidnaping case, has accused 
her parents of indifference and says, "It's 
no more colfttaunication will be alldwi 
until two SLA members held for the Nov. 6 
assassination of the Oakland Schools Supt, 
Marcus Foster are given nationwide 
television time to describe prison 
kv; & 
turning away passenger^ without IDs. 
Complaints of overcrowded buses from 
students and drivers partly caused the 
new crackdown, Wilson said. 
Another related reason for the checking 
is that faculty and staff have been riding 
the buses without purchasing a special |8 
per semester pass, he added. 
•• Since the spot check policy was 
announced Feb. 28, numerous groups and 
individuals have voiced their objections. 
"Some faculty and staff feel the buses 
should be a free service. Night school 
students, who are ineligible, to use the 
system, have complained." Wilson said.; 
In addition to riders' complaints, a 
statewide research group has objected tp. 
" the University's policy of allowing on$ 
students, faculty, staff and their, 
dependents to ride the shuttles. 
Shuttle bus operations and the city 
transit system need to be coordinated ijnto 
an interregional service, Lyndon Henry, 
executive director of the Texas 
Association for ^Pjiblic Transportation 
said Sunday. ** "tf • 1 
TAPT is a yea>-old citizen's 
organization which does independent 
research to promote public transportation; 
including railroads and transit systems. 





the FBI wtorwatits tonmurder me;" "27^: and-
Russell Little, 24, have been charged with 
the Nov. 6 murder. ••S- . 
H»eSLA also warned it was considering 
moving Miss Hearat, previously described 
as being treated under prisoner of war 
codes, "to. conditions corresponding to a 
cell on Death Row." 
''I no longer fear the SLA because they 
are not the ones who want me to die," 
Miss Hearst said.;"I realize now that it's 
thelTBI tfho wants to murder me. ^ 
"I no longer seem to have .«ny 
importance as a human being; however, I 
have become all-important as a political 
She added, "I really want to get out of 
ask you not to aid the FBI." f 
20-year-old coed made the 
el ents in a tape received Saturday by 
a San Francisco radio station. The 
communique came from the Symbionese 
Liberation Army, which claims to hold 
jMlss Hearst captive. 
" She said the SLA has taught her how tb 
lire fr shotgun to prepare for; a possible 
raid by the FBI or police.' 
,'f\ "I don't believe you're doing everything 
you can, everythingin your power," Miss 
Hearst said, speaking to her parents. "I 
mm 
• with the city system, the don't believe that you're doing anything at pivot goint for certain right-wing elementa 
University bus system would meet federal all." and T can only be successfully used by 
guidelines and could purchase more buses ..j' Miss Hearst's mother, Catherine, left these people if I am kiUM," «h» 
with 80 percent federal fuhdUig, he Hie home to go to church Sunday, telling 
•St 
Monday's lorecast 
calls for decreasing 
cloudiness and mild 
temperatures with a 
high in the upper 70s 
and a low Monday 
night near 60. 
Broder ^ 
David S. Broder, con-i 
sidered by many the; 
top political writer in| 
the nation/ wilI speak^ 
at 2 p.m. Monday in 
the Communicatiori 
Building Auditorium^ 
Story Page 2. 
proposed. „v , , * 
"limiting riders at S^tUhe wlh an 
energy crisis is Ul-advised^4 Henrt said. 
A change in 4b&:Mn pp^ """ " 
eligibifity (or- ride; " 
staff and their dependents are permittAt 
to use the system, Wilson-eixplaineck " M 
Since The Texan reported the new spot 
check policy Feb. 27, the bursar's office! 
has sold 165 faculty and staff passes, at 
"big increase'' Bursar T'Odon Leshikar, 
said Friday. ~ ® 
At the Austin Tax Department offices J 
207 W*. Ninth St. more ttian 30 persons 
requested |7 dependent passes Friday, <>> 
Mrs. Wanda Warren, office cashier, said, i 
reporters:' 'They can hide her a lot places, 
but not from almighty.God." 
|jATwoi^ian member of the SLA also spoke 
jfct recording and-awused "the 
,^afc^ airf-"the:'.FfiI' "creating 'jsmfy*« » ? :  
% She also criticized the food giveaway 
program set up by Hearst in response to 
SLA demands, claiming the quality was 
^inediocre and the quantity too small. 
' The tape which was received by radio 
statlon KSAN, ended a 17-day wait for_ 
word from the SLA. 
' The tape was the fifth communique 
since Miss Hearst was dragged screaming 
jfrom her Berkeley ^p£rtment Feb^ 4. 





.#|ine report is said to contain the grand*: 
jury's findings about the role President , 
„tNlxon played in the affair. 
f^James St. Clair, White House special 
"counsel, asked in a letter filed with the 
court tobeallowed to review the report on 
NixohYbeSalf if SiricaHecidest© forwart 
it to the House Judiciary Committee, ilt 
HE ALSO ASKED for permission t| 
copy any of the grand jury materials "iff 
deem any to be relevant." He sald this 
would be "in accordance with the concept 
of fundamental fairness." . " Xf. 
In another letter to the court, Judiciary 
Committee Chairnjan Peter Rodino, D-
N.J., asked tho judge to send to the ' 
committee whatever the grand gury f -
turned over to him. ^ 
Sirica said after Saturday's roaring that 
he hopes to produce a "clear and 
unambiguous opinion" on «4iat to do with 
the report as soon as possible. 
i* The arraignment Saturday lasted only 
' six minutes. It also included innocent— 
pleas by Ehrlichman and Colson In answer 
in a second indictment that charges they 
conspired to violate' the rights of the 
California psychiatrist of Daniel EUsberg 
t JMWdta* tmrguau ,gn. • 
t 
-Dist. Judge Gerhard Gesell, -who will 1 
preside over the cape. ^ ,>1 -IS' 
By DAVID HENDRICKS , 
•» ,> and 
1Z LINDA FANNIN 
g? „ Texan Staff Writers 
.grille familiar face from the CBS Evening Newss? 
2rew an overflowing ctowd at the LBJ Library^ 
Auditorium Saturday for the School of 
^>mmunication Parents Day program, the first day 
Communication Week. 
^Walter Cronkite spoke to more than 1,500 persons 
Sffter receiving the first DeWitt C. Reddick Award 
]gr outstanding achievement in communication. 
#Cronkite, described by School of Communication s 
®ean Wayne Danielson as "the calm voice in the 
.evening hours" and th§ "emiSodiment of the news," 
UPas a student of Reddick's while he attended the 
University from 1933 to 1935. 
mmm 
They are G. Gordm Llddy, < 
convicted in the* Watergate break-ln aod 
was sentenced to $ to 20 years; Eugenio 
Martinez, freed on parole last week after 
serving more than a year of his Watergate 
sentence; Bernard Barker, who ia free. 
while appealing his Watergate sentence^ 
and Felipe DeDiego, not previously 
charged in any other case. 
"I have never encountered a better f^The streaker was later identified as James Joseph^ ^monopolies in print media to result in most cities'. / Johnson said. 
teacher." . .•.... . 
, Cronkite described *9* docutAentary on his news 
reporting shown before his speech as "a rather 
^delightful surprise. 
4 "That film brings'back some memories," he said, 
.^'particularly the days of the greasy kid stuff." 
" - His speech was interrupted by a streaker wearing 
an orange baseball cap and a red bandana who came 
in through a side door and attempted to run through a 
group of photographers. 
The photographers slowed him down, but the 
<r -streaker finally was stopped when two Secret Service 
^agents tackled him. / 
Amid the confusion of the struggle and falling 
.' camera tripods. Cronkite quickly quipped, "Can you 
Nallin, 20, a freshman business administration ma jo: 
from Houston. Authorities said Nallin was chi 
with disorderly conduct and jailed in lieu of a $102.50 
bond. He was released later Saturday. 
. Continuing his speech, Cronkite told thl ro&tence, ' 
"All of us in the nation and the world owe a great 
deal to DeWitt Reddick. Perhaps it is just possible" 
that some of the freedoms we enjoy today are reallys 
((hfatidvStofy ti Photo*, hy 16.) 
a directresult of DeWitt Roddick's own principles in 
his teaching. 
:kv"I think and J've heard from others around the 
"®o®ntry-h&gro&UteJ^ of_ 
the journalism teachers, and I mean that," he said." 
, . alsoXTormer student^f 
/ -Heddick's, presented the award. 
^""Dr. Reddick is a real communicator," Mrs. 
~®f my"life 
i "When you cut a couple hundred feet of thatL let me 
. know," Cronkite told the cameramen 
'pointed out that the coming media problem'arises 
from the fact that some print media have been forced 
out of business by the broadcast media, causing 
^ We have on one side, a monopoly press tbat may 
or may not choose to present views other than those 
of the domineering majority," he said; "On the other 
side, we have a vigorously competitive but federally 
regulated .broadcast industry whose- principle 
business is entertainment, and thus most of whose 
time is spent carrying popular — that is majority 
favor. • - r 1 A ^ • 
; What "is needed now, Cronkite said, are courses to 
educate people on the methods of receiving as well as 
originating communication. The newscaster 
proposed courses to teaching the public how to listen 
to and watch radio and television news. 
"These courses would teach the limitations of each 
medium^ and they would inspire students through life 
of media. to read and to watch = 
with a slightly skeptical eye, to cross-check the 
doubtful and to augment the incomplete with other 
sources of information," he commented. -
r 




It appears CBS anchorman Walter Cronkite's television screen image follows th  ̂Journalist wherever he goes 




,:l,By VIRGINIA TIMMONS 
Texan Staff Writer 
University police employed 
different tactics of arrest at a 
, Saturday night•• 'streak-in' ' in 
•" contrast to a near riot caused 
by five arrests at an early 
JYiday .morning streak near 
Jester Center, 
Instead of using Mace, billy 
clubs and physical force as 
they had Friday morning, 
police stood by calmly as 
several plainclothes police 
photographers snapped 
pictures of 70 streakers in 
: incidents at various spots on 
campus Saturday night. The 
pictures will later be used for 
identification, and arrest, 
Police Chief Donald R. 
Cannon explained, 
__Ralice- several, 
photographers among the 
Saturday crowd, Cannon 
reported. He explained these 
photographs will be matched 
up with student identification: 
cards and then arrests will be 
I^wrericeTlfa&1i,ass(fciate 
dean of students, present at 
Arrest Nude Runners 
fisc^S^1(fHa/F}o Questioning 
Students arrested Friday 
included William Paul Waits, 
19, of Dallas, charged with 
simple assault; Charles Allen 
Bashour, 19, of Dallas, 
charged with disorderly 
conduct; Lucetta Worrnell, 
19; of Houston, Patrick 
McGraw, 20, College Station 
and Richard Dana King, 
leather Dormitoiy, resident, 
m 
both incidents, said that a 
student may be put on 
disciplinary probation for 
streaking. 
Saturday night streakers 
employed bicycles, .a 
motorcycle,, a Greek cape 
costume and bubble gum 
throwers, while exhibitionists 
in the Business-Economics 
Building windows waved to. 
To break ap tfefe br^cl* 6f 
1,500 students: Friday 
morning, police officers used 
Mace,' a chemical similar to 
tear ggs By SCOTT TAGLIARINQ 
r|s i 11iifwijlwiff)iiwiiiforr Wi jiii 
An officer said the- crpwd l"& series of 'events late 
"overreacted" to the arrests Sunday involving the election 
a™* ,. 'a  bottle was thrown, a., of a liaw school student 
police car rocked and a. senator has caused'the 
PoUeemanfP* W^iWl3fmmission to 
A police brutality complaint schedule a new election for 
is allegedly being brought March 28, with the filing 
against one officer, Cannon deadline set for 5 p.m. 
acknowledged. . He has now w<»rini»«tav 
been assigned ,to different' ̂  """ 
duties," he stated. The ?r 
complaint- will be official 
Monday and an investigation 
will follow. 
By SUSIE^STOLER 
all three charged with failure -/Texan Staff Writer 
to obey a lawful , Attorneys for Gov. Dolph 
poUce offtce4# iMpfe Brisco« •»* Mrs. Frances 
Red Goldstbm; organi^r of: Farentholds will present 
the Association of Student arguments (Tuegdaj^ St a 
which was called as a result of c^'The Questioning is being 
a motion filed Friday by "conducted in connection with 
Streakers, announced that any 
student arrested for streaking 
can receive a token amount to 
help to pay his fine. Current 
contributions for the fund 
hearing on 
questioning of contributors to 
a fund-raising dinner ior the 
governor should be stopped. • 
Dist. Judge Herman Jones 
will preside at the hearing 
Briscoe's campaign manager, 
»/- Kilgore is asking that Mrs. 
"forenthold's attorney, 
Raymond , Needham, be 
blocked jtfrom taking aooolnt in i f  a  
depositions scheduled for 
Friday i5 and March 18 from vses 
54 Briscoe contributors. 
a $2.5 million lawsuit filed 
Feb. 7 by Mrs, Farenthola' 
alleging Briscoe violated the 
new campaign finance 
reporting act by accepting 
contributions before 
campaign 
Defendants in the suit are 
Mm 
Briscoe, Kilgore and National 
Democratic Committeeman 
Jess Hay, who was in charge 
of the Oct. 30 fund-raising 
dinner, where Briscoe 
announced his bid for re^ 
election. 
Kil&ore called the planned 
depositions an attempt "to j 
" use the deposition processes i 2»t M  
Newlaw School ElectionSet 
•t  iff r t decisionstemmed from 
$ameeting between candidates 
Royal Masset and Steve 
Russell and the commission in 
a "good faith" effort to reach 
a compromise between 
J$U,s.sell ...and Masset 
concerning the Senate seat, 
commission Chairman Robert 
Lanius said. 
Originally, Masset had filed 
for the ' lav school •; Senate 






Idem and Issues Committee 
- and 




The Challenge of 
Watergate" 




TO PLACE A TEXAN 
; CLASSIFIED AD ̂  
"CALL 471-5244 
Sanders: However, Sanders 
withdrew a few days after the 
filing deadline. 
0n election day, Russell 
discovered that Masset was 
unopposed - and- quickl-y 
notified the commission, of his 
write-in candidacy -'i5 / " • 
The final law s 
tally Thursday gave Russell 
120 votes, Masset, tlQ> 
other > write-ins, 101. TotaJ 
votes cast reached. $28. with 
198 no-votes. t *-
However, the commission 
withheld calling a run-off 
because of a discreprancy in 
Russell's filing. 
• ..Russell said Thursday he 
had not filed the proper form, 
under; Chapter VII' of the 
election code, for a write-in 
candidacy, but emphasized 
that no campaigning took 
place before the commission 
was notified. 
•*?* s: The commission, during its 
- Meeting with the candidates 
Sunday, officially ruled that 
Russell> 
Concerned witfi actni§ on : 
the complaint as soon as , 
possible, the commission 
called for the hearing ' '"a  
immediately following the 
informal meeting, . . 
Before the hearing, Russell 
and Masset announced their 
withdrawal from the .Senate 
of this court to conduct $ ̂  
systematic program of|3;pi 
harassment of supporters of'lgl 
Gov. Briscoe for political $p? 
r̂po^Mf̂ ;:"« , si •Jw assr 
Needham disagreed Sunday^ 
with Kilgore's objections to^, 
the questioning process. 
"I'm puzzled that the.y 
defendant (Kilgore) is trying 
to leave "the impression tHatf55* 
what we're engaged in is:: ' 
something extraordinary,'*^, 
Needham said, adding that he 
is questioning 'people whos 
/. Aave ir*-rmaiiL2} aaif. 
and annbtinced a Masset-
Russell irunqff for Wednesday. 
Then MaSset gave an oral 
complaint alleging campaign 
violations by Russell. The 
violations involved a number 
of leaflets which were placed 
on law school bulletin boards 
eie&ioA yn& moreiniportant (jtrying to harass Diem 






• RESPONSIVE STUDENT SENATE 
• CAMPUS AND STUDENT-ORIENTED STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT 
• IMPROVEMENT OF MINORITY RECRUITMENT 
• REVIEW OF STUDENT SERVICES 
• EMPHASIS ON TIACHING EFFECTIVENESS 
• CONSCIOUS COMMUNITY PLANNING 
Linda Crooker is a Pro-Law Government major with 
75 hours. She has served oft the Social and Behavioral 
Sciences Council Ideas and Issues Committee. 
Academic Affairs Committee* and Spooks. 
: r ' :  — — p d -  political adv. by Linda Crookgr— 
Book Now! 





via Braniff/Icelandic Jets 
For U.T. Students/Faculty & Families 
_ Daportvrn 
May 14/Aug. 6 -92 Days 
May 20/Aug. 22 -94 Days 
May 23/Aug. 7 -7f Days 
May 2t/iuty 2* 41 Days 
May 24/July 7 -42 Days 
New York/Luxembourg Portion Only $239 . s 
Austin/N.Y. $142.60 (plus tax) Return Any Day 
_ Call the Europe experts 478-9343 
HARWOOD TRAVEL 
Serving UT Sinn 1961 at 2428 Guadalupe v.. 
ROUND TRW 
PIUS TAX 
and jointly urged 
commission to open filing for. 
a new election. 1 ' 
After meeting in executive 
session to discuss the new 
development, the commission 
announced the new election 
date and its filing deadline. 
"We hope that this' final 
action will satisfy the needs of 
the electorate,'' commission 
MSuWs Ibeeame more 
complicated, however, When 
Student Court . Chief Justice 
Lonnie Schooler announced 
late Sunday that the 
commission must appear 
before the Student Court at 
4:30 p.m. Monday in Union 
Building 202 concerning the 
commission's decision. / 
In addition to - questioning ' 
campaign contributors,. 
Needham will attempt to 
subpoena Briscoe and Kilgore 
for depositions on March 25. 
A correct alternative to 
depositions, Kilgore saidi 
would be to enter a., 
"discovery" order to obtain 
the books and records of the' , 
defendants if such f 
information were needed. He ' 
'added he would voluntarily 
make his books and records 
^available to the courts. 
•: In response, Needham 
maintained that the taking of 
depositions was. a normal 
procedure in gathering 
evidence for a trial, and that 
he is not considering 
reviewing written records as 
. an alternative. 
Communication Week 
Hosts Political Writer 
L • David S. Broder, political 
writer for The Washington 
Post, will speak at the 
University Monday-as part of 
the Communication Week 
^program. 
"News Leaks and How 
Washington Uses Them" will 
be the topic of Broder's 9 a.m. 
lecture in Texas Student 
--Publications—Building 4.112 
(Cactus studio). 
? Journalism 312 student's. 
under the direction of Dr. 
Robert Kahan, will interview 
Broder at 10 a.m. in 
Communication Building 
4.114. 
"The Washington Beat and 
How to Investigate It" will be 
the subject of Broder's final 
talk in Communication 
Building 2.320 (auditorium) at 
"2 p.mr -
Visitors are welcome at any 







Fii^tislftnnuoll f Massacre 
Anniversary Memorial Book Sale 
PORTRAITS OF NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN UFE. By Edward S. 
Curtis. The monumental classic capturing the spirit, of the In. 
dian lifestyle. This collection contains over eighty full-size;(15x-
_!') .portraits, each suitable for framing. Each photographer 
preserves the beauty and pathos of Indian life. A must for collec­
tors. 
Pub. at $30.00 Only 14.98 
THC REFORMATION OF THE Sixteenth 
Century. By Leonard W. Cowie. Xeiis ot-ttie . 
ShafferTng uptleaI wh"ich divided 
Christendom, -destroyed-^ the old medieval 
conception of society and laid the 
foundations of modern Europe by means of 
extracts from a large variety of 
contemporary writings. Covers 
Lutheramsm,, Calvinism, the Counter-
Reformation. the English Reformation, 
mifch more. An" exciting and authentic 
approach to history. Illus. throughout 
Rub. at 14.95 Only !.»«. 
PITER VRUEOEl THE ELOERt Artist of 
Abundance. By H. Arthur Klein & Mina C. 
Klein. This lavish pictorial biography 
records the fascinating, turbulent milieu of 
the >6th century through his paintings, 
drawings, and engravings. Traces Bruegel's 
life through his apprenticeship, his Italian 
journey and his maturity as an established, 
sought-after master. Over 100 B&W 
reproductions & S full-color plates. 
PtA. at $9.95 Onty 3.9*. 
WEKTEE'S DICTIOMARY Of PROPER NAMES. 
Compiled by G. Pay ton. Wide-ranging listing 
& guide to some 12,000 proper names from 
Ail-Star game to Zen, from Apollo to 
Zond—Invaluable to browsers & scholars, 
puzile fans & word game players. 752 Obi-
Column PP. 
Put. M W.9S. Onty J.9I. 
WESTWARD 'TO PROMONTORY: Building the 
Union Pacific Across Plains & Mountains. 
Pictorial, documentary, with text by 8,8. 
"Comtra;-1rofn the century-old IS x 13-inch, 
Mttt-plate collodion negatives; of A.J. Russell 
who-chroAieltd" the gleaming- -fron/ arid 
human sweat & ingenuity - that bound a 
.nation together. M Illus; lO'.v x Wm", 
Pub. •» J10.7S. Only 1.9*. 
•wrnm Mm- MOCtBr AMERICAN usAot A 
Guide. Ed. Ci/tos BaKer. J.O. Hartr-et aii A • 
thorough guide to the English language and 
its usages through lucid and simple 
detlnitjOTtof P^a sesarrt terjnj^jjuilax.. 
svpt, rorams, more. Over «0u pages. 
Pufc. mt U.«S Only 2.9S 
MOVKS. CENSORSWP ANO THE UW by Ira H/ 
Carmen TM story of constltutional and 
ludldRI censorihip in the American mpvie 
industry since 1915 . ,, / , 
Pwk. W I7.9S Nnr S«.9lr 
MYSTERIES * SECRETS OF MHK. By C.J.S. 
Thompson. Autfwritatlvely lifts the veil 
surrounding the secrets of magic from 
prehistory Jo modern times. Whether you 
are a believer or a skeptic, this boolrwiU 
open.your cy«t to the fantastic world of the 
occult t> supernatural; Copiously illustrated. 
Puk.«* Only 3.9f. 
MOW tO ANAtYZE HANDWRITIHO. By H; 
-FRltoB, Ph O PtKovtr the irulh Rbout a 
person's character. •blHtlet, emotional 
balance^eveo sexual drives—tv simply 
looking at Ws or her h*ndwt,iting. " 
Kb.etM.9S . Only 1.49 
DOWN THE COIORAOO: Diary of the First Trip 
-Tlwough-the Grand Canyon. Photographs & _ 
Epilogue- by EJiot-Porter.-Contains John 
Wesley Powell's dramatic journal of tU9 
when ten men in four boats swept down the 
raging Colorado River, over rapids 
considered impassable, to chart the 
unexplored river and its surrounding 
canyon^. Includes a 48-page gallery of four-
color photographs by America's foremost 
photographer of nature. lO'V x 14%". 
Pub. at $30.00. Only I2.9R. 
THE FOUNDATIONS OP THE MODERN WOR1D 
>300-1775. volume iv-"Cultural & 
Scientific Development" in the History of 
Mankind series. Here for the first time 
presented in lively and readable form. Is a 
global history of mankind planned & written 
by experts of world-wide reputation. This 
volume traces the world's cultures from the 
time when religion —a variety of 
religions—dominated men's lives in 
relatively isolated regions to the era when 
secular interests became the dominant force 
In increasingly interrelated regions. 
Pub. of S20.00. New S7.9I. 
WIUXIFE CRISIS. By H.R.H. The Prince Philip, 
Duke of Edinburgh & James Fisher. Unique, 
provacative & informative introduction to 
the threatened world of wildlife. Over 200 
illus, with 36 Full Color Photos from Prince 
Philip's private collection. 
Pub. at *14.95. _ Only>9f, 
WHERE THE WASTELAND ENDSt Politics-V 
Transcendence in Postindustrial Society. By 
TBT^Rosjak (The Making of a Counter 
Culture). Absorbing study of the "religious 
dimensions of political life" arguing that the 
death of .God is a political fact In terms of 
THE UNIVERSITY CRISIS READER, Vol. Ill 
Confrontation & Counterattack. Ed. by I. 
Wallerstein & P. Starr. A documentary 
history of the student left in the late sixties 
covering the tactics and theories of the 
student movement. Also presents the 
counterattack made by adversaries of the 
radical movement. 
Pub. at $10.00. Only 1.9S 
SEXUAl UFE M ANOINT GREECE. By Hans 
Licht. Deals with the Greek ideals of life, the 
position of a woman in Greece, marriage 
customs, and married life. Takes up tne 
Greek attitude to the human body, festivals, 
games, the theatre, and the relation between 
religion and the erotic. A very full study of 
the Greek outlook as manifested in the 
matters of sex. 
Pub. « $15.00 Only 2.9« 
Rachel Carson: SIIENT SPRING. The seeds of 
today's ecological revolution were planted 
by this fantastic, shocking look at the poisons 
man is seeding into the atmosphere around 
him. One of the most Important books of our 
day! • 
Pub. at $6.95 Now S2.9R 
THE SERBIA TECHNIQUE OFBB1YPANONG: The 
Fun Way to a Trim Shape. By Serena & Alan 
Wilson. The exotic & sexy.art of belly, 
dancing becomes an effective and enjoyable 
exercise program for women of all ages and 
sizes. Serena shares her secrets for good 
posture, grace and flexibility. Thoroughly 
illus; 6" x 9".- . 
Pub. a* $4.95. Only 1.9* 
YOU MIGHT AS WEU UVE: Life & Times Of 
Dorothy Parker. By' John Keats. Warm, 
readable biography of the brilliantly witty 
Dorothy Parker, poet, author, critic, central 
figure in New York literary circles, highlight 
of Hollywood's prewar heyday, familiar of 
Hemingway, Fitzgerald and the European 
expatriates. 20 Photos. 
Pub. at $7.50. . Only 1.9* 
YOGA t, MBMCME. By Sfeven Brena, M.O. 
The reunion of mind-body health and the 
merging of Yoga concepts with modern 
medical knowledge. Deals with anatomy, 
psychology, nutrition, physical activities*. 
' respiration; sexual-activity In basic-medieal ' 
-concepts and "discusses their relationship 
with similar concepts in the philosophy of 
Yoga. Illustrated. 
Pub. at $7.00.. Only 2.9R. 
LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION. Ed. by Sir 
Julun Huxley. "Library of Knowledge" 
introduction to: cultural evolution, 
mechanics of sp- ih, visual communication, 
words in print, -iguage of science, press, 
films, radio & tv, propaganda & opinion, 
- more. Over 300 illus, over ISO Full Color; 
W x l(PA". 
Pub. at$3%9R. Only 1.49 
THE uvhy ARTS. Ed. by Sir Julian Huxley, 
"Library of Knowledge" introduction to: 
music, opera, folk music & iaiz, modern 
music, dance, ballet, poetry, fiction, 
mythology, folk & fairy tales, drama, 
movies, more. 362 illus, IIS Full Color; TVt" 
x IW'.Pub. « $3.90. Only 1.49 
WORtDS REYOND OURS. Ed. by Sir Julian 
Huxley. "Library of Knowledge" 
introduction to astronomy, earth satellites, 
the solar system, the moon, the outer 
planets, the Milky Way, space programs, 
more. Over 300 illus, over 150 Full Color; ;v x low. ^ 
Pub. at $3.9#. Only 1.49 
SCRNCS FROM THE RATHHOU$f & Other Stories., 
--•of Communist Russia by Mikhail 
Zoshchenk». Ed. by Marc Slonim; Intro, by 
S. Monas. uproariously funny. on-the-lpgt_ 
"skefches revealing the chaplihewque world 
of the Soviet little man who never wins—by 
Russia's leading but outlawed humorist. 
Pub. «t $5-95. v Only 1.9R 
John Updike. RAREIT REDUX, in this best-
selling sequel to Rabbit, Run, John Updike 
brings back Harry "Rabbit" Angstrom, once 
the escapist, now a paunchy conservative. 
Ten years have passed and Eisenhower's 
becalmed America has become a lurid-
confusion of technology;'fantasy and 
emergency. -Still "Rabbit" clings to 
semblances of patriotism and paternity. 
Pub. at $7.95. i Only 1.00. 
THE POWER OF YOUR MIND. By O. Irving 
Jacobsen. Outlines new breakthroughs into 
creativity and expanded mental powers by 
activating the. sleeping portions of your 
mind. Gives step-by-step methods which will 
enable you to create, learn, and achieve 
mental growth with explosive results and^ -
relates candid case histories of its success: 
Pub. at $7.95. Only 1.9«. 
A. POPULAR HISTORY OF WITCHCRAFT by 
Montague Summers. This is one of the most 
terrifying studies of Witchcraft ever 
published! Mr. Summers has a wonderfully 
good time in describing its nefarious orgies 
with a "goulish gusto". 
Pub. at $«.95. ' Only 2.9*. 
POEPOEPOC. By Daniel Hoffman. A.book for 
the readers who have Poe under their skins-
Delves Into the insights of a genius, as a poet, 
as inventor of science fiction and the 
mystery tale, and as explorer of the human 
soul. 
Pub. ot $7.95 Only 2.9* 
PICTORIAL KEY TO THE TAROT—In Full Color. 
ByA.E.Waite; Intro, by C.San. Reproduces 
all 78 Tarot cards in four sumptuous colors 
with, alongside, Waite's explanations of the 
significance of the cards, and an Intro, 
explaining the methods of Tarot dlvlnatlon & 
fortune-telling. 
Pub. at $15.00. Only 4.9*. 
PICASSO'S FOSTERS. Compiled by Christopher 
Czwiklitzer. An updated and expanded 
edition of the most complete catalog of 
Picasso posters every com'piled. Contains 
both original posters and posters printed by 
various reproductive methods from 1939-
1971—314 in all! In the index^ posters are- : 
reproduced In'small formlf to make them 
easily recognizable. Numerous color plates. 
10W x 13Va" 
Pub. at $60.00. ^Only24.9». 
Philip Roth: OUR OANOt PSfclbly the 
funniest book yet written on American 
politics. Our Gana is Philip Roth's stringing 
and uproarious vi: 
featuring—the 
E. Dixon, the peace-loving "Quaker" and 
somehow President of the United States. 
Pub. at $5.95. Only 1.00. 
THE ORIGINS * GROWTH Of ARCHAEOLOGY. By 
Glyn Daniel, author of Man Dlwovari Hi* Past. 
Easy and interesting to read, this book 
contains an extraordinary amount of 
information in the form of 70 or so verbatim 
extracts from original writings of 
archaeologists along with text by the 
foremost British historian of archaeology. 
Contains photos and diagrams. 
Pub. at $E.95. Only 2.9*. 
ON YOUR OWN M THE WHMMRSS. By Angler 
& Whelen. For both weatherbeaten 
outdoorsmen & first-timers—all the vital, 
solid outdoor wisdom necessary to get you to 
your hunting, fishing or camping paradise, 
keep you there, and get you back with 
outdoor comfort & style. Illus. 
Pub. at $7.95 Only 2.9* 
NORTH AMERICAN MAMMAISi FurBearing 
Animals of the US & Canada. By R.A. Caras. 
Handsomely illustrated panorama of-North -
America's 63 families of mammals, ranging 
from the armadillo to the wapitl, from deer 
jtuce _to_jith«l«s, fr-om -gopher*-ta—sea 
116ns—their habits, habitats, llf« cycles,, 
where they can be locatedyear round, much 
more. 293 Illus, 4 Color; 57S pp. 
Pub. at $19.95 ™— ~Z. 
i sion of national leadership 
hero" or "vllllan"—Trick 
THE NEW YORK TIMES RUM REVIEWS 1913-1970. 
Intro, it tlx original atiays by Gaafga Ambarg. 400 
daar, full.tizt, exact, camplata photographic 
-lapcadwctloN from tha pagat of Th* Timas Of the 
most important film reviews from 1913-1970. 
Also Includes 128 memorable photographs of 
stars and superstars. 
Pub. at $12.50. Only 4.9*. the MATINEE IDOLS. By David Carroll. The 
story of the great male entertainers whose 
great emotional attraction to the female sex 
evoked passion in the hearts of women. 
Maurice and John Barrymore, John Drew, 
Francis X. Bushman, John Gilbert, Rudolph 
Valentino and more. 
Pub. at $10.00. Only 3.9*. 
Bernard Shaw: THE INTELLIGENT WOMAN'S 
GUIDE to Socialism, Capitalism, Sovloliim, *k 
FtMdun. Brilliant and fascinating essay on 
modern political economy, on British trials -
in the early 20th century, on the ways In 
which mpn have eternally assumed & abused 
power. 
Pub. at $12.50 Only 2.9* 
ILLUSTRATED ANTHOLOGY OF SORCERY, MAGIC 
AND ALCHEMY. By Emlle Grlllot de Givry. 366 
plates and illustrations and the illuminating --
text of France?* greatest, scholar of the-
occult make this oversize book a splendid 
gift for ' anyone interested in witchcraft, 
magic or alchemy. 356 pages. ' 
Pub. at $15.00. Only .6.9*. 
GREAT CLASSIC RECIPES OF THE WORLD. By 
Sandy Lesberg. 403 .great recipes from 42 
countries, each the specialty of a great chef 
from a world famous restaurant; ranges 
from the London Savoy's La Mousseline de 
Sole Fecampoise & NYC Forum's Pheasant 
Scipio to the Hong Kong Hilton's Sweet & 
Sour Pork, with everything from appetizers 
to dessert. 25 Full Color Photos. PA" x 11'A". 
Pub. at $12.95 Only 4.9* 
THE GOLDEN TREASURY OF CHESS. The most 
famous collection of chess masterpieces 
every published. Includes the games of 
Bobby Fischer, Petrosian, Spassky, Evans 
and Reshevesky. 
Pub. at $4.50 Only $1.69 
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. By Douglas 
Johnson. A wealth of graphic material is 
carefully selected and edited to present a 
detailed view of the mainsprings, events and 
; results of the .Revolution for France and the 
contemporary world. Discusses the roles 
played by Louis XVI, Robespierre, 
Mlrabeau, Danton, Lafayette, and the rise of 
Napoleon Bonapart. Illustrations of nearly 
every page—many in Full-Color. 
Pub. at $4.95. Only 1.91. , 
POUR PtAYS of ibsen. Translated py R.V: 
Forslund. The four plays, Whon Wo Dood 
Awakon, Tbo Master Ruildar, Uttla EyoH, and Tho 
Wfld Duck are brilliantly translated from the 
Norwegian Into the American idiom giving 
th such 
THE ROOK OF WEREWOLVES! Being An Account 
of a Terrible Superstition. By Sabine Baring-
Gould. Werewolves are human beings who 
change into animal form through magic & 
lust for the flesh of other humans or animals. 
The tradition is one which goes back to the 
dawn of history. A horrifying book which 
demands serious consideration, for the 
impulses described are to be found rampant 
in modern society. 
Pub. at $*.95. Only 2.9*. 
COROT. A master of universal scope, Corot is 
considered among the greatest paiimrs of 
all the schools. A master of modern 
landscape painting his portraits and nudes 
are also the equal of his best landscapes. 
Over 100 reproductions, many In FULL 
COLOR. 
Special Valua Import $3.9* 
ART TREASURES IN RUSSIA. Intro, by Prince 
Dlmitri Oboiensky. The art treasures and 
masterpieces of Russia from ancient 
Scythian goldwork to the modern era; 
surveys both works created In Russia and 
those.in Russia's great collections. 248 Illus. 
124 in Full Color, tV," X D'A"- - - -
Pub. ot 6.95 -. Only.3;9(.. 
FLANNERY O'CONNOR: THE COMPUTE STORE1S. 
5th Printing. Intro, by Robert Giroux. Brings 
together the complete stories of one of tne 
great American writers of short" 
fiction—includes her two famous collections, 
- Everything That Ritas Mutt Convoiga and A Good 
Man k Hard to Find, plus 12 uncollected stories -* 
never before appearing in book form. 
Pub. at $10.00 Only 3.9*. 
Norman Mailer: EXISTENTIAL ERRANDS. 28 
pieces selected by Mailer from his recent 
writing, an impressive demonstration of wif 
& insight on boxers 8>. bullfighting, movies & 
plays, Black Power 8< white politics, much 
more—"Mailer's mind is a national 
resource," John Leonard. 
Pub. at $7.95. Special 1.9* 
The citizen KANE BOOK: Raising, Katie by -
-Pauline Kaelrsnd The. Shooting Script by -
Herman J. Mankiewicz S. Orson Welles. The," 
one movie that everyone sees, has seen, or.| 
will see. Until now the script has never been 
published, nor has there been an authentic 
account of how the movie came to be written 
and what followed thereafter. The Shooting 
Script is Illustrated with frame aftei* frame 
from the movie, along with the cutting 
continuity, and.Paul Keel's "Raising Kane" 
make this a superb reading and visual 
experience. 8W x 11'A. 
us the right kind of acquaintance wi
works. 
Pub. at $6.95. Only 1,9*. 
Pub. at $15.00: Only R.9*. 
Bruno Bettelheim's THE CHUM EN OF THE 
DREAMI Communal Child?Rearing and' 
American Education. 7th Printing. "The' 
children of the dream" are the first new 
generation to be born and broughtup on a 
kibbutz. A masterful analysis based on-
plor 
FOUR ASPECTS OF THE RIM. By J.L. Limbacher, 
Former Pres., Amer. Federation of Film 
Societies. Comprehensive and fascinating 
history of the development of Color, Sound, 
3-D & Wldescreen films, and their significant 
contribution to the art of the motion picture. 
Illus. 
Pub. at $7.95. Only 2.9* 
FOUR FABULOUS FACES by Larry Carr. The 
most sumptous film book ever published. 
I llustrqjed with over 1,000 rare photographs, 
-many never before in print and a 16-page 
cofor section of priceless old movie 
magolkWSi. Four Fibdout 
testl#wt*B~ts tt» ageftiss~beauty of four, 
extraordinary actresses: Gloria Swanson, 
Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford and Marlene 
Dietrich -
Only $14.9* 
intensive research and a i neering work 
that could materially change ouModety and 
our world. 
Pub. ot $6.95. Only 3.9*. 
CAMPING by John L. Holden. A complete 
guide to all the basic techniques that are 
vital to camping in comfort and safety-.;-
Pointers on picking a camp site, making a 
fire, cooking outdoors, food to Include on a > 
camping trip, more ... 
-Pub.alft.9S Only $1.00. 
Caidsr. tntro. by H; Harvard Arnason,j_ 
—Photographs i. design by Ugo Mulas. 
Presents a full survey of (.alder's prolific; 
- work, from his mobiles and stabiles, wire &:.• 
Is a lavish, u- circus sculpture, to ills reccnt striking.-
Western repression of religious sensibilities 
affd a "sfngte vtiWn" sclentized culture. 492 
PP-
Pub. at $10.00. 
WRREWPS—NRW "WORtD"WCnOW<lV"or"ffie 
American Languyage. This famous College 
Edition has the largest word stock of all 
college dictionaries. The modem, record of 
words-snd pttrases. with clear arttl 
C9mprehensiye definitions, easily read • 
pronunciations, complete etymologies—all 
in large, clear type. Over 142,000 
entries—more than 1,200 illus—1,760 
pages—Thumb-indexed. 
Pwk.a<$7.50. Oriy4.9R. the UMVtRsrry ansa maprr. vol. n The 
Liberal university Under Attack. Ed. by I. 
Wallerstein & P. Starr. An anthology (Mating 
with the maior substansive issues under 
debate in Amer. universities. Focuses on 
Black Studies,. ROTC, military research, 
-.Tfgdgnl. power, university discipline & 
Admissions policy. Writings by Mark Rudd, 
Carl Oglfsby, Tom Hayden, '"Weatherman 
A-SENSR^OF PtACR: -T tfe- ArriST and' tfiir 
American Land. By Alan Gussow. A book 
, about the qualities in certain natural places 
.^jttbichceilauuseaj. women have responded 
Statements, etc; 
Pwb-'f Sto. I OO Only 1.9R. 
to withipve—they have left a record of their 
encoumers wlth the lantf for others to tee, 
read, and understand. Included are Johnv 
James Audubon, Thomas Cole, Wlnslow 
Homer, Edward Hopper,Xjeorgla O'Keeffc, 
and ^n»ny. more. 63. Color plates. 10'/#" x 
1J0." 
Pub. at $27 JO. Only TS.9R. 
THE SACRtt MUSHROOM A THE CROSS. Fertility 
cults and the origins of Judaism and ' 
Christianity. By John M. Allegro. Were tl>«. 
"visions" of ancient prophets really drug* 
Induced hallucinations? What are the 
: symbolic. implications: of our religious 
iituals? THere are lust a few of the startling 
questions raised by this-truly revolutionary 
J#uu*. Ilial demand a compillf're-
examTnatlon of-pur Ideas about the ancienf 
world—in particular, th* value of the Bible : 
as an historical record. • -
Pub. at $7.95. Only 4.9R. 
" Only ft.** tub. at $40.00 , j . ' ' 
University Co-Op 
General Books-—2nd Floor : 
th* largMt lokKtlon of bwtiiMW 
A leehnkel-relerwwe b*ota in AwtHil 
gouaches and theatrical designs. Traces the.': 
. T|fe 8* career of the artist who made 
ScuTpture "move", includes revealing-: 
-^comments - by Calder^ himself. 'Lavishly -
illustrated. VV x 12'A" 
Pub. at $22.50. Only 9.9B.-
THE enaoavad OITA. Translated from the 
Sanscrit by Mohlnl M. Chatfi 
meaning ot human existence Is thi 
this ancient Hindu scripture, dating from the 
e li 
t(er|l. Ther. 
e theme of> 
mmm 
M em 
i .Hijcenturles before Christ. The Glta finds an 
•;w»ns«»f which Is directly relevant to Our own v 
•••.-times. -3: 
'f-Pub. at $7.95. Only 3.9*, 
« I ' 4WKMM THMO* AND 000$ AND MDS. By 
l^ Howard Mali 8. B"lc Ftsher. A book about 
klnr '— 
CHINESE COOKING. Now within your 
reacK is the old China and the at­
mosphere of the Orient. Here are the 
authentic recipes for Peking Duck, Crab -
Foo yong. Tea eggs, chicken & pineap­
ple, Tung Po pork. Chop Suey, fried 
rice, eight precious puddingy You will 
" want. to~..tcy.; all- of -them-! -Illus-.-
throughout in beautiful 4-Color 
photographs describing the Selectable -
creations. 
Pub, ot $6.95 Only 2.98 
DAWN'S EARLY UGHT, By Walter Lord. Tells of I 
' the climactic shaping of "the. land of the ! 
free" during the hazardous events of 1814, at i 
that time known as "The Second War of i 
Independence," in Washington, Baltimore, 
and London. Illus. 
Pub. at $*.50. Only 1.9*. 
ART TREASURES IN THE BRITISH ISLES. Ed. by 
Myers & Copplestone. Visually stimulating 
survey of Britain's artistic heritage—fromi 
the.mysterlous monument of Stonehenge to 
the monolithic simplicity of the sculpture of 
Henry Moore, plus Britain's famous art 
collections. 26S Illus, 122 in Full Color; BV*" x 
1 1  V i " .  . . .  
Pub. at 6.95. Only 3.9* 
ART TREASURES IN GERMANY. Ed. by Myers & 
Copplestone. Excellent survey of German 
art and architectural treasures from ancient 
Celtic lewelry. & Roman ruins to northern 
^Renaissance and the malor contributions of 
modern German art," -surveys both art 
created In Germany and that In the great 
German collections. 259^Illus, 127 Full Color; 
62" x ll'/i 
_ _ Pub. at 6.9S. Only 1 11 
- VAN EYCK. The fifteenth century comes alive 
at the hands of this mysterious Dutch 
painter. What little is known about his life, 
— V*--through the writings of his contemporaries 
' ' and modern trifles Is Included In this 
-.fantastic collection. 74 reproductions on 
.. .coated stock—over 20 In full color! 
.. .. Onlv $3.9* 
Daniel Berrlgan. AMERICA 1$ HARD TO FIND. 
Notes from fhe underground and letters I 
• from Danbury Prison. This rich collection of i 
i.assays, Poems and letters reflects the many i 
• v ^acets of Daniel Berrlgan:^ priest, war 
.• • -resister, poet, spiritual. writer, morairst, 
-^^"""••affscflonate son and brother... 
,P"b. «l-$».*s - -• Only 1.00. 
' FRENCH COOKINO. Some gouVm'ets have _ , 
preference for French cooking. This book 
mm, 
twkwi 
ii'^ jma l g all sorts of things from .the bits and 
fo be found at home, .InTrtorRs-antis.;A 
ketones, workshops & farms.. Over. SO 
" ' " ,0"". It Only 1^9..;,. 
r$PAW?:#. by Myers 
^ Copplestone. -Surveys the magnificent art 
-v -and architecture, of Spain, from CeH, 
r^-J jw • •, -Phoenecfaff sntoman trat throiigtnfi^ 
offers a special choice of recipes; including 
traditional onion soup, the pates, beef ft .•the i 
treasue» M% 
/.trjrjf-^iiptoriRs of «mpir* and Into the modern era; 
f' •' ^ y. Rovers the treasOres created ther* ant) the $ • • 
t«^S#WS«%MtSpai ' " — -
Pub. at *.9S 
nlsh collections. 261 Illus, 123 FulP'. 
X 11"«l", ' 
Only 1.9* 
,, la modei the famous French sauces and 
Hlus. throughout In beautiful 4-
color Photographs.describing the delectable 
tesSfaSiSs creations', 
^|Pub:^;»6^g^^ 
rJU -• ITMIAN C0OKtMs;,L#ie ftdi' 
|iOnly2.9*.-[ 
ilan cuisine I 
offers something for a*sty.o££asioqvlt¥4h«J 
1 Pxrltlng-anttpaarTSBtTrrce dlshes. or the 
Roman beef stew, the Genoese minestrone 
and the testy • Neapolitan pitta, mariner 
style. Illus. throughout in beautiful 4-Color 
photographs describing the delectable 
c r e a t i o n s .  • •  > .  
Pub. at $6.95. ' Onty2.9», 
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Houston Girl Discloseslllegalitiil; Five 
An Austinwoman charged m» administrative action will led to the arrests. Greffory^ forcing it butwhenthe eirl is 
with compelluu? prostitution be taken pending further said. . ^ under it "aidine and 
£L?W*lHrtl The Austii- American- SSng-^prostitStiSn® SSlS 
it^c 6^ 25*? Jr° £ 4 !le superintendent said Statesman reported Saturday under the compelling statute 
in Ueu of S«nd®y h* Probably would that the girl Cooperated Tth The*cHt^SSS 
ki.H^in m n« m a« a®tin8 athletic-^the police by meeting Raven conviction, carries a possible 
Monday. ^t alocaintgmem A! the 2fb SO-yearsentence: Tf 
ar«js,Mcs: ««-*-
men, including Austin Public ..ibegan two weeks ago when the / hidden in her clothing while, arf Richard L. Mate, a real 
parents of the 16-year-old .^'officers listened. 'Sjr SI|J ?Tsff^e salesman, 3500 Scenic Schools Athletic Director Travis Raven, 2600 Parmer 
Lane, were charged Thursday 
before Justice of the Peace 
Jim McMurtry w-ith 
compelling prostitution. 
All four men had posted* 
bond by Saturday at - the 
Travis County Jail: ^ 
r ts of t e - ear- l  ffirliV. ,y>-v — 
who ran away from Houston' Austin Police Capi. HaWfey Hills; McLaughlin- L. 
and was residing in Austin. <iann refused Sunday, to , f,ete"°.n- with the T€xas 
called Austin police to this report. A Hospital Association, 8010 
complain that their daushte^# The Travis County GWtfirap«rMale Drive, and B.J. 
had been injured ^ #ury will hear additional Smith, a physician, 8907 
evidence in the case Tuesdayf^Sierra Drive-
Dist. Atty. Robert 0. Smith" 
said compelling prostitution 
does -not necessarily mean 
All  of  the  defendants  
refused Sunday to 
on the charged. ^* 
Malcolm Milburn (I), and Robert W. Calvert 
-tymm Staff PM* by icy ftMw 
& After the parents requested 
. .  . .  -  t  „ an invest igat ion,  the  gir l  gave   i  refused unday t  comment  
At his request, Raven wss^.-4hfr police information which - does 'not nwpecnHii/ aut --
suspended without pay Friday .., 
from his duties as athletic 
director  by Dr.  Jack '^  
Davidson, superintendent of * ,-t - . . .  
tboote. £&* -~v *•-- .University library , yJtistooeariy toimowwhal FuodswiUbeMmMsterodby, 
fafiis tetter to Davidson, /^*u&dsthfr t/itfversfty mfgftttheOfftce of Edocatioil under 
former Reagan High School "" ~ J" 
gag-
nt 
Library Funds Proposed *W*l± 
By Robert Fulkerson 
Texan Staff Writer . 
The Texas Constitutional 
Revision Commission held its 
final meeting Friday at the 
Capitol with Chairman Robert 
Calvert speculating- that the 
Legis la ture  may be 
consolidating its power at the 
expense of the executive and 
judicial  branches of  
government. The panel's 
official life ended Saturday. 
Created by the 63rd 
Legislature, the 37-member 
commission was empowered 
with s tudying and 
recommending donstitutional 
change for  Texas.  Last  
November, after working nine 
months, the panel presented 
its recommendation to the 
Constitution^Qonyention. 
The convention, composed 
of  both houses  of  the  
Legislature, is writing a new 
constitution for the state. . 
Voicing concern about thte 
separation of powers article 
of the proposed constitution, 
Calvert said, "I don't think 
that the executive and judicial 
branches of the government 
Be Weakened 
"should be subject  to  
legislative control. 
"I think somebody should 
take a look at the separation 
of  powers  ar t ic le  of  the 
const i tut ion,"  he added* 
"There should be an even 
balance between the three 
branches of government. 
"1  think they ( the 
convention) are consciously 
or maybe subconsciously 
. interested in the powers of the 
Legislature rather than the 
powers of the executive or 
judicial branches," Calvert 
said. 
"Everybody knows a  
legis la ture  is  not  a  
nonpolitical body," Dr. Janice 
May, commission member 
and Universi ty  ass is tant  
government professor/ added. 
Commission members, led 
by Calvert and Vice-Chairman 
Mrs. Malcolm Milburn, spent **nore official 
the final session expressing Available to the 
appreciat ion for  having 
served on the panel. Progress 
of  the  convent ion and 
'problem' areas also were 
discussed. 
"I'm glad I was part of the 
Commission,"  member 
Beeman Fisher said. "It was 
a difficult assignment." 
"The proof of our work is 
whether Texas ends up With a 
bet ter  document  of  
government ,"  member 
Andrew Jefferson Jr. said. "It 
was an education for me, for 
better or worse." - - - -
Mrs 
open education from cradle to 
grave," Dr. May said. "It 
ended up open-ended and the 
convention had to close it." 
Calvert denied rumors that, 
he disapproved of  the 
Constitutional Convention's 
work. 
"It's not so," We said. "Any 
of us (the commission) should 
withhold judgment until the 
convention is over." 
The commission will not 
promote adoption of the_new 
constitution, Calvert said. No 
funds,  are  
panel so it 
cannot continue as a body 
unless funds from private 
sources are, obtained. 
The individual commission 
members  may become 
involved in presenting the 
proposed constitution to the 
voters, he added. 
football coach; said he was 
innocent of the charges, and 
he "believed that the ultimate 
court determination will 
absolve" him. 
Upon the suspension,  
Davidson said, "In order not 
to interfere with Mr. Raven's 
r ight  to  a  ful l  and fair  
disposition of the charges ... 
'Additional federal funds under 
regulations proposed recently 
receive under  the new 
regulat ions, '  Nancy 
•by the U.S. Department of MoAdams, acting 'associate 
Health, Education director of library public 
Welfare (HEW). ; «If';:V^Jservices, said Friday. "There 
Part Bo£ Titlell of the Higher. 
Education Act of 1965. 
, JOSTENS/AMERICAN 
YEARBOOK COMPANY 
will be interviewing for career «ale« repreientativea with 
portions available throughout the U.S. on 
MARCH 11 and 12 
Please sign up at the Room , 
- - - ' 134 f o r  i n t e r v i e w s  o n  M A R C H  11,  17. - -^  -
and for interviews on MARCH 12, sign up at 
LIBERAL ARTS PLACKMENT CENTER 
2608 Whitls 
Funds will be iised ^for^ 
1 "research and demonstration 
projects for improvements of 
^libraries, development of 
library training programs and 
dissemination of research 
findings,'' HEW officials said 
jThursdajr 
are  many possible  
interpretaions now, but we 
won't know until we see the 
specific language of the* 
regulations." 
Regulations will become 
effective following a public 
jieanngtJIEW; personnel said. 
^.1 
Fa ye Holub,  an 
organized labor  
representative said, "I'm 
displeased with the General 
Provisions Committee and the 
right to work measure. Right 
to work should be statutory?' 
and hot in the constitution." --
"In the Education Article, S 
I'm not sure we intended to 
UT STUDENT GOV'T. TOURS PRESENT 
SPRING BREAK IN 
MARCH 30 - APRIL 
TRAVIl ARRANGEMENTS BY: 
MERIT TRAVEL 
4 THE PROGRAM INCLUDES: 
• Jet Airfare Sen Antonio • Acapulco 
• Six Night* Accomodations . . 5- v.; 
• 0pm Bar̂ Beach Party ? r-.(t 
• fttsset io hmous MapuUi Night Clubti V: 
• Transfers to and from Hotel s . / ~ 
CONTACT: 
- STUDENT GOV'T. TOURS 
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by bare traps. 
Bort Carletqn^fets in 
on the all-leather^ 
handmade sandal art. 
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die following editorial appeared last week in |error; we also are well aware of the conditions which have led the 
•mate newspaper, The Great Speckled Bird. We heartily Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA) and William Williams, who came 
agree with the viewpoints expressed and endorse them. These excerpts it from the right rather than the left, to such desperate acts, 
are gratefully reprinted with the Bird's permission.) 
,4" »V* **4 ,"-»•< * f b .3r_ 
As a group of people dedicated to social change a 
socialist society we would like to speak out in regard to the Murphy and 
Hearst kidnapings and express our opposition to kidnaping and terror 
as tactics for the left. We, believe that such tactics do not advance the 
cause of left and progressive people in this country. Rather they serve 
to discredit the left and alienate large sectors of the American people. 
v 
WHILE THERE are many Americans who might be won to the idea 
of helping to organize against war, poverty, racism, sexism and : 
oppression by a mass-oriented popular movement, individual elitist 
acts of terror such as the recent kidnaping lead many of these same 
people to sympathize with (and even materialiy aid) S0ch;ffeafcfibfiai7 
forces as the Hearst publishing empire. We do not believe that 
intimidating one individual or even one corporation Will do much to 
bring about change in this country. Will the Hearst papery be any more 
sympathetic to the people's struggles, when Patrici is released (or 
murdered)? We doubt it. 
society. Ecbnotffcaif 
litically, and morally the existing order is showing itself bankrupt. 
While consumers wait in endless lines and pay high prices, oil 
Companies' profits soar. Nixon says there will be no recession, but 
13.000 people have been laid off in Georgia alone because of the 
"energy crisis." In California the "needy" Whom the SLA demanded 
be fed as a gesture of good faith from the Hearst family amounted to 
some 5.9 million people. ~ ^ , 
«§£•; 
IN THE POLITICAL arena every day more and more revelations 
^expose the crookedness, , trickery an4 hypocrisy , of our systenj. From 
the President, Vice President, and congressional leaders on down to 
city and state officials, political leaders and the institutions they 
control remain unresponsive to the needs of the people. And there is not 
much hope to be had from the major political parties. Though eaphls 
quick totry and take advantage of the other, neither party represents 
the working man and womaifr ~==^-=- — 
Atlanta's Reg Murphy 
We believe that the present system of profit before people will only 
be changed when the mass of people are convinced, for one reason or 
another, that it no longer serves their needs. This cannot be done 
through terror, but only through long, patient organizing and education. 
HOWEVER, while we deplore these kidnapings and similar acts of 
i: • • ' -
Violence aAd decadence bombard us from all sides. Whether it is the 
violence of the news, reflecting the realities of a world dominated by 
imperialism^ and oppression, or of the mass culture reflecting the 
degeneration of our society's values and beliefs, it creates the 
environment in which frustrated and angry people turn to.violence and 
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The two candidates in the runoff for president of Student Government 
are, as usual, those . two who were most successful in building what is 
called by some a broad-based coalition and by others a well-oiled 
machine s The myth of the independent candidate is an insult to the 
intelligence of the students, and we are happy to see the monied 
candidates who tried to purvey this myth slip into the political limbo they 
so richly deserve. 
ISSUES REMAIN Similar in Student Government campaigns from year 
to year because Student Government has no power beyond the quality of 
its organization. Changes can be made only by maintaining continuity of 
interests over a long, hard pull. Students must do their homework on an 
issue, talk to the right people, vote for the right candidates, pull the right 
kind of publicity stunts, take the right kind of direct action. All of this 
presupposes organization The fact that a so-called independent candidate 
cannot get elected brings no tears to our eyes: indeed, the very thing that 
makes an effective Student Government president is organizing ability. 
The question- is not whether there is a machine; the question is which 
.machine best represents your interests. To this end, we see nothing wrong 
with bloc voting by fraternities, shuttle bus drivers, YRs, YDs or the 
Tomato Hubris. 
TO BE AGAINST organizing is to oppose the very concept of Student 
Government; both of the runoff candidates have been in campus politics 
long enough to realize this. They do however, disagree on issues, and 
priorities. No matter how many students vote, Student Government will 
spend money, take positions on every level of political issue and represent 
the student body as a whole. Small turnouts mean more power for smaller 
groups. 
We need larger turnouts and candidates with enough character not to 
fear the political push and pull. We have the latter; only you can supply 
the former. Vote Wednesday. 
- S.R. 
Watching the world 
Justice William 0. Douglas, speaking at the law school Iaft week, 
supported the idea that ordinary citizens should organize to influence 
American foreign policy. This, in pragmatic day-to-day political terms, is 
heresy. 
FOREIGN POLICY issues carry little weight with the' electorate,, 
especially in these times of domestic disaster. Even when the public is 
aroused, the people are generally required to make decisions based on 
information carefully selected by governmental officials with a vested 
interest in policies they have birthed. The Gulf of Tonkin incident is an 
outrageous example of public opinion manipulation, but the more subtle 
shapings of thought are more to be feared. Examples are the locked-in 
images which encourage ys to see "freedornfighters" or "terrorists'.' 
with.little inquiry into the issues. 
Everyone is affected when foreign policay decisions are made. If the 
government starts a trade war, we do both the paying and the dying. It 
behooves those of us who are willy-nilly on the bus to question the driver's 
ability, as well as his destination. 
ARE PEOPLE more free in Greece than in Czechoslovakia? In Chile 
than in Cuba? And if these countries are equally totalitarian, for which 
must we accept responsibility? To what extent can we speak of a national 
interest, separable from the interests of the world community? Drought 
in West Africa. Genocide in Bangladesh. Revolution in Mozambique. 
What is it all to us? 
Where the hell is Mozambique, anyway? It's the same place Vietnam 
was until enough people came home in boxes to send us scurrying to the 
maps and then, some of us. angry to the streets. We must ask questions 
sooner and demand answers. 
THERE ARE MOVES afoot to limit debate in the Student Senate to 
"relevant" issues, presumably those areas where Student Government 
has power "to act. If thfs Hmitation were observed, the. Student 
Government Senate would debate nothing, since Student Government has 
no institutional power. 
The Texan catches flak also, for airing the problems of the world on 
campus But where, if not on the campus of a university that aspires to 
greatness, shall we lean-to analyze foreign policy issues? And if analysis 
tells us that America is wrong, shall we remain silent or depend orfthe 
AulHIn's^caliea American so-called Statesman for leadership? 
THE TEXAN will continue,, as we hope the Student Senate will 
continue, to, debate foreign policy questions.-When we are&vroiig in our 
facts or laz| in our analysis — and we will be-both at times — help us 
r on 
To the editor: -
As a woman living in a supposedly 
progressive community, I still find myself 
being foolishly surprised when I encounter 
examples of stereotyping by sex. I 
mistakenly assume that because some 
strides have been made in the recognition 
of women as people with all the foibles and 
strengths of their male counterparts, that 
this has become a fact of life. Alas, this is 
not so, and I was feminaeiForit by Lee 
Rohn in her statement regarding the 
direction the Student Government election 
will take from here. 
How nice it must be to be assured that 
you have two groups of people whom you 
can count on for support While Mr. 
Fleming will have to struggle along with 
the conservative vote, Ms. Rohn is 
assured of the votes of the liberals and the 
women on campus. This assumes either 
that women are neither liberal nor 
conservative but vote strictly on the baste, 
of being women or that they are willing to: 
submerge any beliefs that they may have 
in order to form a united female front. 
I resent being grouped into a sexist 
category, whether this grouping is done by 
a man or a woman. There is no more 
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7 just picked the lesser of two evils—just like you Yanks did in your last election! 
axe 
more 
To the editor: 
As student body -presidents, we - tried, 
each in our way, sometimes successfully 
and sometimes not, to effectively 
articulate and represent student interests. 
To do so has been the main function of the 
Student Government and will probiably be 
so again next year. But while abortion at 
the health center and beer in the Union are 
indeed issues weir worth mentioning, not 
all the candidates are addressing what we 
consider the most important issue next 
year's student leaders will have to deal 
with, namely, the reappointment of Frank 
Erwin to another six-year term on the 
Board of Regents. . 
When Frank Erwin comes up for 
reappointment next January, student 
leaders will have to be in the forefront of 
the opposition. As the elected 
representatives of the student body, they 
will have an opportunity to truly serve the 
interest of the entire University 
community in a way we could not; and 
they must be willing to do everything in 
power to block this appointment __ 
cortect our facts and sharpen our analysis. Bat do notHrgue that because 
we are merely, students we have no standing to call our government to 
account for its foreign adventures. We are citizens; we are Voters : the 
quality of our lives depends ^n the outcome That is all 
Since, from our perspective, this will be 
the most critical question'facing Student 
Government, next year, it is important to 
ask the candidates Fleming, Rohn, Ware 
and Parish how they feel about Mr, Erwin 
and how the intend to terminate his 
position on Che board. 
During the past five years the 
University has deteriorated rather than 
improved; after Frank Erwin 
systematically drove away distinguished 
professors, especially in the humanities,: 
the University ldst its national prestige. 
Frank Erwin was also involved in the 
academic excellence, education rather 
than politics and building contracts must 
become the board's major priority. Sigce 
we believe this will not occur until Erwin 
has departed, we are urging you to a&k tha_ 
i candidates to publicly commit themselves! 
to action on this matter: ask them how 
they intend to see to it that this man will 
not run thfe show at UT for six more years, 
and then, please vote according to how 
their opinions reflect yours. 
Jeff Jones 
Dick Benson 
1 Former student body presidents 
Once again 
To the editor: 
Though I have no wish to impugn the 
professional integrity or intent of David 
Hendricks I must say that some 
misquotations have crept into his story 
about me (March 8). This is undoubtedly 
due to ,my "heavy Slavic accent" and, 
perhaps, to his not-so-slight Texan dialect 
and to the difficulty of the subject matter. 
The "detente," for instance. World War II 
saw not a detente but a full-scale alliance 
between the western democracies and the 
U.S.S.R., and it was not "false" (as I was 
misquoted) in as far as defeating the Nazi 
Germany was concerned, but the western 
powers clearly went far beyond their call 
of duty in collaborating with Stalin, and, in 
fact, having destroyed one totalitarian 
regime, they helped to consolidate the 
other. In "The Gulag Archipelago" 
Solzhenitsyn conveys his thanks .to such 
people who, 'like.. Julius Epstein in his 
recent book "The Operation Keelhaul: 
The Stqry of Forced Repatriation" 
(Devin-Adir), have documented how 
hundreds of thousands of Russian" 
because I am a woman than there is for 
my husband to vote for her opponent 
because he is a man. Ms. Rohn's blatant 
sexist appeal gives women no more credit 
for discriminating judgment than they 
have often been granted in the past. 




Get it together 
To the editor: 
In an article headlined "IH 35 To Get 
Artificial Turf," which appeared on Page 
3 of the Jan. 24, 1974, edition of The Daily 
Texan*, twice you misspelled the name of 
the Texas Highway Department official. 
His name is Max Ulrieh (not Ulricht). He 
is.an alumnus of The University of Texas, 
having received his degree in engineering 
in 1960. 
Although misspelling a name may seem 
like a small thing, it is not when similar 
errors of fact or nonprofessionalism are 
compounded over this entire year's 
production of the Texan. Although I cannot 
.remember the exact dates, I do 
remember the stores and their inferences. 
For example, The Texan printed a 
pictorial story of Jay Arnold returning an 
intercepted pass for a touchdown this past 
fall with three pictures backwards. 
Another example, in an article which was 
previewing the Constitutional Convention 
the author kept using the number 160 in 
referring to the number of House 
members and the number 191 in referring 
to the total number of delegates. I assume 
most people know that there are 150 House 
members and accordingly 181 delegates to 
the convention (this number arrived at by 
adding the 31 state senators to the 150 
House members). 
Also, pictures have appeared with 
pasteup and paperscraps pHnted over 
them. There appears to be an 
unprofessional atmosphere and a lack of 
concern which have become predominate 
among the writers and editors of the 1973-
74 edition of The Daily Texan, an edition 
which is without question the worst in the 
five years I have been a student at the 
University. j 
A newspaper" should be reliable. Its 
• Another error is that !2 Russians- stories should be^heckeri anri rwhPfkoH 
defected with me. No, I was just one. Alas, Mistakes should be extraordinary rather 
I felt it was too dangerous to do things than common. •* . 
too much naivete , in dealings with the 
U.S.S.R. Remember that the Cuban crisis 
took place in the heyday of a detente which 
was then called a peaceful coexistence. 
collectively in a 'collectivist" society. 
: Wladislaw Krasnow 
John M.H. Ulrieh 
Senior, Radio-TV-Fllm 
Bauer House scandal, personally directed 
the cutting down of trees at Waller Creek, 
planned a $6 million swimmings! and 
paved over the M(est Mall. These are only Zsth£ J£th to 
a few ©f h^^jor ̂ complements, 
- If the University is ever to regain its lost Solzhenitsyn is against the detente per se, 
national reputation, not to mention true but he warns against too many illusions, 
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By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN last 15 years. 1 _ \ -
e 1974, The Washington Po8t%?g, Save for one brother, 'all of 
King Features Syndicate Schieber's family in Poland, where 
NEW YORK — At 5 o'clock ias |̂§i he grew up, were Hilled either by the 
* Nazis or the Communists. 
According to his affidavit, in 1932 he. 
would^% Friday afternoon America 
have been over for Haviv Schieber | 
That's when the court order Was duefX saw what was •SffcV 
. to expire, and, all his remedies^ 
exhausted," the authorities would 
have taken off his prison uniform^ 
conducted him past the electrically fH: 
operated iron doors of the Federal 
House of Detention and on to ait£«| 
airplane to be deported to Israel. 
Schieber is so energetic, sdSjS 
? going to happen and 
led a group of Jews on "a dreadful 
journey by ship< train, automobile 
and small boat" to Palestine. A few 
years later he rctatiied to Poland .to 
organize an escape Qraanization of 
Je^toFalesi^ 
up when he was- arrested, by the 
British. 
engaging a talker, he doesn't look,-X . y In 1948 when the English were 
if11 his 63 years. But he is thin, almost '* palling out, Schieber joined the 
' Israeli Army, in the course of 
which, he says,- he was elected 
mayor of Beersheva where, in a 
gesture of protest at the poor mail 
service, "I set up a mock mail drop 
near the police station. I was. 
arrested for using two street tiles to 
construct the mail drop and charged 
with two crimes, theft and operating 
a post office without authority. At 
the trial the jtidge commended me 
- . and fined me 5 ceints or one day in 
jail."'It was this conviction which 
may yet get him deported 26 years 
£«v|ater. 
. A troublemaker 
But Schieber, even by his own 
account, Was a troublemaker. Not 
,only did .he do things in his 
contracting business 
$0 frail, and with the prison number 
-F' 80189 on his chest, it occurs to you he 
i£r must look as they did in the Nazi 
Itf, camps. Not that Schieber thinks that, 
way. "The service in this jail is; 
strictly Waldorf-Astoria," he says in 
| the same upbeat fashion with which 
: he spoke of something happening to 
prevent his being deported fram this 
country where he has lived for the 
more firing line 
UTcops 
percent of men and TO percent 
—MM* 
oranges destined to be exported t(M^ controversy, one suspects if he'd 
the Soviet Union. have shut iij> and just built houses 
NooZtonist the government wouldn't have gone 
In 1959, he came here on .-.ami after him. Shutting up is one thing 
visitor's visa, got into the';'f Haviv Schieber can't do. Not only 
contracting business and ha^f because he has a message, but also 
managed to stay on through years ofM there's a prophetic aspect to 
litigation. "The Israelis turned me from a '. 
Schieber is a delightful and;#? teenager spitting 
without ^entertaining man, if you don't hav»f§| church door into a believer," he =:= 
government permits, but he did not|< fetoo big an emotional investment in says, and then goes into, not a f " 
ike the Socialist shape of the new the topics he's interested jeremiad, hut the kind ofmoral-i 
Israeli-jrtate; The countiy Is, he^which, unfortunately for Trim, is a'M social critique that wins you few * 
says, "Local 804. Eight come to the ;V-,nonZionist Palestinian stated friends. ; f 
job, zero working and 4 o'clock goy„/. Nothing else will survive, he thinks.^ Those few friends he has won hav£ 1 
back home." Populated by "trapped but then he adds a little twist of thtf?" 
oriental Jews for whom we didn't v^sort which makes .enemies: "I say.;s>, 
dream Zionism," Schieber believes, % , that I care more fbr my son and myX « 
it is a bankrupt nation which cannot ^grandchildren in Israel than all the ' 
r Fifth Avenue Zionists and all the,-, 
; 3eygSlly JKills Zionists." t 
. Can't shut uj 
* Here in New York he writes for an ' 
Arab paper and' has been appearing ; 
k;; regularly with Arabs pn a locai-4 
v, radio show. While Haviv Schieber ; 
certainly isn't a figure of major 
keep a western, middle-class 
population. 
If .To back up his beliefs, Schieber 
organized the AntiCommunist 
League of Israel and got himself 
arrested no less than 18 times lor 
"pulling such tricks as putting 
antiCommunist leaflets ill crates of 
been of little help to him — a few 
right-wing politicians without 
influence like Sen. Jim Buckley of 
New York. The only thing that did 
save him was Supreme Court* 
Justice Thurgood Marshall showing 
compassion and staying his 
expulsion.. 
Schieber was on his way out of the 
jail,-and waiting- for the bus to the 
airport, when the temporary 
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New target To the editor: During the s t reak 
confrontation Thursday night, 
I picked up an expensive 
watch which had evidently 
been jerked off of the owner's 
. arm. the crystal and band 
were broken, but it still runs. 
If the owner comes to my 
room (1101 Prather Hall) and 
accurately describes the 
watch, I will return it to him. 
Concerning the incident 
itself, it resembled Vietnam: 
once the cops got there, they 
couldn't back down; but they 
shouldn't have been there in 
the first place. 
David Neal 
V - Sophomore, Insurance 
Put it out 
To the editor: 
Despite recently-awakened 
student-consciousness in the 
area of minority rights, a 
silent majority on this campus 
(  and elsewhere)  is  
experiencing, discrimination. 
Nonsmokers must sit through 
countless classes in which 
other students and faculty 
violate University policy by 
disregarding No Smoking 
signs.  And in  e levators ,  
shuttle - buses, auditoriums 
and campus restaurants, to 
name a few places, smokers 
inflict their harmful fumes 
upon nonsmokers. 
Figures  show that  58 
of women are nonsmokers. 
The American 'Medical  
Association estimates that at 
least 34 million Americans 
are sensitive to cigarette 
smoke. In spite of scientific 
research and documentation, 
the dangers which > tobacco 
smoke presents  to  
nonsmokers have long been 
passed over. Some of these 
are the following: 
1) A highly active enzyme 
poison, hydrogen cyanide, is 
not found in customary forms 
of air pollution, yet is'present 
in cigarette smoke. Long-
term- exposure- to levels of 
about 10 parts per million is ' 
considered dangerous.  
Concentration in cigarette 
smoke is 1,660 ppm. 
2) For the nonsmoker, the 
least obvious and most 
insidious danger is that the 
color less  gas  carbon 
monoxide may get into his 
bloodstream in suff ic ient  
quantity to damage his heart 
and lungs or exacerbate heart-
lung disease that he already 
has. Other potentially lethal 
gases  in  tobacco smoke 
emissions have been 
identified: nitrogen dioxide, 
hydrogen sulfide, hydrocyanic 
acid,  arsenic  and other  
components. 
3)  One tes t  made in  
Germany showed that  
DOONESBURY 
smoking of several cigarettes 
in a closed room makes the 
concentration of nicotine and 
dust particles in a short time 
so high that the nonsmoker 
inhaies  as  much harmful  
tobacco smoke as the smoker 
inhales from four or five 
cigarettes.. 
^4)  Smoke from an '  idl ing 
cigarette contains almost 
twice the tar and nicotine of 
an inhaled cigarette and thus 
may be twice as toxic as 
smoke inhaled by the smoker. 
An idl ing c igaret te  
contaminates  the a i r  for  
approximately 12^minytes, 
while the average smoker is 
usual ly  inhal ing on the 
average for 24 seconds. 
5) 'Since pipe and cigar 
smokers  inhale  less  than 
cigaret te  smokers ,  they 
contr ibute  Relat ively 
unfiltered smoke into the air.* 
In view of the above reasons, 
we as nonsmokers maintain 
that  we should not  be 
•••••••••»••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••« 
subjected to the extremely 
unhygenic conditions created 
by those who do not confine 
their smoking to desigated 
areas. To work for protection 
of our health — ^nd 
environment — we are 
announcing the formation of a 
new student organization, U> 
TURN (University Texans 
United for the Rights of 
Nonsmokers). , 
i: One important point must 
be clarified. It is NOT the 
purpose of this group to force 
smokers to quit smoking. We 
are simply affirming the 
nonsmoker's rights which 
-have- been: violated in 'the 
University coftimunity. 





To the editor: 
With reference to the letter 
against the dean of fine arts 
from Dr. Kutosiewicz (Daily 
Texan, Feb. 25), your readers -
should be informied that Dr. 
attack. If the" pattern is 
followed, he can expect a lot 
more of the same. 
I suppose We should be 
alarmed over the increasingly 
erratic nature of these pot-
" shots. But the saddest part 
.really is their growing 
considered ethical standards, 
for which we should perhaps 
tender our sympathy rather 
than our condemnation. -
X .vutf m S-M- Alexander ^ 
; Department ot Art 
Kulasiewicz was .notified on-r—dependenGe-on half-truths-and • 
Jan. 7 that the art department - total fantasy (the dean, for in-
was not renewing his con­
tract, as from Jun 1,1975. This 
may account for some of the 
vindictiveness in the letter to' 
which he appended his name. 
Those who have watched 
developments in .the art 
department over the last 
several months will also be 
aware that the dean is just the 
latest in a series of targets to 
receive this malicious type of 
> • 
• 
• A TYPING SERVICE 
• specializing in 
• —rtie»«» and dissertations 
• 3-law briefs 




Pick-up Service Available 
IM GETTIN6DfM&EI?EVERf 
PAf, AMD IT'S ALL JU5T 
TOO EM6ARRASSINS... 
SAX TONKBH, 
I CUONPER. IF 
ICOUCD A&KVOU 





•& NOT MOl/ti, ROLAND! 
CAN'T YOU see I'M 














"The candidates who say lets get Student 
Government out of the city and state and back 
to the university are naive. To accomplish our 
goals we must work on many levels. One of the 
most critical levels is thai of getting 
legistaltors, members of the city council and 
prominent citizens to fight for student in­
terests. These people fight for us only because 
we are a political force." 
for Student Body 
PRESIDENT 
Outstanding-Midi-aw" Student award 
Texas Union Board of Directors 
Women's Law Caucus 
Navajo Indian Reservation'intern 
Curriculum Committee " 
pd. pol. adv. by Lee Rohn 
TEXAS HAMAGSHIMIM 
STUDENT ZIONIST MOVEMENT 
irmtm away from thi cityT 
MARCH 15-17 WIMBERLEY, TEXA 
SPEAKERS! SPORTS I DI8CU8SION8I CAMPFIREI 
MOVIES! $13 COVERS FOODI TRANSPORTATION! 
EVERYTHING! 
for more info and to regiater call by March 12 
ELLIOTT 472-7493 . KAREN 471-7105 
stance, must be astonished to 
learn that i*- audition to his 
qualifications in the arts, he 
now has a degrfee in law.) It 
seems to me that we are 
witnessing-the complete dis­
integration of what used to be 
>•» 
IM NOT SOIN6, MARCIE...I 




MICIX Df UUtRdC 
ALBENIZ: IBERIA 
M THE ONLY KIP IN THE 
HISTORY OF EDUCATION TO HAVE 

























20 Cubic meter 




> 24 Harvests -
27 Dance step 







• 35 Newspaper 
.> paragraph 
37 Merriment 
' ^38 Lair 
39 Sweetheart^ 
> 41 Babylonian 
.» deity . 




46 Ate togeti"^ 
thin "•> 
" 48 Chatter (col 
- loo) 
.51 Paddle 
, , 52 Title ol 
\ -v • respect (pi.) 
v... _.->l54 Mature -• 
• ^ ->-tt55 Abstract r 
being " 
v ^V^S5® Pulvenie 




















Answer to; Yesterday's Puzzle: 
AMA SQssrs aran 
QD0[i[a 
racirsBi rjrjai [suss 
GOB WHS HBBGIQ 
ran GSSQ Dsn EE 
EHHEiS EES HES' 
BBBCi BjECj BE3SBi 
Eisnssa ane ^ 
HGHEQEH 
000 SOGBta ffl@D 
BBH HBQQ0 HHii  
J 
ikr 
"A collection of super show-stopper arias byqn© _ i 
ofIhe^great tenors of all time. Every aria on this • 
gisc shows off Pavarottrs matchless 
high notes in virtuoso style. 99 $3 
Ihe-most-complete version of Swan take-
on record. Handsomely played by Anatole 
Fistoulari and the Netherlands Ra- .. 
dio Philharmonic Orchestra and i e 
corded with exceptional definition. 
Special 3 record set 
for the pri£© of̂ 2 
28 Alternating 44 Man's name 
current (abbr.)-45 Clean « 
20 Bogged down 29 Mental image 48 Female deer 
21 Decay 32 Sting 47 Scottish for 
22 Adhesive 33 College "John*' 
flufrstuncft — degree (abbr.) 48 Affltivistivs— 
23 Lash 36 Burning' coals 49 The self . 
25 Evergreen 38 Cheerless . 50 Soak 
trees 40 Wants 53 Parent (col-
26 Rock 42 Male sheep* _ loq) 
The Department of French-Italian 
and Longhorn Travelers, Inc. invite 
all interested persons to attend a 
free slide lecture on the Depart­
ment's Summer Study Session in 
France.The lecture will be held on 
Wednesday, March 13*at 7 p.m. 
in the Main Lounge of the Alumni 
Center, 2110 San Jacinto Blvd. 
Edmond Bazerghi, director of 
the Summer Study Session, '" 
French 340K (French Civilization) & 
for participation in the program. 
This year's program, from May 20 
through June 25, includes: 
• Transportation by Air France from 
Houston to Paris and return 
• 10 days in Paris and > 
1 surrounding area " 
9 days in Western France 
• 18 days in Central and 
This week only, entire 






Sale includes: TURANtX)! Suthertand, Pavarotti, 
Caballe, Mehta. . 3 discs VOICE OF THE CEN-
TURY Joan Suthertand ... 3 discs BEETHOVEN 
PIANO CONCERTOS Ashkenazy. Solti . . . 4 discs 
PROKOFIEV: ROMEO and JUUET MaazeL Cleve­
land Orch...3 discs LA BOHEME Pavarotti. Frenl, 
von Karajan...2 discs SOLTI CHICAGO SHOW­
CASE Soffl, Chicago Symphony... 1 disc* ' 
Southern France 
• Daily .lectures and guided 
visits to museums and 
other places of interest 
Come to the program 
for full details on 
this'educational 
Richmond/Stereo Treasury a mere 
$ 1 66p0f diSC. ^ 
adventure! 
imM mm 
^31 o GUADALUPE 
478-1674 
MON.-THURS. 1 Oct 
FRI. & SAT. lOa.m 
SyndkftU, Dlatr. 
Monday, Marqh M W4 THE îy^TBXAN 
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, By DANNY EOBl 
Texan Staff Writer k--w 
1 DENTON - "I wanted to 
kick everybody in the pants," 
said Creighton guard Ralph 
Bobik. "I was frustrated and 
. disgusted; We had worked too 
:hard to get here to let Texas 
CP88S 
problem was Texas forward 
Ed ;Johnson. The skinny 
freshman, who finished the 
game with 16 points, hurt the 
Bluejays by scoring 10 points 




in three years across North 
and South America to play the 
; '*• 'I best basketball competition 
"available, ,the Creighton 
- - University Bluejays almost 
":t- lost their trip to Tulsa for the 
1 - second round of the NCAA 
Midwest Regionals. And they 
- almost lost it to Texas, a team 
with a 12-14 record. 
tkp For three-fourths of the 
^ game Saturday night in the 
V North Texas State Super. Pit> 
. TexaS looked like it might 
upset Creighton, the 19th-
ranked team in the nation. But 
j, in the final minutes; of the 
l^game, the SIS Bluejays lived 
'•)Z% op tot their record. So did' 
Texas, and the Jays won, 77-
61. • i 
TEXAS BEGAN to 
• frustrate Creighton from the 
- moment the game began. The 
« Bluejays, famous for defense, 
came out in a man-to-man. 
. Against this defense, Texas 
scored with the fastbreak. 
So the Bluejays switched to 
-a zone; Against -this defense, 
Texas scored by slowly and 
carefully working the ball 
"We didn't know what to 
.^Trthiia about him," Brookins 
"" "~]$M said^ "He's just clever around 
,e basket. I think the weight 
advantage we have is aU 
mental. I know a lot of guys 
who are thin who are as mean 
as anything." 
Another part of Creighton's 
problem was that only one 
player, lor ward Gene 
Harmon| could make a 
basket. Shooting mostly 
middle-distance jump shots 
from different spots, Harmon 
scored 16 of Creighton's 33 
first half points. 
"Any one of our players 
could have hit 20 points oh a 
given night if they had gotten 
the shots I got," Harmon said. 
"I was getting the ball before 
!xas had a chance to adjust 
eir defense/ They weren't 
coming out on me, and it 
surprised me." 
THE SCORE surprised the 
Creighton players more. The 
two teams were tied 33-33 at 
halftime. But Texas came out 
after the intermission and 
soon gained an eight-point 
lead, 51-43, on a jump shot by 
Harry Larrabee with 12:50 
left. 
•^'We just weren't ready to 
play, and it is hard to say 
why/' Bobik said. "We are 
traditionally a second half 
team, and it has gotten us in 
' trouble." 
- With just 10 minutes left in 
the game. Creighton was in 
big trouble, although the 
Bluejays weren't especially 
worried. "We were down 14t2 
at .Marquette and came back, 
to win by six. We knew that if 
we could come from behind at 
i Marquette, we could come 
from behind anywhere, y 
Harmon said. 
BROOKINS ALSO felt his 
team would come back. "We 
just kept our mouths shut and 
played," he said. "We had 
confidence, because we are a 
veteran team." 
Texas is a young team, and 
late in the game it showed. 
After trai|i]}g much of the 
second hatfTCreighton scored 
17 straight points on ® 
streak- -that tested almost, 
seven minutes. 
Guard Charles Butler made 
a short jumper to put 
Creighton ahead 61-57, and 
when Texas got the ball back 
it rolled out of Johnson's 
hands — the kind of thing that 
was happening to Creighton 
earlier. *0* ' ^ 
Playing self-assuredly and 
skillfully now, the Bluejays 
set up their "delay game," a 
four-corner offense designed 
-to - free an open man for a 
layup. The "delay game" 
ended the game'. ;; -
Brookins sank a layup, and 
the 6-7 Bobik flapped the ball 
away from Tyrone Johnson; 
He dashed in for another 
layup, was fouled and made 
the free throw. Texas' Larry 
Robinson missed two jump 
shots in a row, and then a 
basket by Harmon put the 
game away for Creighton. ^ 
- Robinson got 20 points, but 
the total was below his 
Southwest Conference-leading 
average. "When you have 
somebody down like we had 
them, well, you should step on 
them," the senior said. "We 
didn't do that." 
In the first game of the 
doubleheader at North Texas, 
Oral Roberts beat Syracuse, 
86-82, in overtime. Oral 
Roberts and Creighton will go 
to Tulsa Thursday along with 
Kansas and Louisville for the 
second round of the Midwest 
Regional, 
Texas shot only 43 percent 
in the first half to Creighton's ; r 
55.2. But the Longhoms tOOk Johnson, E. 
more shots, grabbed more p^°n 
rebounds and -made less . Kruegef'H 
turnovers. They weren't 
supposed tO do that. Davis 
In the first half alone, the y°«yele 
Bluejays made nine 
turnovers. "We usually 
average just 12 or 13 
turnovers a game, and we 
usually outrebound teams,". 
said CU center Doug' h^'iT 
Brookins. But at halftime, smith 
Texas led ip rebounds, 21-15. p"etroS°n 
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Bruins Beat SC; 
Jglg^dliice Wiii| 
UCLA beat Southern Cal with surprising ease, 82-52 Saturday. 
The Bruins made the NCCA playoffs for the eighth straight year, 
with a smashing first half. , -
Led by Bill Walton's 20 points and 16 rebounds, UCLA piled up 
a runaway 47-13 advantage at the half and coasted home:-—* 
Marvin Barnes,' held scoreless for almost 15 minutes, led an 
. 11-4 burst that paced Providence Over Penn. Barnes wound up 
with 26 points, 17 rebounds and several blocked shots and steals, 
Trailing" 6y 12 points in the second half, underdog Furman 
rallied behind Clyde Mayes and Bruce Grimm to upset South 
Carolina. 
Gary Brokaw's 26 points and 22 each by John Shumate and 
Adrian Dantley triggered Notre Dame over outclassed Austin 
" Peay. -
In an earlier game Maurice Lucas scored 18 {Mints and 
grabbed 11 rebounds to pace Marquette over Ohio. 
memo to advertisers 
3 
IO.I4I 
With all the mumbo-jumbo of readership figures flying around 
•these days, it's nice to know that The Daily Texan can deliver 
you an audience of over 36,000 and a readership rate of over 
92%. Where else can you find a medium so direct, so relevant, 
that your penetration figure is never very different from your 
visibility rate. The Daily Texan's got what it takes to move 
your merchandise in the University community, so call our ad 
department and talk to an advertising representative 
Student Newspaper at The University of Texas at Austin 
You get more out of it . . . 
u Because we put more into it. 
tf-UM Telephete 
Creighton's Doug Brookins figfiits l^ich Pqrson for the ball. 
• «f;.t 
" . 'Kgg 
* KINCiSVILLE (Spl.) - Hie £ ^ 
Texas women's basketball V"-
team won two games and lost ^ 'r 
one Friday and Saturday to * 
take third place in the Texas -
tmalWomen's ^ 
Basketball -Tournament. 7i 
Texas A&I beat Pan 
American in the final gameto ' 
win the tournament, 64%>.°^ 
v Texas won its first game, 
'against Del Mar College, 80-, 
19, friday. Texas Coach, 
Rodney Page said although he 
did his best to keep the score 
down by playing his five 
shortest players for most of 
the game, there was no way to 
keep it from being such a 
lopsided contest. 
"It was the kind of game 
that a coach is embarrassed 
to win. We hit an 
unbelievable 58 percent from 
(he field, something we've; 
never done before," ffage;-
said. 
Page added that the win 
boosted His team and helped 
them in the rest of the . 
tournament. "The girls 
needed it, they lost two games 
before this last week, but they 
didn't want to win by that 
margin, either." 
After they trounced 
Del Mar, Texas played A&I in 
the semifinal round Saturday 
and lost, 58-42. Later 
Saturday, Texas played the 
Southwest Texas State Gold 
team and won third place by 
beating SWT, 46-42. The SWT 
Gold team is the second string 
team from SWT. The first 
team. was playing in the 
regional tournament. 
By LARRY SMITH 
Texan Staff Writer 
HOUSTON — Texas' 17-
game baseball winning streak 
ended while Rice University 
fans were beginning steaks of 
their own, as Texas won two 
out of three games from the 
Owls over the weekend. 
A 5-4 Friday loss by the 
Horns was their first defeat of 
the season. Texas' 17 victories 
before the Rice defeat fall 
short of the 20-game victory 
streak posted by the 1972 and 
1973 Texas teams.* 
Saturday, the Horns 
rebounded to defeat Rice in a 
doubleheader, 3-2 and 4-1. The 
weekend series leaves Texas 
19-1 for the season and 5-1 in 
conference. 
Texas is now in second 
place in the Southwest 
Conference baseball 
standings, one game behind 
Texas A&M. Rice is 4-2 in the 
conference and 9-4 for the 
year. 
NOT ALL the action was on 
the field, however. During the 
seventh imttjig *of Friday's 
game, a blond male, dressed 
only in tennis shoes, made two 
passes in front of the crowd of 
approximately 1,000. This was 
the first recorded streak to 
occur while a Texas athletic 
team was participating in an 
event. But it was not the last. 
What Rice fans claim is the 
tallest streak in history took 
place Saturday. The fourth 
inning of the second game of 
the doubleheader was 
interrupted when 
approximately 30 streakers, 
one of them painted bright 
orange, ran across the playing 
field. Leading the pack was a 
7-0 member of the Rice 
basketball team. 
The three baseball games 
were dominated by pitching; 
Texas, wl?ich-went into the-
game batting .349, could only 
managg^TKits on Saturday. 
The poor hitting dropped the 
team's average to .327. 
FRIDAY, Rick Burley 
started for-Texas and 
appeared to be headed for 
Statistics 
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Cuellar 
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victory as he struck-out 11 
batters and allowed only three 
hits through six innings. 
Meanwhile, Texas scored 
three runs in the fifth inning 
off Rice starting pitcher Mike 
Pettit. Two of the Horns' runs 
were scored when Burley hit a 
double. 
But Burley—lost his 
effectiveness in the Seventh 
inning. He gave up a jground 
rule double to Rice's 
rightfielder Shib Simon and a 
walk to first baseman Tracy 
Terry . Then Ernie Janik, who 
was hitting .118 to begin the 
series, hit a home run over the 
leftfield fence to tie the'game. 
Texas Coach Cliff Gustafson 
then replaced Burley with 
right-hander Curt Cavanaugh. 
"I couldn't get my curve 
over in the seventh inning," 
Burley said. "The umpire 
gave Janik four strikes. He 
waited until he got the pitch 
he wanted and hit a home 
run." 
CAVANAUGH WAS able to 
retire the side in the seventh 
but gave up a lead-off triple in 
the eighth. Senior Bobby 
Cuellar was then brought in to 
pitch. The fourth Owl run 
scored on a sacrifice fly. Two 
walks and a single by Janik 
gave Rice a 5-3 lead. -
In the ninth inning, Texas 
threatened the Owls. With one 
out, second baseman Bobby 
Clark walked and pinch 
hitters Mark Griffin and 
Mickey Reichenbach singled. 
After the second out, junior 
Tom Cusick, another pinch 
hitter, drove in the Horns' 
fourth run with an infield hit. 
But third baseman Keith 
Moreland made the third out 
on a sharp grounder to 
shortstop Bryan Boyne. 
In the first game of 
Saturday'3 doubleheader, 
Texas pitcher Jim Godeon 
was overpowering in the first 
five innings. He retired the 
first 16 batters he faced 
before allowing a walk to 
Janik. 
His chance at a no-hitter 
was ruined by the next batter, 
designated hitter Phil Costa; 
who got a single to right field. 
Rice-scored two runs in the 
seventh on a bases loaded' 
single by Janik, but Costa 
made the last out to give 
sophomore Gideon (6-0) his 
third conference win of the 
year. 
The three runs enabling the 
Horns to win were made in the 
fifth when centerfielder Mike 
Anderson, who was starting 
his first game of the year, hit 
a triple with Clark and 
leftfielder Terry Pyka on 
base. Anderson, a substitute 
for David Reeves who had the 
flui scored on a sacrifice fly to 
centerfield by Moreland. 
AS IN the first game of the 
doubleheader, Texas had only 
three hits in the nightcap: Two 
of these, however, were for 
extra bases. Pyka hit a two-
' RBI double in the, fifth and 
- Clark connected for the Horns 
only home run in the series. 
By RICHARD JUSTICE 
Texan Staff Writer 
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. - Near the' 
end of competition Friday night at the 
Southwest Conference Swimming and 
Diving Championships, the Texas A&M 
and SMU swim teams sang the Aggie 
fight song to the Texas swimmers. 
It was that kind of weekend for the 
Longhorns. _ 
"We knew we'd have to come up here 
and take a lot of abuse," Texas 
Swimming Coach Pat Patterson said. 
"You just have to have experienced it 
to know what it's like." 
Patterson and the Horns did take a 
lot of abuse from the other SWC 
schools. And it could have been worse 
as Texas just edged into second place in 
front of the fired up Aggies. 
The Mustangs, however, completely 
| dominated the meet, scoring725 points, 
which is more than they have scored 
since 1970. Texas finished the meet-
with 289 — just in front of A&M's 269. 
"THE MEET* was easier than we 
expected," SMU Coach George; 
McMillion said. "Texas didn't shave 
• and taper a bunch of their kids. Lots of * 
times people question whether it does 
Richard Hess was voted the 
outstanding swimmer of the- SWC: 
However, Patterson doesn't expect 
SMU to do as well at the NCAA meet. 
"For a shave and taper meet, there 
were not that many outstanding 
swimmers from SMU," Patterson said. 
"I think they are just trying to protect 
their national image," 
The Aggies didn't have an image of 
any kind to protect at the meet, but 
they had more hate th?n usual for 
Texas. 
"A&M READ in the paper that I had 
said they were not swimming up to 
their potential," Patterson said. "They 
had it up on every one of their bulletin 
boards. So they come in here and are 
going to show me. 
"What they did was prove I was 
«gl»t." 
but I'll tell you it makes a big 
difference. V • . r 
"I do think the meet has brought out; 
the competitiveness in some of the-
other teams,''Jie continued."It's made 
^BjriotHer publication of 
teams Itlce 
worthwhile. 
A.&M s. seasons 
TEXAS STUDENT PUBLICATfONS 
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But the meet was more worthwhile...—. 
for the Mustangs, who came into the 
event with only three swimmers- -
qualified for the NCAA National Meet-:' -
March 27 at Long Beach, Calif/ 
SMU won 14 of 18 events and set 10 
new conference record*. SMU's 
Patterson, who had more first'place 
swimmers than anyone last season, had 
only one this year? And it came near the 
end of the meet when Bob Rachnecwon 
the 200-yard breast stroke with a 
2:12.17, six seconds slower than his 
record breaking time' of last season, 
'' Weli, he won tonight, " Patterson 
said. "I kicked his rear after the 100 
, breast last night. He should have won 
that whether he was tired or not."' 
'' 'THE TEXAS divers must have been 
tired, too. Of the three divers, only 
Chuck Machell got into the finals. 
Machell made the finals in one-meter 
—competition and 
_ "Ijcari't .say it was .the judging,". 
Machell said. "If we had been getting 
the.dives in the water it might have ^ 
be& different, but we Just weren!^, 
getting them in the water." 
SMU, meanwhile, dominated diving 
through jfive 
a- * 
in botli one- and three-meter 
"competition" •' ~ -— 
"Well, last year we thought we'd do 
better than we did," SMU Diving Coach 
Bryan Robbins said. "We loit both 
boards, and we felt we should have won 
at least one of them." 
FRESHMAN SCOTT Reich won one-
meter diving and was overtaken in the 
last dive by junior Brad Garliek in 
three-meter competition. 
_ SMU sophomore Christine Loock 
became the first woman to score points 
in varsity competition in the SWC, but 
Ms: Loock failed to finish in the top six 
of either board to earn an SMU athletic 
letter. 
"I feel like I did the best I can do," 
Ms. Loock, who finished ninth in both 
boards, said. "I wanted to get pepple 
lhterested in womeri's athletics and I 
think I accomplished that.'' 
SMU, A team not known for its good 
sportsmanship, began each night of the 
meet by interrupting the introduction 
of the coaches with their fight song. 
/. But McMillion felt it "had a purpose. 
"We've heard a lot of talk from 
Texas," McMillion sa_id. "Two years 
ago they said in the paper they were 
going to beat us this year. Our 
swimmers just wanted to show them 
that they are not that close to beating 
us. •_ 
"I think it's the things Texas has &id 
in the papers that 
so heated:'' 
^The.rivalry heated Pattersbn If bit; 
too. "Outside of Paul Hove and Hess 
fit) just not that impressed," he said 
"I hope when we win the conference we 
show a little more character than 
them. .v i 
think W&Svltl^, l 
i f 






Texan Staff Writer 
" DENTON - The Baylor 
track team handed Texas its 
first loss of the young outdoor 
track season Saturday in the 
first annual Carl Babcock 
Memorial Relays at North 
fcolley, 
fcWiC€»" ' "'''' 
;:1^NATE ROBINSON wort the 
120-yard high hurdles, edging 
North Texas' Joe Jubert at the 
tape in 14.1 seconds. 
Even though Texas' top 
weightmen,  Bishop 
Texas State's 
But you've^o^tfr realiaer -Duo,-were in Detroit, 
roughly a fourth of our team Longhorns still wcfre the class 
Spo 
Larry Jesseeof UT-E1 Paso wins the pole vault at 'N<CAA Indoor Meet. 
rts Shorts 
was in Detroit," Asst. Coach 
Bill Miller said. 
' In all, 10 Texas athletes 
were in Detroit with Head 
Coach Cleburne Price 
competing- nr"tfre~N€AAr 
National . .  - . Indoor 
Championships. " ;/ 
. "But I don't want to make 
any apologies," Miller said. 
"We didn't run well." >* ~lf 
Baylor didn't- have that 
problem. 
:: THE BEARS took first with 
61 points. The Horns finished 
second with 51%, and North 
Texasgnd TOUt-vugbtupthe 
_ rear with 42 and 18Vi points,, 
respectively, i.n;v.. ihte: 
quadrangular meet.! ' 
Baylor also established 
itself as a prime contender for 
the Southwest Conference 
track crown, winning or 
placing athletes in every 
of the field Saturday as Jim 
McGoldrick and Don Ausmus 
easily won the discus and 
shotput events. 
McGoldrick,  a  much-
traveled senior transfer, won 
the discus with a throw of 190-
8, a personal best. 
Ausmus .won the shot with a' 
heave of 53-9V«, edging North 
Texas' Dennis Lemmons by 
six inches. - • --
Greg Hackney, a senior 
decathlon specialist, won the 
javelin with a throw of 212-2 
feet,, outdistancing teammate 
Walter Kniginyzky, who threw 
198-11 feet. , ; 
JOHN BERRY won the long 
jump with a jump of 24-8% 
feet, a season's high. 
David Shepherd equalled his 
all-time best in the pole vault, 
winning the event with a vault 
of 16 feet. 
hurdles, Texas? David Colley 
finished a surprising second — 
but Baylor runners took first, 
third and fourth places in that 
^eyent. 
. i Baylor also took first and 
second in the 440*yard dash. 
TEXAS WAS shut out of the 
one, two and three.^f^ " " 
"Texas, despite ^aylbrs* 
domination of the running 
events ,  was st i l l  within 
striking distance going into 
the meet's ,£»naLevenV the 
mile relay. ^ r ^ \ < 
But Baylor won ihe event, 
on the strength of Mike 
Carter's 47.0, third leg. Texas 
brought up the rear. 
"We're taking things real 
. slowly this year," Miller said. 
"We had sort ie  nagging 
injuries, too. But we should be 
in shape by the Dallas 
Invitational, three weeks 
from now." - > 
AttMEANWIILE, to Detroit 
7 -Dolegiewicz and LaDuc 
Were the only members of the 
Texs delegation to score 
points  in the Indoor 
Championships,  placing 
fourth and fifth-in the shotput, 
giving Texas two £>ints.in the 
DoTetfiet i tc* 
8fS§ 
of M-l% feet, his personal 
high. LaDuc threw 61-9 
In the running events, Texas 
athletes qualified for the 
finals  in two events ,  but  
f inished sixth in each.  
Unfortunately,  only f ive 
places earned points at the 
"i- ]EP®®t. 
'<3 The two-mile relay team ofy^gj 
iohn Craig, Bill Goldapp,f|f 
Mark Klonower and Paul^f: 
Craig 'finished sixth with-
time Of 7:40.2 minutes. 
HURDLER RAN 
Lightfoot also'qualifie&for! 
finals, running the 6(fcyard)t! 
high hurdles in 7.4 Friday^ 
flight, but aiso finished sixth 
with a 7.3 Saturday, v^jxtr 
Ymm 
'CBM SMITH VOLKSWAGEN 
n rfs^ 7kr-*t- --r <* 
M §§"• • a jr• a ' mm 
Allin Wins Dorai-Eastern ̂ Open 
individual eventexcept for the The field events kept the 
MIAMI (AP) — Tough little 
Buddy Allin came from two 
strokes off the pace with a 
sparkling five-under-par 67, 
avoided the misfortunes that 
struck down his challengers. 
—-and won the Doral-Eastern 
Open Golf  Tournament 
Sunday by a single stroke. 
All in,  a  freckle-faced 
redhead who looks much,  
younger than his 29 years, 
collected $30,000 from the 
total purse of $150,000 with his 
272 -total, 16 under par on the 
7,065-yard Blue course at the 
Doral Country Club. 
Allin's total was a record 
for the course that once again 
turned monster and .gobbled 
up the challenges of Jerry 
Heard, Tom Weiskopf, Bobby— 
Nichols and Australian Bruce 
Devlin. - % 
•k • •. 
The Texas women's  
gymnastics team placed four 
women in regional  
competition at the state meet 
over the weekend at  
Southwest  Texas State 
University in San Marcos. 
The four women who 
qualified for the March 23 
regionals at TCU are: Debbie 
Reinbach, Debby Pearson, 
Terry McDonald and Carey 
Congden. 
• • • 
HOUSTON (AP) - Hard 
charging Carol Mann, who 
started the day five strokes 
off the pace, streaked past 
fading Kathy Whitworth with 
a birdie on the 10th hole 
had hot 
Sunday and won the $20,000 
first prize in the $100,000 
Ladies Professional Golfers 
Assocation tournament. 
Ms. Mann, who 
broken par in two previous 
rounds, fired a 4-under par 69 
for the. final round while Ms. 
Whitworth, who carried.a one-
shot lead into the final round, 
blew to a final-round 76 but 
salvaged a second-place finish 
with a 221 total, two strokes 
behind Ms. Mann. 
• • • -
ONTARIO, Calif. (AP) -
Bobby jJnser  outdueled 
brother A1 Unser down the 
stretch Sunday and won the 
ip 
fifth California 500-mile auto 
race after  a  "one-in-a-
f million" incident struck down 
iAJ^FoytlW^^^i 
javelin and pole' vault.; 
Texas had some outstanding 
performances despite its 
weakness in many of the 
running events. 
Tim Patton won the three-
mile' run in 13: $2.4 minutes, 
leaving the rest  df  the f ield far  
behind and lapping three of 
Horns close to Baylor 
throughout most of the meet, 
but the running events again 
proved Texas' downfall. 
The Horns won the 440-yard 
relay but were disqualified 
when the finafbaton ekchange 
was made outside of the 
proper lane. No points there. 
12295 
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Zippers, Waists, Lengths 
We Are Now Doing 
Outside.Alterations at 
- ; Easy Prices , 
BOB ELLIOTT'S 
2426 Guadaiupe On-the-Drag 
Open Thursday till > p.m. 
if ••••••••••••••••« 
I 20% i 
| Generators'-- Starters ^ - i -
Brake Shoes' 
Water and Fuel Pumps 
,, Open Mon. - Sat. 8-6 
International Car Parts 
GILBERT'S AUTOMOTIVE INC. . 
29th and Guadalupe .474*6451 











v S440 burnet rood 
2 dr. ht auto, air, 11,000 milai 
MTSJJS..,. 99c 4flr.in.air ^ • # 7# 
V W  . . .  ^  
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© ••qual i ty service Hi  ® 
YOUR AUTHORIZED DOWNTOWN 
•  VOLKSWAGEN DEALER 476-9181 •  





• Amster Music | 
-»• 1624 Lavaca J 
SONY. TV 
Quality, 
Rigorous quality control 
procedures — at every 
stage of the manufacturing 
process— insures flawless 
performance from every 
Sony product you buy. 
"Quality first" has earned 
for Sony worldwide recog­
nition as the unquestioned 
leader in solid state elec­
tronics. Here's another ex-
arnpfe of Sony quality." v ~ 
KV-1520R TRINITRON* 
REMOTE CONTROL COLOR TV 
• 15-inch screen measured.-
diagonally s 
• Trinitrort on® gun/one Ions 
system for sharp, bright , 
life-like color o 
• Sony Remote Control _ ^ 
Commander x \ j 
• UHF pre-select detent 
8-channei tuning system 
• Automatic fine tuning, -
color and hue In one push---
- button-control- -; 
• Solid state reiiabllity 'i&,yi^ 
• Recessed side-mounted[®||j 
handles 4^' 
• Walnul grain wood 
cabinet. - 7-1'- rV 
• gojn^. 
Askanyone. 
Vou can thank Nic Goeres for making 
your life easier. Nic has a reputation at the 
University of Iowa for never being able to 
find anything. . 
Well, one day, he couldn't find an enve­
lope and he wanted to send this picture to _ 
his girl friend. In desperation, he just flipped 
the picture over, addressed it, put a 10c . , 
stamp in the corner, and dropped it into a 
mailbox. 
The picture got to Its appointed destina­
tion in fine shape. 1twas a picture from a 
Kodak pocket lnstamatic camera which 
helped because_P_ockeipielur.es are nearly^ 
postcard size, '• H 
Nic would still;be sending pictures today 
except he can't find his camera. : KM| 
i Star** 
OM Mir Ire# HfUei pferdm* 
U er ««#r«. IwihAntrlctHk-I-' 
' jtoterOwff'iffikeyt: 




Our Officer Selection Officers lare looking for a few good college men— 
maybe 3 out of 100—who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of 
them, we'll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quan* 
tico, Virginia. 
^"Our program is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law 
options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college|^§p 
But if money is afl you're looking for, don't waste your time. 
The chaillenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If yoti've gdt i^f 
show us. lt'srOQQ.helt of a.challenge. But we're looking for one hell of a manL'*^^ 
i The Marines 
Box 38901 




Marine Corps Platoon Leaders 
;Class. (Please Print) 
cameras. 
.State* 




Six models to codose from. Prices start at less than $23, 
m 
MijS.. tW , .%/ ,  '  ..ib'A >.-
If you are a senior, check here for information on Officer Candidates Class 










By RICK GILZOW 
Following a meeting: with 
UT energy researchers 
Friday, U.S. Rep. J.J. Pickle 
of Austin said the University 
has "a chance to become 
nationally recognized'* in the 
.field of energy research. 
J iThe Bureau of Economic 
Geology—study ing~H*e 
amount and, uses of coal, 
lignite and uiianium, as well 
as surface mining, Dr. 
William, L. Fisher, director of 
the energy research program, 
said. 
REPORTING ON the latest 
lignite studies, Fisher said, 
by 1978 lignite will be 
providing 10 percent of the 
state's energy needs. 
The Department of 
"Petroleum 'Engineering7 has 
been investigating geothermal 
possibilities. 
- Offshore drilling in the Gulf 
UniversityResearchers 
V''~ '  L-
ICO is 
produce water to be used for 
irrigation in the Lower Rio 
Grande Valley, Myron 
Dorfrnan, PhD candidate in 
the Department of Petroleum 
Engineering, said. Methane 
gas then could be extracted 
from the water,. be noted,. _ 
—The LBJ-Sehool -ofJPublic-
Affairs has also been involved 
in energy research, 
specifically, "on the policy 
aspects of energy system," 
Project Director Marian 
Blissett said. 
INCLUDED. IN the study 
are energy requirements and 
resources, conservation of 
energy,, allocation fo fuels, 
fuel export limitations, 
augmentation of energy 
supplies and government 
organization and procedures 
for state energy policy 
formulation , and 
expec&tl Id implimentation. 
.  The Nuclear Reactor 
Teaching Laboratory has a 
program in which high school 
science teachers learn, about 
the energy. situation and its 
technical aspects, Dr. Linn E. 
Draper, laboratory, director, 
.repor^S^SSiS^te^Sl 
"LACK - OF- Jiigt school 
science teachers is a major 
problem with the education 
system," Pickle said in reply 
to Draper's report, 
'lar 
The School- of Architecture 
»is studying ways for the 
.private consumer, to conserve 
energy, as well as uses of 
solar- energy, Dr. Charles H. 
6urnette, dean of the school, 
sai4. . 
"The crisis indicates we 
^have got to do something 
&r-—P4 ckle—-told 
researchers. "We (the 
University) are carrying on 
some of the most important 




£ if w r^ 
sponsored by Longhorn Band 
DEADLINE 
TOMORROW! 
Any UT Student Eligible 
No Previous Experience Required 
> Go by Longhorn Band Hall 
(Music Bldfl. Ea«v6°0 E-24th) 
To Sign-up and-Get Information Sheet 
" ? • • ' . •  . ;i 
• Sign-up Deadline 4:|0 p.m., Tuesday, March 12 
• ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING, THURSDAY. 
MARCH 14, 7:30 P.M.. BELMONT HALL 328 — 
ALL CANDIDATES SHOULD ATTEND 
• .• . . v-V/vit-- •• • -J .. ' 
Clinic for all Candidates to Leam Texas Cheers -
Saturday - March 16 - Belmont Hall  ̂ _ 
-- Questions? —-
'Watergate may well be the 
most destructive blow to 




"Pitch In for Austin," the. 
city's antilitter campaign, 
Wwill begin its official, 
organization Tuesday at an 11 
a.m. meeting at Municipal 
Building wiUi Dick Jordan 
presiding as coordinator. 
The program, designed to 
make Austin residents aware ! 
of thp city's litter problem, 
was initiated after interest 
was shown by private citizens 
and businessmen. 
The concentrated clean-up 
effort is scheduled to begin 
approximately April 14 and 




Riding With o Purpose 
Cyclists leave Uttlefield Fountain Saturday morning on ,C financial and legal support to bicycling in the state. The"' 
their way to the Capital to encourage legislators to gfve «• ride was sponsored by the Texas Union. 
Call Lane Littrell, 477-6290 
IS JUDAISM VIABLE? 
Rabbi Arnold Scheinberg 
•( 
\ Son Antonio 
\ speaking on , 
ORTHODOX JUDAISM 
Tuesday, March 12 
7 D. 
generation," U.S. Sen. Lloyd 
Bentsen of Texas told a 1973 
legislative session. - * 
Speaking on the "CKalfetige 
of Watergate," Bentsen will 
be presented by the Texas 
Union Ideas and Issues 
Committee and the Young 
Democrats in the Union 
Junior Ballroom at 2" p.m. 
Monday. 
Defying L* traditional 
description in terms of liberal 
or conservative," according 
to Ralph Nader's Congress 
Project, Bentsen has been 
mentioned by state and 
. national leaders as a possible 
candidate for yfce^president , '4^^ 
or president in 1976. * 
Bentsen is a member of the. $£ 
Senate's Finance, Public^! 
Works and Joint Economics • . >.•«*. - . . , 
0f By DOUG BURTOrn - ^.professor of health, physical 
Texan Staff Writer ; : education and recreation, told 
: "Proud fathers are on the a Women United seminar 
verge of suing the University Saturday, -v - j# 
for not offering athletic "The Athletic Council 
scholarships which would thinks women's athletics 
allow their daughters to ought to have its own 
attend the University," Jo bailiwick, but it isn't going to 
Edna Spearman, assistant give us any: money," Ms. 
Aeete ^^^e mevf nwi* Ww IMVM iwwnen 
HSPSSBMS ' W — 
Seminar 
Committees, and chairman 1 
the Democratic Senatorial 
Committee for... the 1974 
elections. 
Spearman told the group in 
the Union Building. , , '  
f The University offers rio 
scholarships for women, nor 
does it pay female coaches to 
train female athletes, she 
pointed out. 
"The point is, here is the 
largest school in the state not 
w=" • -Vi 
210S San Antonic 

















MA*C« IS •* THC 
LKsr bAy AMY 
\CAM W* A 
0*. , • 
SCHOOL 
•. r*' 
^CeoapiM^ Tb TH€ OfiffC*] 
of*tm 
ssL 
offering £  women's 
scholarships, and Mary 
Hardin Baylor, a tiny Baptist 
college, does," Ms. Spearman 
said. ? < , • -. 
' "1 have had volleyball 
players who have worked and 
gone to school taking 15 
hours," Ms. Spearman, a 
volleyball caoch, said. "They 
have wokred in cafeterias and 
as maids to stay in school. 
Of a $1.8 million athletics 
budget, women'r. athletics 
receives $1,000 a year, Ms. 
Spearman said. 
There is no lack of women 
athletes, however. 4 'Over 
60,000 women participate in 
interscholdstic sports in high 
school, but there are few 
colleges that offer advanced 
coaching after high school,' 
she said. ?' 
FACT 
FINDERS 
%r<ii«Morin«tion on Drnwnd 
r*06 Pe«rl • Suite 201 
476-9292 
Austin, Texas 78705 
M-R .11-6 • Sat. 12-3 
WE WILL ANSWER ANY 
QUESTION FOR ANYONE 
• ANY SUBJECT. LIN6TH. LEVEL |  OR AREA • THOUSANDS ON FILE AT 2.50 PER PAGE 1-DAY DELIVERY STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
t±r 
V 
YOU CAN EARN A COMMISSION THROUGH THE 
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM - ARMY R0TC 
M 
8111® 
IMi The Unitod States Army oftera collog* students the opportunity to be commiuioned at second lieutenants 
after only two years of on-campus ROTC instruction. You 
can take advanta(|e of this opportunity by attending a 
six-week ROTC Basic Camp after-your sophomore year -
and completing the ROTC Advanced Course In your. . 
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. .As an ROTC student you will learn to organized 
motivate and lead others. You will develop qualities 
many other college students miss - self-discipline/ 
. physical atamina,. responsibility, and bearing - qualities 
essential for. success in a civilian or military career. 
Upon graduation and completion of ROTC. you serve 
your country proudly as a Commissioned Officer In thf 
United States Army Reserve, 
You will receive approximately <400 for the six-week 
Basic Camp. .You will also receive 1100 per month dur­
ing the Advanced Course in your Junior and senior years 
of college end about S400 for the Six-week Advanced 
Camp. Thus you can receive over $2,800 In firtinciel 
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for you 
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By DOUG BUftTONf. Js*' One group of strategists 
Texan Staff Writer Sunday concentrated upon a 
"You see that big hole in the ! theoretical game, which may 
wall over there?" the irate not remain theoretical for 
tabletop general asked. long, "the Sino-Soviet War.,r 
"That's where we threw the Wargamers are a self-styled 
last Daily Texan reporter who intellectual elite, and anyone 
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represent platoons, regiments 
or even multiple divisions of 
armies, the wargamers in the 
Union Junior Ballroom 
Sunday were in no mood to be 
bothered by a reporter after 
getting "burned'' by a Texan 
article last year, which 
depicted them as "fanatics," 
they claim. 
"Hell, we are fanatics," one 
wargamer said." ~ 
O'- ; The scope of combat in 
.w.,,. these games ranges from 
§|g$3atc«i aattaasrto global 
r conflicts. Hie game may be a 
simulation of an actual battle 
or a mock-up of what might 
happen. 
who &T3t" viiewetl -th e 
labyrinthine rules of some of 
these games knows why. ' 
Somewhat resembling 
chess, the games are played 
upon a mapboard overlaid 
with a hexagonal gridwork 
over which units "move." 
Swamps, mountains, rivers or 
the presence of roads and 
railroads can help or hinder a 
retreating army. 
Each cardboard counter, 
representing a unit, is printed 
with three digits which 
identify its attack factor, 
defense factor and its ability 
to move across the board.-
/&% resofcre «a "attack" of ^ 
00? group of units u£on 
another, a die is rolled and the 
result looked up in a "combat 
results table," The element of 
Shoe Shop 









• LEATHER SALE • 
Varioui kind*, color* - 75' p«r ft. 
Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309 
chance in the games is' 
minimized by the possibility 
of strategically-chosen 
configurations of units; which 
prevent victory from hinging 
upon the roll of the die. 
'' There, is also an element of 
cflancc mcness,"smce you jire 
counting upon your oppoiient 
to overlook something,'^.gne 
general explained. • 
Some students play war 
games to compensate for 
defeats incurred on the 
academic battlefield. 
Dan Mings and Don 
A1 exander,  teaching 
assistants in the history 
department,  used an 
improvised strategy game 
two years ago as a teaching 
instrument in History 309L, 
"The History of Western 
Civil izat ion in Modern 
Times." . 
Tfce game t&ey devised* 
"Old Regime Diploitfacjr,'' 
was played on an 18Ui Century 
map of Europe. 
"The students loved it and 
they learned the concept of 
war as an extension of 
diplomacy," Mings said. 
"One of my students, who 
was a well known peace 
activist on campus, forged a 
coalition of Sweden, Prussia 
and Russia for peace," Mings 
continued. . 
"We won't attack anyone if 
they don't attack us," she 
promised. The coalition 
firmly united, she promptly 
marched into Berlin and St. 
Petersburg ... We gave her an 
'A-plus'," he said. 
•  . .  
> l"4 
frJ&iA ' ~A< 
Sr^£<^ 1 g&tr? i -j 
i * 
- „ s _ if $5*, f 'r " ' 
Timothy Schcrafer is not 
fishing, but flying a kit* 
in tho Zilkor kite contest 
--the next best thing to 
fishing. Dad it helping 
out a little 
>r> 
^ 1 
xKhm biggtr than boy 
flying it" should have 
boon Edward Anriaga's 
category at Zilkor, 
•*> 
"5^< 
Sleff Hieles by Aedy Slewmen 
Kite City' 1he M« fCite Cmftsl Sunday. 
^r=- -
By LUPE CANALES1 
Texan Staff Writer 
Spirits ran high as kites of all 
sizes, colors and shapes were flown 
the 46th annual Zilker Park kite 
tournament Sunday. 
— Strong breezes and sunny skies 
brought out 171 kite entirasiasts. -an 
all time high according to one of the 
University students, high school 
students and parents competed, 
attracting numerous photoipraphers 
and onlookers. 
Trophies were awarded in these 
categories: smallest and largest 
kite, highest, steadiest with and 
without a tail, most active, most 
unusual, 50-yard ^dash and the 
strongest pulling. 1 
The youngest and the oldest 
contestants also received trophies. 
The smallest kite flown was 
circular and one inch in diameter 
and the largest kite was. 10 by 20 
feet. '/"*•» . '•>. 
' The homemade kites were made 
of nylon, paper plastic and other 
materials. 
Some looked l ike birds,  
Longhorns,. flags and boxes. Others 
were indescribable. 
< Winners in the competi t ion 
• included: 
• Highest: Ann Marie James, 
first; John Johns, second; Kevin 
O'Brien, thifd. 
• Steadiest with a tail: Rick 
Robertson, first; Steve Klein, 
second; Frank Hernandez, third. 
• Steadiest without a tail: Pam 
McCutcheon, first; Kevyn Jones, 
second; Paul Sroka, third. 
• Most Active; Mark Maluschka,' 
first; Linda Robertson, second; 
Allen Siler, third. 
• Strongest Pulling: Greg Lacy, 
first; Bruce Siler, second; Ddane 
Clayton,, third. 
• Smallest: David Zimmerman, 
first; Pam' Coleman, second; Pete 
valdez, third. — \ 
• Largest: John Griffeth, first, 
John Robertson, second; John 
Clewlow, third. 
• Three first places in the most 
unusual categories included: John 








SKI ,T AOS 
SPRING BREAK 
Transportation by bus 5 days skiing and lodging 
Condominiums with Lift tickets 
kitchens and fireplaces 
MAIL $25 DEPOSIT 
AT ONCE TO: 
U.T. SKI CLUB 
P.O. BOX 7338 












Coming Soon I 
Throwing in a  few 
_lj . obscenities to emphasize self-
-acceptance, Dr. Albert Ellis, 
developer of ratiQnal-emotive 
thwapy, discussed "Living, 
Uferning and Loving" in a 
Tumorous lecture Friday. 
"I am I. Now how in the hell 
do I enjoy myself?" the 
psychologist  asked his  
audience. 
"People naturally rate and 
evaluate themselves, others 
and the universe," Ellis said. 
'They. ,  need to 's  
take that royal'pain in the 
and define i t  without  
evaluating it." 
Ellis' therapy, which he 
began as a hobby at 17 or 18, 
seems to center  around 
accepting oneself  and 
accepting others. "Tough 
— —' that's the way it. 
is in this world and just make 
the most from it," he advised. 
Although not proposing a 
"happy-go-lucky" philosophy 
where nothing matters, Ellis 
supports a lenient approach 
where one,  s tr ives for  a  
certain goal .  If  he can' t  
'should change course and find 
an alternative. 
"Don't box yourselves in, be 
flexible. _If you can't get that 
man or woman into bed, try 
choice No. 2, or 3 or 4 or 88, 
whatever," he said. "Chances 
are you won't fail at every 
attempt." 
"F-r-u-s-t-r-a-t-i-o-n spells 
life" in Ellis' vocabulary. 
"Everyone wants things on a 
silver platter, no sweat, but 
they need to accept  
frustrations as an everyday 
occurrence and quit whining." 
Ell is  has spent  his  l i fe  
When You Graduate, Then Apply For A lob, 
' A n d  A r e  A s k e d 7 ' " ; y  -
About Your Previous Work Experience, 
What Will You Say? 
Take some time ... 
Think ahead a few months, a 
year, or two years — whenever 
you plan to graduate. Then think 
about who and what you're going 
to have to face when you apply for 
a job, especially in journalism or 
commercial art. 
c^TJw job-hunting climate 
You'll probably have to fight 
with ten, maybe more, other peo­
ple with college degrees for just 
one position. And those dther ten 
will probably have good grades, 
great personalities, and maybe 
even connections with the com­
pany (the "strings" you've heard 
about). 
Puzzled? 
So, you ask, with odds like 
these, what can you do to win? 
Quit before you even start? No, 
that's the chicken's way out. 
Work on improving your per­
sonality? No, that's probably too 
difficult. Make some connections 
• with the company's high-ups so 
someone can "pull the strings" 
for you when the time comes ? No, 
that would take entirely too long; 
_i i The solution : 
- Your alternative now, while 
you're stilt in sch 
MASSAGES 
HOT OIL SWEDISH STEAM ROOM 
MAGNETIC TOUCH WEIGHT LIFTING 
POWDER 
_; BODY MASSAGE FOR GENTLEMEN 
Young Lady Masteuses in Complete Privacy I 
1104 KOENIQ LANE 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 




into 35 books. The most recent^ 
is "Homer, the Homely Hound 
Dog," where the ugly mutt 
hero learns to fare well in the 
world without ever becoming 
the beautiful swan in the 
"Ugly Duckling.'" + 
Presently, as executive 
director of «ihe Institute for. 
Advanced Study of' RET in 
New York City, Ellis is 
experimenting with 8- to 12-
year olds in the Living School 
incorporating his therapy with 
regular academic skillk. 
"STATION 
W: NOW HAS 
15* BEER 
to/, Tornado foosba/l, and pinball. 
1905 f. RIVERSIDE DR. 




^ V ^oBric, Warn, I 
- r <AU<Nc$ions 
Ojxcialiijna in. rH(uvcuieuvcpa6ricS 
% 
A VERY SOUND SYSTEM 
POOL • FOOSBALL 
The solution here. 
And your alternative here, at 
the University, is PEARL 
magazine. We're looking for 
several copy editors* feature 
writers;, and graphic artists to 
work for us next year. 
So if you're inexperienced now, 
but would like to get some prac-
tical experience before you 
graduate, come and see us. Our 
office te on the fourth floor, room 
4.102, of the TSP Building. 
- ....... - - '' •• 
Mob a Cowboy Shirt. (Or our MamttrMS' 
will' mak* it.) »B«tt Mlaction of cotton 
print* in town. $.99-$l .99/yd. All colon 
e A tisot. Poarl snap*. 
Owned & RunbyUT Studont 
ZIOOQuadaCxpe 
Watt to/blgi's "\j6-S$0S 
. Blood Plasma Donors Needed 1 
"" Men & Women: 7 ZT 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7P.M. 
TUES. & FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. ~ 3 
MON. EVERYDAY PEOPLE 
TUES. LAME BUNNY WINKING 
2610 GUADALUPE , nq COVER 
Phpto $ervice 




1 -Day , 
Quick, Reliable Service 
409 W. 6th 477^3735 
, some on-the-job experience 
Haircuts for people 
:;m*r 
Another TSP Publication M:ill 
409 W. 14th 476-4890 
Melissa, Mae, Alma 
Austin, Texas 78701 
The Best Pizza 
in Town (Honest) 
iplftimghtpiS; 
. ' It - v 
u i  _ j*.  _;  wt  
+: ^ Half price off on first drink 
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Dutyfs Gdll 
Official Counsels, Performs ^Original Marriages' 
By TERRtE WHITEHEAD 
Tucked oft the side of the 
road just outside the. city 
limits of Buda (between 
Austin and San Marcos), lies a 
quaint little white house with 
a sloping tin roof, two brick 
chimneys anjja^<te,Jn^>t 
porch. ~ 
COOKING herbs such as 
parsley, mint and sage and 
brightly colored flowers in 
pinks and purples add color to 
the steps and bannisters. Oyer 
the porch, hanging squarely 
with neat black letters, is a 
sign labeled . "Justice of the 
Peace." - . , ' 
But beyond the front door is 
not an ordinary magistrate 
instead this' administrator of 
the law is a short, plump, 
middle-aged woman with 
sandy-brown wavy hair and a 
welcoming smile. 
Mrs. Orlena Hehl has been 
i&he of two Hays County 
justices of the peace since 
April, 1969, when she was 
appointed to fill an unexpired 
term. But since that time, 
—Tnan Staff PlwtM by Chip Kaufman 
Mrs. Orlena Hehl, Buda justice of the peace. 
Mrs. Hehl has expanded her 
responsibilities to include 
many things that never • 
become official in the docket 
book. .. 
|| f SERVING in the capacity of 
-c'ounselor in personal 
problems and squabbles 
among families and 
neighbors, Mrs. Hehl 
remembers one young man' 
who awakened her at la.m. to 
discuss problems with alcohol 
and drugs. He left at 3 a.m. . 
and returned at 9 a.m. the 
__ same morning to talk some 
more. With wells of tears In 
her eyes Mrs. Hehl said, "A 
few months later I performed 
a marriageceremony for him, 
and he's doing just fine." 
Performing marriage 
ceremonies is a part of her job 
that Mrs. Hehl seems to 
enjoy. She encourages 
originality because "it is only 
as meaningful as it is to the. 
individual." Sh£ said, "I 
always play tilings by ear. 
Sometimes I light candles so 
the brides can reflect later 
that they were tharried by 
candlelight. And other times I 
will break out a bottle of wine 
(at her own expense) and get 
out the wine glasses." 
Sometimes she marries the 
couples in her office and other 
times in the living room. 
Lately she has had many 
requests for "garden 
weddings" ranging from the, 
east and west sides of the 
house* even to the back yard, 
depending on the position of 
the sun. 
"lean perform a ceremony, 
but only you can build a 
.marriage,!' she observes at 
the close of each ceremony. 
AFTER working with many 
family-related problems, 
Mrs. Hehl realizes the 
responsibility of 
the responsibility falls on an 
older person with not much tof 
do. So to some, the job of JP is '  
a joke. But in recent years, 
people have begun to realize 
it's a good thing and that they 
can serve the people well. 
Now there are courses at 
A&M — I've taken every one 
of them made" available, and 
. the;: cqunty^gi^ , 
' way." , 
Mrs. Hehlnoteidlthat ter j . 
is one in whfcli she never 
knows from one minute to thte 
next what she will be doing. 
"One time I may be awakened 
in the middle of the night to 
yiew a dead body. A body 
can't be moved until the JP 
looks at it, unless an attending 
physician is present at the 
time of death," she stated. is die mother of three and 
Being a jusj|ce of the peace' grandmother of 14. Mrs. Hehl 
does not occupy all of MrspLis proud of her progeny and. 
Hehl's time and energy. Aside "has many photographs 
from her regular duties tha* displayed in her living room,* 
come rather sporadically, she NOW THAT hgr children 
does a great deal of sewing for are independafti Mrs. Hehl. 
herself as well as others. A notes, " I don't! own anything,' 
large cutting board occupies 
part of the living room with an 
antique bureau that houses 
incomplete garments. Qne of 
her projects includes making 
cheerleading suits for some of 
the Austin high school 
cheerleaders. ; 
Born in Roswell, N.M., Mrs. 
Hehl moved to Austin when' 
she was 10. A1924 graduate of 
Austin High School, she 
married the following July 
after her graduation..Now she 
we anything but I  don't 
either! • 
"I was telling a friend the 
other day that I should have a 
job that paid me money for 
talking because I do it so 
: much"" She paused and 
, contemplated a moment and 
' said, "You know, that's really 
a large part of my job. 
"I just live each day as it 
comes, and people can just 
like me for what I am," she 
said, smiliiy. |g 
m 'Mm-
. X>..'. -
is now accepting a 
limited number of ^ 
marry 
people. As always, she "plays 
it by ear" and is eager ,tq 
counsel the couple if they are 
receptive. 
"The justice of the peace is 
the people's court," she 
continued. "Most people that 
come into contact with courts 
deal with a JP. There have 
been movements to abolish 
the courts, usually because 
Is. 
Resident Assistant Applications 
for 1974-75 
c 4 vvT-i 
Art Students Awarded 
Advertising Club Pri; 
University art students and recent gaaduates won 21 
awards in a contest sponsored by the newly-created student 
division of the Austin Advertising Club. 
Mary Olive of El Paso, a January fine arts graduate, won 
the most honors with two'' Addys'' and two Awards of Merit. 
Her campaign for Wamsutta Sheets Was judged the best 
student entry in the show. 
Students receiving awards included Steven Bittick, 
: Elizabeth Burke, Becky Cash, Jack Droitcourt, Jennifer 
Beck Harris, James Hradecky, Lynne C. Hudson, David R. 
Ken, Cathy Munson and Gaile Robinson. 
' 1MI ggi# cT 
COME LISTEN TO 
r SALLY GILBERT 
TALKING ABOUT HER EXPERIENCE AS A 
VOLUNTEER. IN ISRAEL DURING THE 
YOM KIPPUR WAR. 
FILMS, TAPE RECORDING INTERVIEWS, 
TOO 
MONDAY, MARCH 11 7:30 p.m. 
•-vn"' at the ' 
HILLEL FOUNDATION 
. sponsored by Israeli Student Organization 
. Dome: 21st & Guadalupe 
47F YOU ARE jf HINDU, YOU CAN BE SUBLIME. 
IF YOU* ARE A CHRISTIAN, YOU CAN BE SUBLIME. * , 
IF YOU ARE A JEW, YOU CAN BE SUBLIME. - -
BUT IF YOU ARE NOT SUBLIME, YOU'RE A NUT." ' 
eo 
1 ca'  
•S- = .: 
5 I 
Pd. political advertisement by Student* for Terry Weeks, 
Bill Bray and Maxie Duram, Chairpersons. 1105 Nueces St. 
Published at THE DAILY TEXAN, TSP Building, 
University of Texas,.Austin, Texas. 
IN 
STYLE 
with a cap 
from the 
Guatemalan Connection 
Yellow Brick Road Shopping Center 







wsit of Lamar) 
Security l$: 
• a little extra protection with 
tampons on heavy llow ilays. 
• a highly uW.sorhcnt but small, 
slimi no-show pad tp wear with 
light jeans. 
• for tapering on and tapering 
olf days. 
.v-T^ ' ^ i k I 
t -* V rr\ Xs ( 
ASTEfe 
2 . HIS HOLINESS 
: YOGI BHAJAN 
Z 1 UNION MAIN BALLROOM  ̂r 
J THURSDAY, MARCH 14, 7:30 P.M. 
* ' Sponsored by University 3 H O SI Donation 
mms®1 
LATER THAN 
- •** • ' c>-'' 
It's No Blarney, Lass 
On___May_3_ time runs out for1 you to 
enroll in the 2-year Air Force ROTC Program on 
this campus. And here's what you'll be missing: 
• $100 a month, tax:free, during your junior 
and senior years; \ .. 
• the chance to win a full Air Force Scholarship 
(including tuition, lab fees, the works). 
• a challengingjobasanAirFori;eofficeryi^ii4# 
H ^ graduation^ 
^ plus 
future whfere the skyls no limit. 
Contact Capt. Jot Date or TSgt. Jim Walker 
" Rt RAS IIS • W1-17W *r 471-1776 *'" 
(Available nDay Hu vutlega' Mltra or at 
having at least 2' academic years left before 
graduation.) 
Find Yourself X Future In Air Force ROTC. 
•f-v 
T*is an Irish look you'll be wantin' lass, if you're 
hosting a party on St. Paddy's Day. And if 
convenience you're, wanting tpo, we have all 
you'll be needing for party goods—by Hallmark. 
St. Patrick's Day, Sunday, March 17, --












WE WOULD BATHER SELL THEM 
THAN COUNT THEM! 
PRE-INVENTORY SALE 
It s a fun and practical way to decorate! Choose from a variety to 
match any decor. Solids, prints, Or stripes in a big 4' square, 
(approx.) 
Hurry While 






2204 Hto pGR€AT FOR 
461-3733 
MasterCharge ft DORMS AND 
APARTMENTS BankAmericard 
V'-'s. 
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By SUZANNE SHELTON < • 
The only way to watch Austin Balle#! 
Theatre (ABT) at Armadillo World^ 
Headquarters is to return to its , 
*11! performances month after mdnth. ?• « 
J®.: For in following this company,'you Y 
begin to care about its dance works 
how they coalesce and mature — and - , 
£ about its dancers and how they develop..' 
A ANY GIVEN Sunday, your eye','", 
uncovers something new.Thls ftionth itrr:. 
seemed to be an increased company' 
discipline, a sharper sense of-timing,-— 
evident in Sunday's opening ballet, 
"Concerto." ' 
Stanley Hall's choreography for this 
, „ .. work, which premiered earlier in the 
J: 'S season, is among his most complex. In 
V % "Concerto," he manages- to move 
' beyond static design into a series of 
shifting geometries — a foursome here, 
- ? a diagonal there, a soloist filtering 
> through a filled state. 
*' At one point in "Concerto," Hall has 
\ almost 25 dancers onstage. In past 
Jh performances fthe tinyArmadillo stage 
. has seemed inadequate, but in Sunday's 
*. * crisper presentation; "Concerto" 
~ 
.... 
This discipline, which Jias; 
f  developed through" repeated 
^"performances, tiny nuances in the 
* ballet gained force: Terri Lynn 
"% Wright's exquisite quickness, Shelley 
f Schleier's fluid arms, Renata Sanford's 
•' decisive leaps executed with regulated 
force, 
•• Especially improved were the male 
dancers. Oscar Elizondo, Byron 
Johnson and Ken Owen moved in a 
.controlled unison punctuated by crisp, 
use of the head. Just that deft touch 
transformed this previously loose-knit 
trio into a single body, a moving mass, 
• This is the large-scale clarity which 
- 'Concerto" needs. Only their can tfife 
eye weigh the various masses against 
the single darting figures and see the 
larger configurations of the work, 
"Concerto" is the kind of ballet that 
makes you long for a balcony at 
Armadillo — or at least a crow's nest. 
.. After its premier in February, "Le 
Combat" was .repeated Sunday. This 
ballet, based on the Tancred-Clorinda 
legend, has moments of great beauty. 
AT ONE POINT in the midst of 
battle, the opposing armies face each 
other, forming a bridge of outstretched 
arms. Potentially this is an electric 
^mionrinfeia t; 
fingertips in contrast to the muscular, 
. driving movement which has gone 
before. < « " 
••• Yet-"Lb Combat" lacks thi&^ubtle- -
orchestration of dynamics. Part of the 
. problem seems to lie with the dancers 
who have yet to develop sufficient 
control and sensitivity. This takes 
time. But part of "Le Combat's" 
•C-
unresolved' quality seems lSi 'lie ln ifcs 
choreography. 
The relationship between Tancred 
and Clorinda, which should lend impact 
to the ending of the ballet, does not 
develop for the" audience. Not only is 
the couple's pas de deux insufficiently 
distinguished from the mass. Iii the 
preceding action Tancred and Clorinda 
are pot identifiable as leaders of their ̂  
'-armies. Perhaps a snghV ^stume' 
differentiation would helpf j v yM 
IN SPITE OF this problem of 
dramatic development, Hall 's  
choreography of the closing moments 
of "Le Combat" is as fine as anything 
he has ever created. Jone Berquist's 
performance as the wounded Clorinda 
is deeply moving, and the entire scene 
partakes of the almost Oriental 
simplicity which marks the best of 
Hall's work. 
Completing Sunday's program were 
a rather ragged "Flickers," 
•distingushed chiefly by Victor Culver's 
(Spirited Elvis Presley, and rtLa Peri." 
ALWAYS A satisfying dancer, Susan 
Miller seemed calmly in control in "La 
Peri." For the iirst t ime.herfour 
attendants-seemed integrally' a part of 
the ballet. Lisa Frantz, Gail Brown," 
Andrea Gorrell and Mary .Claire 
Ziegler.  provided a lyrically soft 
backdrop which again revealed 
company discipline. 
Do You Wanna Dante? 
Victor Culv»r app«arta»Bvl» Pr«»Uy in "Flicker*," printed Baittt 
2200H«KOtlDrw»—4SM641 
ST OPIH 1:45 , 
i FEATURES 2444-10 





; $1.00 til 5 IHlon-Fri l 
I Riverside Twin Cinema 





lil'HilV , J"1 
Bttti W Ben «Mr BM -41? 2333 
| Johnny Cash 






; IASID ON TNI 
CONTROVERSY 
I I00R THAT 
SHATTtttD 
» CONVCMtldNAl | 
, TfKOfttB OF 
MISTORY AND . 
[ AtCMOtOCYjOl 
\2^mU^SAS4'M4tfSA 
@ INTERSTATE THEATRES 
TODAY OPEN 5:45 
"> FEATURES 
6:00-7:35-9:10 
W: G IN COLOR 
PARAMOUNT ^  
7 1  ' I  C O N G R F S S  A V F N U f  
F2 
AL RUCI __ 
"SERPIGO" 
(Rl®35»- <-ok*' by TtCHNIGOLOR" 
$1.00 til 3 p.m. 
2:45-5:05 . 
7:25-9:45 
* By KERRY KIMBROUGH 
''Well, the union" drawled 
trombonist Mike Mordecai, 
barely moving his moustache, 
"just wants to raise working 
conditions for all professional 
musicians in Austin." 
And as a step in that 
direction, Mordecai, vice-
president of the Austin 
Federation of Musicians 
(AFM), announced the 
beginning of a series of 
Sunday workshops open to all 
Austin musicians,, whether 
affiliated with the union or 
not. 
TOPICS FOR the workshops 
include 'The Recording 
Industry," "Music Theory" 
and "Booking Agent," as well 
as such ^esoterica a^ 
"Musicmfi FiShion," and will 
featuref as guest' speakers 
local lausic "heavies", 
University figures, technical 
experts and whoever in the 
way of itinerant famous 
musicians happens to be in 
town. V.Y...Y:.." 
There's more than a 
mouthful of good reasons for 
such workshops, as Mordecai 
pointed out. The emphasis will 
be on communication: 
musicians can meet 
musicians, jaw over common 
problems, find out who's 
working or needs work and 
generally poke onward 
through the information fog. 
But the plan is that these 
sessions will not only reach 
but also teach, for one 
problem in the scene here in 
"Kollege Kid City" is the 
abundance of inexperienced 
musicians who crowd the pubs 
and juke joints. 
One premise for the open 
workshops, however, is the 
theorem that better musicians 
mean happier drunks mean 
enthusiastic club owners 
mean better business for all, 
onion or no. 
ACTION ON this problem, 
as well as the .beginning of the 
Sunday workshops, are recent 
developments within the 
Austin Federation of 
Musicians that have 
potentially far-reaching 
effects on the music business 
in Austin. 
Last month'the Austin union 
mailed to local club owners a 
letter which asked for them to 
agree to pay at least $16.80 per 
man for three hours and $21 
for four hours t<> both union 
and nonunion musician; These 
figures are well below 
national averages for union 
scale; some; of the more 
established, World-weary 
clubs in town just sighed and 
signed. But here's the crunch: 
any club refusing to sign finds 
inself on a national blacklist 
with topname bands avoiding 
it like it was a VD ward. 
Of course, the clubs that 
don't depend upon nationally 
famous acts can simply forget 
the union's letter like a bad 
dream (assuming they indeed 
received one; many clubs had 
not, at last check). The most 
interesting of the planned 
workshops may turn out to°be 
the one called "From the Club 
Owner's Viewpoint." 
Bind S  T A T  E  . c-> CON'-Rf.' $1.00 til 3 p.m. Features . < 2-4-6-8-10 
a film about 
; OPEN 1:45 
$1.00 til 6 p.m. 
Feo. 2-4-6-8-10 
"...THE BEST FILM 
ABOUT POP MUSIC 
I'VE EVER SEEN." 
-George Mely 
THE LONDON SUNDAY OBSERVER 
JOHN WAYNE 




. • NO COVER • 
BEVO'S 
WEST SIDE TAP 
MIXED DRINKS 
24th and RIO GRANDE 
6208 N. Lamar 
Everyone Admitted Free on Monday Nights 
2 tree drinks for all unescourted ladies 
FEATURING THE SOUNDS OF 
HENDRIX 
Featuring six previously unseen live performances from 1966 to 1970. 
including the Monterey. Isle of Wight, and Woodstock Festivals 
ARSITY 
?.:oo GUADALUPE,  STRETT 
$1.00 til 3 p.m. 
1:40-3:20-5:00 
6:40-8:20-r0:00 n 
M AMERICAN RIM 
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Performances at 2 and 8 R M. 
i i 
The most commanding 
figure of his time. 
Themost compelling 
—drama of ours! 
JOHN OSBORNES 
#«B0ND ADMISSION $1.50 FEATURES 6:30-8:30-
10:30 
A film by Ernie Pintoff 
A U S T I N  ̂42 5719 






$1.00 til 7 p.m. 
RACER • 6:00-9:30 
WIUIE BOY • 7:50 
Mw fi> mmt t mm ft H ft htm iH'itt?' 
TfcmcotoH * iPuumjHTPKTm 
ENDS TUESDAY! 








$1.00 til 5 MON.-FRI. 
FedturesHJO-?:15-4:OQ-S:45-7^ »:15 
$1.00 til 5 MON.-FRI. 
"ELECTRA GLIDE 
IN BLUE" 
TIMES 1:00-3:10-5:20 FBF 
7^0.9:40 
 ̂ ll 
$1.00 tH 5 MON-FRI 
WALT DISNEY 
pnooucnoNS'^ 
12:30-2:00-3:30- . [Qj I 
5:00-6:30-8:00-9:30 
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An electronic magazine of American 
pop culture with flashes by: 
Paul Krassner, Rifchard Pryor, Lenny Brucer 
The Ace Trucking Co., Joan Baezr Rhinoceros, 
Ron Carey, Tuli Kupferberg, Sha-Na-Na, Allen 
Ginsberg, Leonard Cohen, Malcolm X.' ' 
Peter Max ' — • 
PLMS BUCK ROGERS CHAPTER 4 
AND A BETTY BOOP CARTOON  ̂
^AMWO ATTRACTIOWi "" J w 1 




BEST PICTURE - BEST ACTOR 
PAUL /ROBERT . TEWMAN/REDFORD\ 
ROBERT SHAW 
A GEORGE RCVHB1PIM V 
"THE STING" M 
12:00-2:20-4:40-7:00-9:20 



































(Editor's Note: Danton i'n'd Dawn 
Spivey, who prepared this column, are 
local astrologers specializing In natal 
charts, personal Interviews, analysis 
and astrology classes.) 
ARIES: A feeling that It's "all the way or 
nothing" may overwhelm you today. 
TAURUS: Just now you are tempted to 
make things smooth rather than 
pioneer new trails. 
—OCMINfe May-be Indecision in-connection-
wlth work and perhaps even job 
changes in store. 
CANCER: You "make a splash" today, 
and all you do is successful. 
Dealings with children improve. 
liEO: Your natural loyalty to those you 
love Is prominent and obvious these 
days. «' . . 
VIRGO: Your intellectual curiosity is 
aroused, and you are motivated to 
"get into it I" 
LIMA: There is a temptation to adopt 
superficial values which would be 
-i:—detrimental to your character. 
SCORPIO: You have successful dealings 
with women friends and are 
responsive to public reaction. 
SAGITTARIUS: 'A tendency to be 
- oversensitive about your past could 
: develop. Don't turrt to brooding. 
CAPRICORN: Don't let your security rest 
upon friends or the kind of hopes you 
wish to create. 
AQUARIUS: Changes where profession 
and goals indicated. You "feel the 
pulse" of the public. 
.PISCES: The dreamer and artist in you 
seems to be "above and beyond it 
.. all." 
• The Largpsf • 
• Selectionlof * 
! RECORDERS 1 
-J+rr-̂ vv--; in Texas • 
: from $2.25 up • 
5 See us-for • 
J Recorders & • 
• Recorder M usic • • • 
Amster Music • 




710 t. Ben White 
444-2296 
ti HDUUTOWN U.S.A: Cameron Rd at 18 3 
3 6 - 8 E» 8 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:00 





^f«idn«»day, March 13 to , 
Wdny, March IS -
HIROSHIMA MON AMOUR" and 
"WOMAW W TH1 DUKHK 
I' ^ 
O f f  iH .J^o»MIWAf 7'->0 
u Awin MomMims 
UKUtMHG- lttt nCTMt : 
NO ADVANCt &Alt 
NO ItlteAlN MATINtt 














1500 S. PLEASANT VAUEY RD ... 
JUST OF! EAST HIVERSIPE PBiyr 444>3??? 
fa- ~— 
REDUCEDPRICES 
TIL t P.M. 
' MON thru SAT. 
•REDFORD 
THE WAY WE HEME 





S ACADEMY AWARO NOMINATIONS' 
ATbuch 
Of Class m* 
GEORGE 
I SEGAt GUNDA JACKSON 
itao 












YOU FEEL OOOD! 
COLUM«W PICTURES Pnuttt @5 
A MfTROMEOIA PROOUC1IW OORPORATIOff 
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mCok* PuntsbyMovretab APar«mouni Picture 
$1.00 
III * p.m. 
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Ex-Temptation Gives Concert? 
Editor's Note; 
- Jake Green, a Mack 
University students 
attended the Eddied 
Kendricks concert 
|gi Tknrsday night: agS 
Municipal Auditori- J 
^^jiiiJ^--TffhitCTr--W^ 
•/ reaction to Kend-! 
fes'i rick's jnusic in this 
jgf article ' 
By JAKE GREEN 
' "Hey man, you going to 
see-Eddie, man?" 
— "Well I don't know, man. 
It all depends. I mean 
Eddie's not one of my 
favorite singers." 
That was part of a 
conversation I had with a 
f r iend  of  mine  las t  
Wednesday night; the night 
before Kendricks' concert. 
Of course, I .remember 
Eddie when ftewasiqaJung 
all of- those- golden records: 
while with t he-
Temptations, but I never 
seemed to be able to listen-* 
to much of his music since 
he  began  s inging  by  
himself. 
AFTER A WHILE the 
cont inuous  sound of  
Kendricks' very high tenor 
voice always seemed to get 
to me. Some of the records 
he has made since leaving 
the Temps, namely "Girl 
You Need a Change of 
Mind," "Eddie's Love," 
"Keep on  Truckin '  "  
Eddie 
"Boogie Down," and my 
favorite '-'Darling Gome 
Back Home," are bad 
jams,  but  Eddie  
Kendricks? 
That's where my mind 
was last Thursday about 
9:30 p.m. That was about 
the time I heard someone 




A few seconds later a 
door opened,, and there he 
was. X was amazed at how 
1 thin he seemed. As he 
-  s ta r ted  waving  and  
speaking to some people he 
- - apparently knew, I was 
- amazed at how relaxed and 
friendly he was.. 
La ter ,  whi le  in  h is  
dressing room rapping 
with him, I was convinced 
that Eddie Kendricks 
really is ^-righteous 
brother. 
BEING A DOWN blood is 
one thing, but how . well 
could he perforin? That '• 
-queatioft-was afiawered-
almost as soon as Eddie 
Kendricks glided on stage. 
" By the time he reached 
the mike a crowd had 
begun forming around the 
stage. Moments later, 
when- he began singing 
"Girl You need a Change of 
Mind," the stage was 
swamped.  Beaut i fu l  
people, mostly sisters, 
came rushing down the 
aisles from all dir^cttaigs. 
~ That was about the time 
r?Tiurt i 
-Eddie  Kendr icks  as  a  
V ^performer, too. Eddie had 
U v»hol« we 
.. .screaming dndJ creaming 
' and he "kept it that way 
through, every thing ^ fast 
and slow, old and new. 
-• - - After dedicating ''Keep 
on Truckin' " to Austin and 
really getting down with 
that jam, he could have 
left. But Eddie wasn't 
quite finished. He just had 
to "boogie down." Yea, 
that's it. Eddie Kendricks, 
that "supercool, sleek and 
s lender  Sagi t ta r ius  
"boogied down" Thursday 
n ight  a t  Munic ipa l  
Auditorium. 
("Memories of Underdevelopment, written and 
> directed by Tomas Giuterrex Alea; with Sergio Corrieri; 
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Monday and Tuesday at Burdine 
w Auditorium; admission $1.) 
By MIKE SPIES 
... Cuba is only 90 miles off the tip of Florida, but it might as well 
be another planet for all the access Americans have to Cuban 
culture. "-Memories of Underdevelopment," made in 1968 by 
Tomas Gutierrez Alea, is a remarkable Cuban film, made by a 
director with a critical intelligence .and decidedly 
• ^Hrtlpepagi^istie 
That bland, nutritious, good-for-you title sounds like a 
political lecture, which is what the film is not. It is about a 
writer, living in Cuba during the criticaldays of 1961. His wife 
and shallow friends have taken refuge in America ; he stays on, 
without quite knowing why, living off back rents. 
ABOUT HIM, he sees the exalted masses of the new Castro 
republic as more stupid than ever. In court, because a young 
girl he took to bed has brought family honor down on him, he is 
even somewhat disgusted that justice is as prejudiced as ever. 
Formerly, he and his middle-class friends would have had the 
benefit o? the doubt. Now,, in this new Cuba, he has only 
"Inconsolable Memories," the title of the Edmundo Desnoes 
book from Which Tomas Alea drew his script. * , 
.As it shows him idly wandering the streets and puttering 
about his apartment in his uhdershirt, the movie underscores 
the character of a man for whom revolution has almost no 
•meaning. In factxit increases his toreokun, Ais settee ofatrophy 
and isolates hixn K sftott ft. ctwk! encourages him to 
think of a generality about the dull faces he sees. "But I'm not 
like them! he suddenly reminds himself, in the character's 
tone of disgust and regret. 
- BESIDES THIS strojigly created central.character (a 
playedbySergio Corrieri, whose scrupulous manner suggestsa 
European influence), Alea finds inventive ways to mix politics 
and personal estrangement. Sequences often begin with a 
memory pf sex or a parting from the viewpoint of the stupor in 
the present, which gradually (and. unobtrusively) becomes 
oVfertly political in aspect. But at the end of each sequence, the 
character of the writer is as immune to excitement and change 
a s  b e f o r e  A n d  t h i s  i s  A l e a ' s  p o i n t . - ; » ^  
SLIGHT SHIFTS reveal different s&lal attitudes'^ A 
fi Hemingway musiuni Ificislvety disrespectful and 
thoughtful, hinting that museums are not as sanctified as here. 
These differences are only details. Thematically, the movie 
shows that the apathetic hero is not an exclusive American or 
European property, but does so without American or European > 
complaisance. 
Alea's film is inconclusive, which may make it ineffective 
propaganda. But he—gains ~ip-truthfulness. The movie 
intentionally grinds down to tediousness in its last moments, as Sps 
the hero looks off his. balcony at Havana and the camera 
wanders listlessly until fixing itself on an arbitrary spot. "Cuba; 0% 






r . n U e t  c |//fi 
C'  /  
television-
•Sat. March 12-March 16 
BRUSHY CREEK 
git-MTuM.-Sat. March 19-March 33 
^EWING ST. TIMES 
Hinqf llow 5-7 p.m.. 
IVULiM 
441-3353 
T THE {fnqli5hAire A 
210 
* 
. 38th and IH 35$'* V>*f^ k' SiMI 452-2306# A 
• John Denver-stars Monday 
night in his first television 
special, "The John Denver ; 
Show," with guests David 
Carridine, Lily Tomlin and 
James Whitmore. Filmed in 
the Rocky Mountains near 
ASpen,  Colo . ,  and  in  
Hollywood, the program will 





24 I Dream of Jeannie 
36 Eyewitness News 
7 p.m. 
7 Gunsmoke 
9 Special of the Week 
24 "Mario Thomas and Friends in 
Free To Be ... You and Me" 
36 The Magician 
S p.m. 
7 Here's Lucy " 
36 Movie: "Change of Habit" 
9:30 p.m. -
7 Dick Van Dyke Show 
9 Close to Home 
24 "The John Denver Show" 
9 plm. 
7 Medical Center 




9 School Talk 
10 p.m. 
7, 24, 36 News 
9 Capitol Eye 
10:30 p.m. 
7 Mov ie: 
r Story" 
9 Religious America 
2 4  A B C  W i d e  W o r l d  
Entertainmenlip" 
36 Tonight StfbW • 
"The Helen Morgan 
of 
SjhtTalk 
6 "Man From 
* 
It's Coming... 
S S '74 
Watch For It! 
West 
presents 
At The Wheel 
ON THE CENTER STAGE 
$100 : -
• 1 4 1 1  L A V A C A  : 




UVE! ALL WEEKl 
NATIONAL RECORDING ARTIST 
F R E E  A D M I S S I O N  
EJ^ x uNE ADMIOT^D-FBEE-;^ 
• • 
50* TEQUILA 

















THE TENNESSEE THREE 
SUNDAY, MARCH 31 8 p.m: 
AUSTIN MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM. 
RESERVED SEATS: $7, $6, $5 
RAYMOND'S DRUGS: No. 1 & No. 2 
LARIAT RANCH WEAR 
AN ARTIST CONSULTANT SHOW 
AUSTIN TICKET SERVICE: 476-1090 
A KOKE-AM/FM Presentation 
21 «t & GuadaluM Second Uval Dobi« Mall 477-1324 "T 
SCREEN ! NOW SHOWING 
lite 
"KID BLUET T 
MI eumimr.fo>t*mmtt * MMMN KMWMIR HWOUCTIOH 
DENNIS HOPPER WARREN OATES 
PETER BOYLE BEN JOHNSON 
TRACTM BY MMC8 FHAWICY  ̂ MOW »R «DW»T 8»«ANC  ̂ WMTT W TIM ME*-. 
JOHN FWWNSW R F ANAVWQFT •-W B| OT TUK ' 
"A FASCINAT1KO ACHIKVMMKNT...«nSI, SAO AND OFTWI 
FUNNY...HUQKLY imCTIVI AND MOVING ANO iT IS COM* 
PLXT1IN TH1 WAY THAT VBRY FEW MOVIBS IVBR AIW." 






I Come by 
I TSrBHg. 
I W:? Room 3.200 ~ i — and plate 





' V  r ' " ? S  
"ONE OF THE 
YEAR'S BEST FILMS'! 
—Wantfa Hale, H.Y. Dally Newt 
• —Hex Rwd, N.V. PallyWe m 
: —PMar Traven, Reader* D^ett (eOU) -
"THE EFFECT OF CAMMA MVS 







KID BLUE 2,  6, IOU0* 
MARIGOLDS 4, 8 






"Art outrageous, inventive, funny, 
excessive film. No one can claim 
to have seen anything like it before." 
—Paul D. Zimmerman. Newsweek 
"Aliberatingly funny pitch-black comedy. Acchilling  ̂
hilarious dirty movie that, tickles us with memories 
of Fellini ami Resnais and Bunuel, of Antonioni and 
Bergman./,~foster Hirfch. in the New York Times 
~V 
I 
The TRICQNTINENTAL FILM CENTER and the CENTER FOR CUBAN STUDIES Present SEF1GIO . " 
CORRIERf, ESLINDA NUNEZ_ and _ DAISY- GfiANADOlS to MEMORIES OF 
UNDERDEVELOPMENT • A'tllm by TOMAS GUTIERREZ ALEA • Produced by the INSTITUTO 
CUBANO DEL ARTE E INDUSTRIA CINEMATOGRAFlCOS. • Spanish with Enqlish subtitles " 
"CLBARLY A MASTWtPIICI-'MBMOWSS' W BRIUJANT, 
1L INTftlCATV, IRONIC AND IXTI(IMK1.Y INTKLUOBNT," ^ 
' 9^Arthur-Coop*M4ew«v»e«i(— ] '< • r ~ ̂  . L~;. . 
A CoMedy Romance iN F^NTOMiME 
- - : W/iTh ViRGilNiA ChERRill 
, wrHten, diRECTEd ANd scoREd by 
CIIARUS CliApliN 
^ -WW ̂  
b • 
-mM' 
students only | ̂ MONDAY. MARCH 11 
 ̂• T- tUESOAY, MARCH 12? pre-paid 
g® 
$ - •  
^;,no refunds ^ 
26th & Whitis 
7:30 & 940. p.m. 1. 
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Captain Wood lohhillool 
"$&• 
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15 word minimyn r r-
Each word one time $ JO 
Each word 2-4 times $ .09 
Each word 5-9 times .07 
Each word 10 or more times06 
Student rate each time S .75 
. Classified-Display - -
I tol. x one inch one time ..V. S2-96 
i coi. x one inch 2-9 times 
I col. x one inch 10 or more times 
$2.37 
OCADlINt SCHCOUU 
Mtoday Twon Mdev . 2.00 p.m.1 
Twday T«xon Mtwoy ..... 10:00 a.m. 
Widnttdoy Ttxon Ty—doy . 10:00 a.m. 
Thursday ftxan Wednesday 10:00 a.m 
Friday Texan Thursday 10:00 a.m. 
v mm*• *!.«*. 
^ty.ONf JnccK^ct Jnmilw^uTXZrtfJtr. 
o^rtmeiM* thawld b« made net tafer 
theh 30^day» after pwUkatien.''- . 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
IS word minimum each day . % .75 
each additional word «ach day £ .05 
I coL x one Inch each day .... $2.37 
"Unclassifieds" 1 line 3 days si.00 
(Prepaid, No Refunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipt and pay in advance in TSP 
Bldy. 3.200 <25th & Whitis) from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
FOR SALE FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. 
MOTOROLA TV, terrific buy for *25.22f 
screen. 476*9078. 
1948 CADILLAC HEARSE, largest car 
ewer made. Show Exxon you can still 
aHord gas. Completely restorabie. Have 
most new parts. S695. 476-9078. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new. Must sell. Penny, 442-0782. 
FEMALE IRISH SETTER pups, AKC. 
S50. Call 512-275-3702, Cuero, Texas. 
QUICK TO UT 
i. Lake & City view, split, i South, 
study area 
book home. 




PEMBERTON BRICK . 
. Lvxuriouf t room, 2 studies. 44 acres 
j v wooded.  ̂. 
^y*Aiwi CrocketTRealtor 




Your time is valuable 




1 Br. Furn. $145 
2 Be. Furn. $190 
Dishwasher - Shag Carpet 
Central Air & Heat 
1403 Norwalk 
SHUTTLE BOS CORNER 
472-9614 
THE WILLOWICK 
Live in Wooded Seclusion' 
Larger Apartment* with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con­
venient central location. 
• • l Bedroom * " 
„ »Jl UR(«fn«fiwsd . '. <vitn(>hed 
2 -Bedroom 
SI78 Unfurnished S198 furnished 
All Bills Paid 
;<00 South First.St. 444-0487 
LE MARQUE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
SI15, one bedroom 1130, two bedrooms 
si 70. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen-
1 tral air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-6533 452-8006 









' See us at 6324 N. Lamar tor custom built, 
an.aluminum and wood-aluminum pick­
up camper tops. 
Start at S1S9.95 
we w|ll build any design, any color. 
45^-3800 
" WE ARE THE GUITAR'S FRIEND, a 
: mail order guide to acoustic instruments 
8. accessories. We carry guitars as Mar-
tin, Guild,.. Gibson.. Ovation, Yamaha; 
Hahner harps, dulcimers, recorders, 
banjos, books, and more - and discount 
25%. Our catalogue will be sent out free 
rupon request. Guitar's Friend, 1240-
Brogan, Stockbridge, Michigan. 49285! 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-4877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar, Amster Music 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED 
instruments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
: etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
WE RENT CAMERAS, lenses, strobes, 
tripods, projectors. Polaroids, et cetera. 
Rental Department, Capitol Camera 474-
3581. 
' GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
'. acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts'on 
strlngs^ancraccessories. THE STRING 
- SHOP, 1716 San Antonto, 476-8421. Tues.-
• Sat. 10-6. 
• IRISH SETTER, registered. S85for 
• fimale, S100 for male. Call 442-1090 after 
five and weekends. . 
GARDEN ORGANICALLY. Build your 
Dome House with Solar Heating and 
' Wind Generator. 5.1 acres East 474-
2134; '472-4466. 
OVATION steel string, acoustic guitar. 
Must sell to repay loan. Penny, 442-0782. 
BOXER PUPPIES. Handsome, spunky, 
lovable companions. AKC, quality line-
bred. Impressive pedigree. Healthy, 
alert. Shots. 267-1334. 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, with 
side railings. Just arrived. Doubles and 
singles. Sandy's, 504 Walsh. 
1970 DODGE POLARA - excellent 
condition - new radial tires - AC, PS, PB. 
; Must sacrifice. $875. 451-4229. 
THUNDERBIRD 1945 for sale. 1970 
engine; complete power; good condition. 
Best offer over $300. 478-3194. 
-EXTRA GAS TANK in any VW. Sate 
Reversible. 21.2 gallons total. $50 
installed. 476-7889. -
MARTIN D-28 guitar. One year old. Sell 
with hard, soft, or no case. Call for 
details. 836-4143. 
CAMERAS 30%-50% Off. Canon Ftb 
bl.2, list $534, only $282. Camera 
Obscure, 478-5187 evenings. 
BankAmericard, Mastercharge. 
•64 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE, new carbs, 
starter, seats. $550, Muit Sell! 472-5954 
after 6. 
1.970 CAMARO, 3-speed. Excellent 
condition, good gas mileage. Call 476-
2443. 
TRIUMPH GT-6plus, 1970, 28,000 miles. 
... mintconditkwvwithoverdrive(27mpgJ," 
Michelins, complete service record. 
Serious inquiry - 4S3-3334. 
iO-SPEED BIKE. A-l condition. $65 y 
to. 
ATTENTION /MARRIED STUDENTSI 
Want economical housing? 10" by 52' new 
Moon mobile home located in UT Trailer 
Park. Evenings. 474-2591. 
BEST BUY IN TOWN: 1973 Pontiac 
Grand Prix, loaded. Leather top..$3,800. 
451-5944. 
MINIATURE SCHNAUZER PUPS. 
Excellent bloodline. AKC registered-
Mate/Fcmare~ST5ffr 444P9I09 after 5 
weekends. 
AUTOMATIC CAMERA: Minolta 
Himatic 7s with Kauo electronic flash. 
Asking $130. 471-1381. 
SURF BOARD - $25. Gibson classical 
guitar with good case. 477-2674 call 
anytime. 
'44 CHEVROLET PICK-UP 4 cyl. in fine 
shape with camper amflots of gear. $600, 
288-1050. „j 
*66 PLYMOUTH FURY. 318 V-8, 
automatic,, air, PS/PB. Runs well. 453-
8779 after,3 p.m. 
NIKON F • body perfect, $175. Luna Pro 
Meter, $45. Nikkor 28mm f.2 lens, S200. 
Costs $412. 471-7801. 
SCHWINN CONTINENTAL 5 or 10 speed 
bike, racing and touring handlebars. $70. 
Mark at 452-8751. 
AKC IRISH SETTER puppies. Healthy, 
friendly, 2 months old: Snots, wormed. 
$100. 476-5439 after weekends. 
• SONY TC Dual Capstan Drive Auto 
cassette tape deck. $150. Eddie, 




-  V. I  P 
APARTMENTS 
33rd 8. Speedway . 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
Split level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
units designed for 3-5 mature students. 
New contemporary decor. Walk-ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
ESTRADA 
APTS. 
Has vacancies, 1 and 2 
bedroom 
1801 South Lakeshore Blvd. 
Phone 442:6668 
WEST AUSTIN Brand New 
Efficiency. 5 minutes to down­
town and shuttle bus to UT. 
Call today for your choice of 
color schemes. 
472-0558, 4728278, 4766707 - unit 
7551 
$129.50 
All Bills Paid 




476-6707, unit 7551. 
TWO BLOCKS UT 
One large bedroom 
apartments.  CA/CH, 
carpeted, cable; dishwasher, 
covered parking, laundry 
ABP $142.50 
477-8146 2101 Rio Grande 
POSADA DEL NORTE 
Save money. Come live with us: For the 
next three weeks only get your $100 gift. 
Young manager and tenants. Club room, 
volley Ban court; private parties, shag 
carpet, one and two bedrooms, flats and 
townhouses. Shuttle bus 
45,-<"55 452-5326 
2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit 
Lowest Rates in town 
Going fast! 
S124 bills paid 
474-5550 477-3651 
KENRAY Apart mentsand Townhouses 
under new ownership. 2122 Hancock Dr 
next to Americana Theater, walking dlv 
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One half block from shuttle 
-f.nd_Ai.tHia. transit. 2 Ueilraom 
townhouses. extra large Two bedroom 
flats, one and two baths. CA'CH, dis­
hwasher. disposal, door to door garbage 
pickup, pool.' maid service if desired, 
washareria m complex See owners. Apt 
113 or call 451-4848 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
-apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnJshed or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from stjS. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394 Central Properties Inc. 451-4533 
ELEVEN POOLS ' 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS" 
FROM S132 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
A new concept, in apartment 
communi ty  l iv ing.  Five-
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for $120 all bills paid. 






Huge 1 & 2 Bedrooms furn. or unfurn. 
with targe walk-Ins, beautiful landscap­
ing. From $154 ABP. 1100 Reinll. 452-




Apartment living Vi block from Campus 
Individual applicants matched with 
compatible roommates 
2910 Red River 474-5631 
A Paraqon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I 've Got  a Secret  Apartments.  
Located in the heart of UT 
area. 1 block to shuttle. $149 50 





• 1 Block Campus 
• Free Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Quiet 
• Maid Service 
'• All Bills Paid 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 7 
baths, living room, dining 
area,  k i tchenet te.  Pr ivate 
Rooms Available. 
LOOKING FOR AN APT.? 
s Choose from over 10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
Free 
451-8242 - No fee. 
NOW LEASING new efficiency 
apartment. One semester or longer. 
• $l35/month. All bills paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd.; 477-4118. 2504 Manor Rd.; 474-220r, 
MINI APARTMENT. 
ceiling, shag carpet throu 
in kitchen, color coordii 
..pool, -near campus. 4000 
AI34.M Mtc paiO. 4S2-5S33. 
Cantrat Properties (nc 
.'EFFICIENCIES. S1J5 plus-electricity" 
Pool, AC, carpet, paneling, no pets. 
Huntington Vllle.'46th and Ave. A'. 454-
8903. 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near 
-campus, shopping center, and shuttle 
»bus. All bills paid. For more 
information, call 454-9475.' 
NEW THIS WEEKI Ponce de Leon III, 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two 
bedroom, two bath apartments ABP. 
Most outstanding apartments in the 
university area! Call Rod Wetsel at 472-
8941 or 472-8253. 
. $149,50 ALL BILLS PAID. 1 bedroom 
furrti3hed,CA/CH,bottt-inkitcTierr,nBar 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-4533, '451-
3840. Central Properties |nc. 
SIX BLOCKS from Law School; 2 blocks 
shuttle bus. One bedroom $135. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-In 
Closets. 32nd arid Interregional. 472-3995. 
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two 
bedrooms'. Close to campus. Fully 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, all built-in kitchen. From $119.50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-6533,454-6423. Central 
Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT. 18. 2 bedroom 
efficiencies. Nice pool area, study room, 
oriental furnishings. From $139 ABP. 405 
East 31st. 472-2147,-472^4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom 
with built-ins, vaulted ceilings. Small 
community living. $139.50 plus 
electricity. 801 West Lynn. 477-8871, 472-. 
4162. Barry Gillingwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall, & Capitol Plaza. Large 1 
& 2 bedroom with all the extras. From 
$137.50 plus electricity. 1105 Clayton 
Lane. 453-7914, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
EFFICIENCIES ON SHUTTLE. $129.50 
includes shag, complete kitchen, 
CA/CH. Small community. 4204 
Speedway. 452-0986, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Co. 
SEMESTER LEAS?. Large new 1 & 2 
bedrooms With shag, icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast off Manor-Road. From $159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 924-4202, 472-
4142. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra: Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry Gillingwater Company. 477-
7794,472-4162. 
GREAT PEOPLE ! Brand0 new two 
bedroom apartments, completely 
furnished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit. Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. — 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $139 ABP. 1211 West 8th 
(off Blanco) 474-1107, 472-4162 Barry 
Gillingwater Company. , 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
COLORFUL MINI apartments on 
shuttle. Two locations, two designs. 38th 
and Speedway area. Convenient to 
downtown and city bUs. From $119-$i24 
plus electricity. Barry Gillingwater 
Company. 454-8576, 472-4162. 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 472-
4162. -
MONTAGE "APARTMENTS have one 
bedroom apartments near campus on 
- shuttle with independent AC. $134,507 
2812 Rio Grande. 477-2977. 
REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES. Near 
campus and shuttle. Shag, full kitchen, 
small community living. $145 ABP, 403 
West 38th. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
472-4162, 454-8574. 
1 BEDROOM $139. Near campus and 
shuttle, convenient to downtown. New 
furniture, pool. 407.. West 38th. Barry-
Giliingwater Company: 472-4162, 454-
8576. > 
TARRYTOWN. ONE BEDROOM. 
Mature single, due to special 
circumstances. All bills paid. Only $125. 
459-7950. 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - $155.00. 
Lu>uiry,_.extra„nlce, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
S E R V I C E S  
Xerox or IBM 
'4c COPIES 
Reduction Capability to 24 x 36 
. Pictures, Multilith, 
v -Printing, Binding , 
HELP WANTED M MISCELLANEOUS TYPING 
OVERWEIGHT? TRY,,  
NATUR*TRIM. No hunger 
pangs, no exercises, no drugs. $ 
A unique natural food formula p 
accepted as a sof t  andl  
effective way to weight loss, m 
Cal l  or  come by Natural  w 
Health, 8330 Burnet Rd. No. •' 
128, 454-2581 after 7 453-0733. . 
„ S 
/' 




47 Dobie Mb If 476-9171 
Free Parking 
Open 75 hours a week 
COPY SHOP II 
RBC/Bond Paper Super 
. Copies •; -
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for young 
persons who would like to work In a new 
massage parlor In North Austin. Ask for 
Slgne between 10 a.m. to 12 midnight. 
Friday and Saturday till 1;00 a.m. 451-c 
9190. or tome by.af M04 Xoenlg Lam, 
: -petwowi Lamar Blvd. and Burnet Koad. 
>.fte(ax<og atmosphere. " 
HATHA YOGA ' 
^ 6 wk. $15.00 




LEARN TO SAIL ° 
THIS SPRING VACATION 
Intensive course, April 1-5 Sailing 
everyday on 46 ft. sloop, overnight 
graduation cruise. ONLY S75/PERSON. 
MIKMG. BOK 421. : Part. Aransas. .Texas. < 
- f " * 
"" W-T4M940* 







Save Time - Save Money 






offers residential and 
Counseling -Service 
hon-residentlal 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
c*mpus. 510 West 26th. 472-9251. 
We have been in this business 
forfO years 
VW PARTS AND SERVICE 
Quality work at reasonable prices. Tune-
up SI0.50 plus parts'. Free diagnosis. 
Estimates and compression checks. 
Please try us! KWe have moved to 1003 
Sage Brush). For information call 836-
3171. Overseas Engine and Supply. 
Thanks! _ 
•ECONOMICAL GARAGE 
Best prices, experienced mechanics? 
Trust us not to rip you off. Tune-ups, 
brakes, overhauls. House calls or 
breakdowns $5.00 additional: 
AIR CONDITIONER SPECIAL 
Leak test, check line pressure, add freon 
if needed, clean Inside filter, check all 
mounting bolts 8, brackets, adiust-drlve' 
belt. Parts 8. labor. ONLY $7.50. 
Call Mike or Bob 444-2403. 
has immediate openings for 
housekeeping personal ,  
waiters/waitresses, bus help, 
clerical help, and bartenders. 
Call 261-6600 
Holiday House No. 1 
weekends. Excellent 'position for college 
students, due to our scholarship 
program. Apply at 1003 Barton Springs 
Rd. between 5-7 p.m. dally. 
SECURITY OFFICERS 
Night/weekend fobs, with very little/no 
public contact. Must' be 21, have 
transportation, no police record, be 
dependable. Apply In persoh M-Th, 6pm-
10pmv 603 West 13th. James Kent & 
Associates, Security Services 8, 
Investigations. 
SKY DIVE! 
Austin Parachute Center 
For information Please call 
272-5711 anytime 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zuni Indian 
jewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4612 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. 
THE PRIMAL PROCESS; Contact: The 
Feeling Training Center, P.O. Box 303, 
Wimberley. Texas 78676. 512-847-2410 
SELF-ACTUALIZING process. CalT 
Human Dynamics Institute..452-8705. 
WOULD SOMEONE connected with Dr. 
Thomas Gorden P.E.T. course please 
contact Mrs. Cox at 451-4583. 
VOfCE INSTRUCTIONS. John Wolding. 
444-9935. 
LEARN To PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Drew Thomason. 478-
2079. 
M.B.A 
Typing. Multilithing, binding 




. with or without pictures. 
2 Day Service 
472-3210 and 472-7677.. 
V  I  H C ? ^ a r k  ' J  \  
TYPING II 









On the Drag - Next to Gourmet 
FOR RENTl 
PERSONAL COUNSELOR, all 
problems. International authority of 
parapsychology and ESP from 
Switzerland. Confidential appointment. 
258-5316. 
TENNIS RACKET strlm 
II, Nylon - $7.50, Gut - $15. 
deliver. 454-7535. 
lging. Vantage 
.50. Pick up and 
LOCK, STOCK & 
BARREL RESTAURANT 
Has openings for Lunch Waitresses, 
Cocktail Waitresses, Hostesses, Waiters, 
Busboys, Kitchen helpers. Cooks, and 
Bartenders. Full or part-time. Phone 
daytime 454-6307 for interview. 
PART TIMEeWORK. $300/per month.* 
Call 452-2758. _ 
COWBOYS AND HANDS WANTED for 
New York camp. Wrangler-counselors 
apply now: High Chaparral Ranch, Rt. 
23C, East Jewett, N.Y. 
EVENING BUS HELP - dishwashers 
needed. $2.25/hour. Apply in person 
Polonaise Restaurant, 1122 Colorado -
23rd floor. 
YARD WORK AT LAKEWAY. 
$2.50/hour. Friday afternoons and 
weekends. Call 261-5544 or 453-7987. 
FOR RENT. Ten acres pasture, ten 
miles s'Outh. Some shelter horses only. 
Call evenings. 447-3459. 
COMMERCIAL SPACE for immediate 
occupancy. 1000 sq. ft., 600 ft. 
downstairs, 400 on the mezzanine. 
$275/month (includes utilities for firm 
with established credit), J.B. 
Hightower. Tri-Towers North. 476-7636. 
PORT ARANSAS - Spring Break; 
anytime - large house for rent. $30 dally, 
$160 weekly, sleeps 20. Call 1-512-749-6603 
evenings. 
UNICOM 202/SR computer - addition, 
subtraction, multiplies, divides, tog & 





that you can 
ECONOMY MOVING. Conscientious 
Services at the lowest rate. Call 
. anytime. 385-8509. 
THE BUG INN Volkswagen Shop. Free 
Timing, Carborator adiustment with 
this ad. 1024 Airport. 385-9102. 
GROW YOUR OWN Food. We turn 
lawns into gardens "with Troybuilt 
Rototiller. Reasonable, guaranteed. 454-
8211 after 6:00 
PRESS II 
WANTEP MATURE 'loving person for 
.child care. Ages 2, 3'/a, 6 (in school) 
- Keep house neat. Call Lucy Todd 475-
6395 8-5. After 5:30, 447-3876. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Help elect Joan Lyda VP. 453-4290. 
'70 Toyota, $900,453-8211 after 7. 
House plants save money. 474-1100 
HI-FI Sale new Eq. 447-4076 nltes 
'72 Gremlin. AT-6-air. $2395. 477-3388. 
FRESHMAN CHEMISTRY and Biology 
tutoring. 472-4388 after 5 p.m. 
ASTRONOMY, PHYSICS, MATH 
tutoring. Experienced tutor with 
master's degree in astrophysics. Call 
Martin anytime. 441-6141. 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST LARGE B L A £ K / B rown 
Shepherd-Collie mix. Veey friendly, 
Answers to Brulo. REWARD , 454-9020. 
LOST NEAR 25th and Rio.Grande. Black 
and white female cat. 478-6050 If found 
REWARD. 
Fem. Roommate needed. $50. 472-9723. 
AKC Weimaraners reasonable 928-1321 
For sale Sting Ray. $25. 453-9779. 
DOG LOST - WHIPPET (small 
Greyhound), 40 lbs., grey, white spot on 
chest, named Casey, has tags. Reuel 







THE CROCKETT co. 
TYPING - themes, Iheses, dissertations 
XEROX COPYING 
OFFSET PRINTING, , 
—Complete setuf OFFICE-SUPPLIES " 
Drive thru window for quick service 
453-7987 5530 BURNET RD. 
M AND J. TYPING of theses, resumes, 
dissertations, duplication, binding: open 
everyday. 442-7008. Not at old address. 
Please call before coming. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
65 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional 
typing. Reports, theses, dissertations, 
resumes. Copy service available. 453-
7577. .... .._ 
A tO.Z 
-SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
472-0149 ' 
Theses, Dissertations, themes, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, resumes 
Multilithing, Binding 
Everything From A to Z • 
RESEARCH 
SERVICES 
A TYPING SERVICE 
specializing in 
—theses and dissertations 
—law briefs 




Pick-up Service -Available 
We specialize in resumes, handbills, 
letterheads and envelopes. 
Check Our Low Rates 
2200 Guadalupe 
. Just Across The Street 
UNF. APARTS. 
You Belong At " 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
be a water polo pool and hand­
ball courts, too. Cohrie join us 
now! From S145 ' 
444-1846 
2101 Burton Dr, 
Find gold earrings? Please call 471-1JQ8. 
Schwlnn 10-speed 476-4282. 7 p.m. : 
is there G.S.U. at UT? Call 471-1381 
Mental Patients' Liberation 474-4172. 
New backpack St.frame 477-6677 r 
-Classical~78rpm records-478-9954-
BUSINESS OPP. 
20 YEAR OLD retired student wilt show 
you how to earn up to $800 monthly while 
attending schpol.-Send brief resume to 
P:0. Box 5159, Austin, TX 78763. . 
Reports, Resumes 
Theses, Letters 
Read Velikovsky's Worlds In Collision 
WANTED 
YPING LI 
LIBERAL CATHOLIC PRIEST willing 
to perform outdoor wedding or 
information concerning; 453-1398 or 451-
7941. -
JOB WANTED 
MOV1NG7? My pickup makes the going 
easier. One truckload: 112. Two loads: 
$20. 258-1891. 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark,. 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports,..and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric. 
pica/ej|te, .25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing, 442r7184. „ 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
TYPING 
E \ 
R. ,<?-• ^ All University and 
S . % business work 
6® Last Minute Service 
Yv r (Si Open 9-9 Mon-Th t. M 
SERVICE FrlSa* 
472-8936 30A Dobie Center 
ABACUS 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
Typing , (SO*/page). Printing 
and Binding 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E Woodward Office 107 
444 7555 
I. 2, or 3 bedrooms 
.•unfurnished or furnished 
From $140 - $265 
2 swimming pools, playgrounds 
washaterip. lighted grounds. 5 minutes 
^mKU,e,J ,0 BAF B - s'eps from 




Larpt 3 bedroom duplex townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn 
vaulted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, large walk-ins 64138 Auburn. >26-





Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution to-
your housing. 
Tne Soufh "Shore's "central location 
provides easy access to u.T. 
Come by and see ajjr new efficiency and 
l Bedroom apartments on the Banks of 
Town Lake. Complete with shab. 
rt— "wtma. accent WSIT. modern "jurr 
f Year old female Irish Setter. niturc, plus an individual deck overtook-
Caim temper. C>lI between W p.m ">v the watpis, , 
s --y-t-r- • 
From $145 — all bills paid 
300 East Riverside Drive-
444-3337 
tiKe B5R »10 turntaWe with 
5hurjM»IB. Used only six months. SI25 
44)«/5?2. . 
: K AM»G( '65 Opel Wagon.. Refrigerator 
white Economy Box. Needs some engine 
work. K50- 476-2903 Rev 
1908 UniversHy Ave. 
478-2185 
TREES & VIEWS -
Nice 2 Oedrooms furn! or unfurn. onty 3 
min. from downtown, 5 min. from UT. 
Large^ watknn$r extra-sfdrage,-priva>e 
balconies, lots of glass. From S179 plus. 
E. OAK KNOLL, 620 South 1st fuse 
Timbercreek entrance). 444*1269, 472-
4162. Barry Gitlingwafer Company. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 472-4162 
Barry Gillingwater Company 
TWO BLOCKS 
TO CAMPUS 
1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large walk-in closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31st 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From S125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
454-1583. 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater 
Company. 
NORTHWEST. Close in, ideal location, 
adjacent shopping, all conveniences# 
-and facilities. S129. Recorded 
description. 472-8682. 
• ' ' 
'» MONTH RENT FRE6. Large 
furnished one bedroom. CA/CH, cable. 
452-3076, 258-1832. 
NOB HILL APARTMENTS 1-2 bedroom 
furnished, pool, dishwasher, disposal, 
bills paid, laundry, Vj block to IC shuttle. 
2520 Longview. 477-8741. 
UNEXPECTED VACANCY. Furnished 
one bedroom apartment on shuttle. 
Includes CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, 
shag carpeting, cable, S125. 4105 
Speedway, Apt. 202. 451-2832, 345-4555. 
ONE- BEDROOM. 3 blocks North from 
UT. Gas, water, *155. After 6:00. 478-
1194. 
CONVENIENTLY LOCATEO one 
bedroom. Pool, cable, shuttle, city 
buses. S130. West 6th Street area. 476-
EFFICIENCY - $105all bills paid. Maid 
service, 6 blocks campus, shuttle bus. 
2408 Leon. 476-3467. ~ _ 
CLEAN ONE BEDROOM: Couple 
preferred. Utilities furnished except 
electricity. Walking .distance UT. 453-
4335 or 459-9075. 
EFFICIENCY 2700Swisher, 1 block Law 
School. At)P »t20/montb. 478-6550. 
(off East Riverside) 
ROOMMATES 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: One 
bedroom luxury apartment on Town 
Lake, S82.50, ABP. NR shuttle. 447-3797 
-after 5: 
UT AREA, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, CA/CH, 
walk-In closets, laundry, pool, utilities, 
reasonable. 477-2608. 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Large 
furnished 2/2 apartment, dishwasher, 
CA/CH, carpeted, S85, '/i electricity. 447-
2316. 
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE, own 
room, tSOplus electricity. CR route. Call 
Debbie 453-1922, 478-5831. 
FEMALE: MARCH FREE. 2 bedroom 
apartment. Town Lake, S85.00 ABP. 
'Shuttle, own room. 444-3837 anytime. 
ROOMIE, needed to share nice 2 
bedroom house. Enfield area. After 4. 
David. 478-9130, 472-7316. 
MALE ROOMMATE to share furnished 
home with two graduate students. >72.50 













MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last' 
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES- WOOD Typing Service. 




producing finest qualify typing for 
students end-faculty *nember*-in every 
field for 15 years, will fake meticulous' 
care to type iaw briefs, research papers, 
£Wts» dissertations 
accurately, observing proper fepms; 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon rib­
bon typewriter. Air work proofread. 478-
"Just North of 27th 
Guadalupe 
& 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles and. sizes. Barbbra Tullos, 453-
5124.. . ... -
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig 
Lane. 459-7205. 
TYPEWRITE SERVICE, efficient 
typing at reasonable rates. 926-3254. 
THESES, DISSERTATIONS, PRS 
typed. Experienced typists. Book yours! 
now! Call 476-9312 or 472-5928 after 5. 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 422-7677 
. ?/07 Hemphill Park .-
FOR SALE 
STOCK REDUCTION SALE 
ROOMMATE NEEDED large 
furnished apt. Own room. All kitchen 
2 -1  
appliances, CA/CH. $85 plus ejec.. on 
shuttle. Bob, 441-3377. 
The ittsper channel. List $299.95 2-212. 1 -
ROOMS 
472-2147, 472-4162 
Barry G i 11 i pgwater Company 
UNF. HOUSES 
. RETAIL ZONING.. Large older-tome 
Texan! 
SUNN CONCERT BASS Amp (2-15" 
AlttC speakers), Glannlnl Craviola (12-
stTlng Italian guitar) 3 microphones and 
other miscellaneous sound equipment, -
4rNW. 
near University. Fresh paint, plenty of 
park' -
•763, 
ing, $275/month. Dell McGrew. 459-
"" 459-7442. . : 
VILLA 
ROOMS - HEMPHILL PARK area, 
semi-private bath, kitchen privileges, 
$75/month. .476-0548, after 6 p.m. -
fEMAttTWEESE D R OOM S 
furnished, yard, own room, pels 
welcomed. Shuttle. 180.00 bills: 452-1688 
1100 Clayton. : 
To 
AKAI AA8030 Receiver ,  25 rms watts |  
,.:vm:. SANSUI turntable, new model SR-2 List $149.95 SCI-1253 3-
way speaker,  V2^ '  Woofer ,  5 ' '  midranger,  3 , /2"  tweeter ,  c lear  
sound. List $149.95 each. Total List Price S749i95 each. 
STOCK REDUCTION PR ICE S43l5 Of) 
/2ri^eLverK^ •  L i s t ^ a s e '  d . u s , c ° v f r /  S h u r e M 9 1 E D  c a r t r i d g e .  
Price $891 65 speakers. List $149.95 each. Total List 
3 0 •  ^ IRyCJJON PRICE $499 .00  
I'M CAPRI IMO. (3.000 miles, 
AC vinyl top 441-
«0*S. Kt-1121 e*t. J>I. 
206West38th ~ 
l  o/2 Bedroom Furnished, Convenient to 
UT:.  Beaut i fu l  Pool  and Pat io,  
Reasonable. Shuttle 'a block. 
452-3314 459-9977 453-4545 
HIRKl HIIPI FYCC i  w  i \  a  «  •  i / v i  L E A S . }  
QUIET eXCELLENCE, west 4*th, 
modern, spaciousft2-2, CA/CH, welk-in 
closets, washer, dryer, dishwasher, 
disposal, study, carporf. storage, fenced 
yard, offstrtet parking spaces, four 
slrigles. family, 4M-5401 
FEMALE HOUSEMATE 3 bedrooms 
*80. 1100 Clayton. 454 
7,tf8AS,aR!&N rheceiver' ?2 rms watts^er channeLUst 
Jp?ak1rsDLfsU149V5& 
5,! mCE ̂ 395.0B-
f^ 'VATE FURNISHED room, 704 West 
"•h. Controlled heat, air conditioned, 
refrigerator. Call 477-5654. 
HOUSEMATE - furnished private room, 
bath entrance. Share kitchen. SI0, bills. 
110 East 31st, 477-4734/ Oliver. 
471-5244. 
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-PtOftee R KP-300 FAA stereo cassette for your carJList $149^95 
STOCK REDUCTION PRICE $114 
;SJEREO CENTER 
203 East 19th" », 7^ ^ 476-6733 




;AV, By JAMES DUNLAP 
'TM Tew® Staff Writer 
« you're an anarchist with 
an urge to disrupt the creation 
"jSlof the new Texas constitution, 
**. forget it. 
While there are no special 
r^lprecautions- -for " the 
'^Constitutional Conyention,—5 
" "Capitol Security Chief Ellis 
/Means noted that there is a 
^'sophisticated, 24 hour-a-day 
system to protect .the Capitol 
^ and its inhabitants; : 
The task of keeping the 
Capitol safe is shared by the 
Office of the Sergeant of Arms 
and .Capitol Security. In 
addition, Rusty Kelley, 
sergeant of arms of the 
House, noted a "close, 
working relationship with the 
Department of Public Safety 
~ and the Austin police." 
SECUBITY PROBLEMS 
tomb threats, crowd 
"^control, 1 demonstrations, 
vandalism and protecting the 
legislators. 
- Although bomb threats are 
-occasionally received, a live 
•• bomb has never been found! 
Other states do not share 
Texas' luck, A friend of 
Kelley's who is the sergeant 
of arms for the legislature in 
California told of a 30-day 
period several years ago when _ 
kl20 bomb threats were 
_ 
Journalist 
received. Fifteen live devices' 
were discovered. • 
:'0*A major security problem' 
is simple vandalism," Kelley 
said. Apparently, some_ 
people, by virtue of taxes they 
pay, fee] that the u Capitol 
balding literally belongs to 
them, A favorite memento to 
steal was a knob ton the 
building's $75 door hinges, 
Kelley reported he had them 
secured by spot-welding. ~ 
SOMETIMES sensitivity 
and understanding are needed 
to cope with people who could 
be disruptive to security. 
Kelley cited the* case of a 
mentally-disturbed woman 
who wandered into the Capitol 
demanding that she be repaid 
$7 million that the Kennedy^ 
owed her. After talking to her, 
Security officials caJled a 
doctor, and sfte retaved help. 
Capitol Security, a force of 
approximately 20 uniformed 
officers and,.,  30 
nightwatchmenrH has 
jurisdiction over a 14-block 
area that includes the Capitol 
and the state buildings that 
surround it. V -
nsor 
• Summer in Vienna 
For the -first time, in its 
history, the University will 
sponsor a fully accredited 
Summer term in Vienna, 
Austria. Fifty courses will be. 
taught by 22 faculty members 
representing 17 separate 
plans for participation in a 
demonstration March 19 in 
Houston to coincide with a 
speech by President Nixon are 
among the ~ tdpics PAIN 
(People's Assembly to 
Impeach Nixon) will discuss: 
departments and^eighiSJn a meeting 
colleges. For information, Monday in Union Building 33Q. 
contact Mrs. Joyce Brewer, 1' President Nixon lis 
47l431(^5^^^|^jg^^speaking at a broadcasters 
A local underground stock 
Paper Shortage No Fun 
For 
Spanish Poetry s 
A Wfest German specialist 
JIL Spanish literature _wilL 
speak on the poems of 
Gabriela Mistral at the 
University Monday. 1 i; ~ 
'Prof. Hans' Flasche, 
director of the Latin 
American Institute at the 
University of Hamburg, 
Germany, will lecture in 
Spanish at 4 p.m. in Business-
^Economics Building 161. 
* His lecture is part of the. 
Colloquium 
Ad Clinic 
Author and social critic 
Vance Packard Will speak on 
"A Nation of Strangers" at 2 * 
p.m. Wednesday as part of the 
Advertising Un-Clinic. 
Sponsored by the- Austin 
Advertising Club, the 
University Department of 
Adverti si rig and t  he 
Department of Art, the all-
day clinic begins at 9 a.m. 
Wednesday. 
—PackardTtaflcrBased on his 
recent book of the same title, 
will deal with the impact on 
the American life style of the 
accelerated movement of 
Americans, the upheaval of 
established communities, the 
breakdown of kinfolk ties and 
the increasing demand for 
new products and services. 
The holder of a master's 
degree in journalism from 
Columbia University, 
Packard has documented 
much- of 4he^ocial change in-
recent times. 
Morning sessions of the 
clinic are free. Tickets for the 
afternoon session are $7.50 for 
nonstudents and $2 for 
students. Tickets for a dinner 
following the clinic cost $10. 
Tickets are available in the 
advertising department, 
Communication Building 
7.140. All sessions will be held 
in the Joe C. Thompson 
Conference Center 
The fact that the Capitol is 
open 24 hours daily means 
that close surveillance is 
necessary -at alf times. To 
save manpower, Capitol 
Security utilizes television 
technology. ^ T ^ '* - ? ruling on obscenity 
s  >' * Because of the 
MAINTAINING security in 
the House chamber where the' 
constitution is being rewritten 
is the responsibility of the 
sergeant of arms and his staff. 
Usually when the legislators 
are wrangling over what 
should or;should not be in the 
new constitution, there are at 
least 20 people in the chamber 
with security training. 
By HERB HOLLANDS^ 
. Texan Staff Writer . 
Possibly no industry has 
been harder hit than the 
underground comic book 
industry because of the 
current shortage of newsprint 
and the Supreme Court 's 
^-^peries of the Institute of Latin;! 
v '; American Studies. Co-sponsor 
vv 1 .is the Department of Spanish-
^V-icjPortuguese. 
» Flasche will be available 
after the lecture for 
paper 
shortage, "legitimate" comic 
book publishers have been 
forced to raise comic book 
prices from 20 to 25 cents, 
doubling the 12-cent price of 
the late 1960s. 
'Underground publishers, 
however, whose issues 
regularly sell for 50 cents, can 
not raise their prices as 
easily. 
To Start Program 
Applications for July 
enrollment in the Teachers 
Corps, a two-year graduate 
'studies program to improve 
educational opportunities for 
children in low-income 
families, are being accepted 
in Sutton Hall 419. 
"The 45 corps members will 
be selected on the basis of 
completion of a BS ^br BA 
degree (not necessarily in 
education) and Spanish-
English bilingualism (or the 
expressed desire to learn 
another language)," Roel 
S a-e nz, ad mi n is t rative 
assistant for the program, 
said. "Graduate Record 
Examination scores will be 
requested but will not be used 
as a critical criteria." 
The Teachers Corps, funded 
by®:the U.S. Office of 
Education, was established by 
Congress in 1965 and begun at 
the University in 1970. 
•! ~ At the end of the.two-year, 
program, persons 
successfully completing the 
program will receive MA or 
MED degrees and a teaching 
certificate in elementary or 
early childhood education. 
: Corps members will study 
at the University while 
working in teaching teams in 
five low-income elementary 
schools. The five schools in 
the Austin IndepehdentjScbool 
District have not yet been 
selected because of proposed 
* changes of school boundaries 
and possible population 
movement. 
Students also may 
participate in the program in 
other universities and 
colleges, Saenz said. 
'the shortage has made 
publishing a little trickier," 
Fred Todd* president of Rip-
Off Press in San Francisco, 
said. 'Tm having trouble 
getting competitive bids for 
printing jobs. 
"And, as a result of the 
lower number of bidders, 
we've had to pay higher prices 
for printing jobs.'"' 
Rip-Off Press, responsible 
for such titles as "The 
Fabulous Furry Freak 
Brothers" and "Zap Comix," ' 
has had great success 
marketing its products. ' 
But the Supreme Court's-" 
"community standards" 
obscenity rulings have caused ' 
some distress for that 
organization. 
"I sure noticed a dip in sales 
when the obscenity ruling. '  
came out," Todd said. "But 
our biggest seller, 'The 
Fabulous Furry Freak 
Brothers,' hasn't been hurting 
at all. The only problem there 
is getting them printed up." 
* '  The Freak Brothers, a 
creation of Austin artist 
Gilbert Shelton, has been on 
the market for "about four 
years" . and has only been 
published in two issues. Many 
comic titles that were less 
successfu1 have been 
discontinued by Rip-Off 
Press. •» 
With no apparent relief in 
sight, paperwise, Todd 
believes the underground 
comics industry soon will 
have to conform to the rest of 
the comic book world. "We'll 
eventually have to raise our 
prices* like everyone else 
already has," he said. 
"But the shortage and the 
obscenity stuff doesn't matter, 
•if you've got nothing good to 
sell," he said. "If £ou don't 
have-something good to. sell) 
• then why worry Hvith printing 
costs?" ~ ~ 
discussion.^^^^^. 
'Roiiy' 
- Plans for an impeachment 
rally at noon Friday on the 
Main Malt and organizational 
^convention in Houston, and we 
hope to organize charter buses 
to Houston so people will have 
a chance to let Nixon know of 
. . their desires "for fiis 
impeachment," Steve Jones, 
?a PAIN member, said Sunday. 
- Everybody- is invited to, 
attend the meeting, lie said.f"^ 
AUttW TOMMOMOW 
fHASl III -AUSTIN TOMOtROW 
NIIOHMRHOOD MMTMO Zone >; 
jrvifrom 7 to 10 p.m. Monday at Oou 
• iV£l0m*n»«ry, 700S Northltdg*. 
ANNOUNCVMNTS 
MT.morooiiAmY cuss win mnt ontiw 
South Mali »l 8 p.m. Mbndsy to 
3; ptetograpA «nywMttm» ttoMfct by. 
OMMtTMMT «F SMMSH JUtt KOTUOUOI 
.  and the Center for Maxttan-. .  
. American Studlet will holjl a public 
lecture entitled "The Magic of Don' 
'...>Ju«n" by Dr. Sabine Ullbarrl of the 
^University of New Mexico at Ii30 
Vffliip.m. Monday In Butineu Economies 
Building si. 
COMMUNICATION COUNOl Will iponior <r '. 
. ' lecture on "Experimental 
-Television" by Dr. Lawrence 
Rosenfleld of Hunter College at 4:30 
P-m. Monday In Communication 
Complex A 3.124 (audience raiponsa.' 
. room.) The public Is Invited. 
COMMUNICATION COUNCIL also will 
sponsor a publlc address off 'Tfie-
•Washlngton Beat and'How to '  
. .agp; 
investigate IV-by David Si-aro*!#/' 
Washington Post political writer^at. 
J p.m. Monday In Communication' 
^Complex A2.320 (a«dlforlum.> TMS' 
public is invited. . 
woi OP COMMUNICATION will hear 
, David S. Broder speak on "Hnii 
Leaks and How Washington Ufes -
Them" at ? a.m. Monday In Texas 
Student Publications Building 4.(1}. 
=Br*d*e..wt4l—to-
Interviewed by Journalism }12 
students tn "Comiffunidation 
Complax A4!|U„ . V înoV* '*tw 
welcome. 
.J^LFNSIC UNION will meet at noon 
^;.i;Monday on the Union Building Patio 
,;^.1o debate "Nuclear Power in the 
States." Bring your tuneh 
Siiff and listen. -
UNION AITS AND THIATM COMMITTM will,. 
present an Srt Gallery Sihow from 9 ' 
.gft^a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through 
y^V^rtday In the Union Building Art 
^S^Gallery, Juerl Svjaginttev, a '1 
5a%jStudent in the art department, Is the | 
- v gue«t artist. 
f MHTINOS " 
;M0UMV ACTION will meet 
Monday In Union Building 322 for the 
.;monthly board of directors meeting 
'a£LPnd <0 discuss progress on 
• '^newspaper recycling lobby with the 
city. 
MAYO POUTICAL COMMITTU will meet at 
•4 *7:30 p.m. Monday in the Chicano 
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Collect Olympics Profit 
Austin Area Specia 1 
Olympics, held Saturday at 
McCallum High School's 
Veterans Field, was a 
triumph not only for the 
mentally handicapped 
children who participated, but 
also for the Texas Cowboys 
who sponsored the event. 
" "It really gave all the 
see the look on a kid's face 
when he crossed the finish line 
and got a ribbon," said Kevin 
Hodges, Cowboy treasurer. 
The Cowboys collected" an 
estimated $1,500 from ticket 
sales and donations, Hodges 
•said. -
The other $300 will go into 
the Texas Cowboy Special 
Olympic Account to be used as 
a nest egg ,by the Cowboys 
when they sponsor next years 
Olympics. 
Twenty teams within a 90-
mile radius of Austin 
participated in the Olympics, 
and all 669 children were 
^winners 
Any child who participated 
in any of the 25 Special 
Olympics meets in Texas is 
allowed to participate in the 
Texas State Special Olympics 
which will be held at 
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.Cause they get results! J 
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Around the Pearl 
• l hrill 16 the panorama of sights 
and sounds while ballooning over 
the University Community. The 
sights of curious readers and ready-
i customers. Sounds of phones ring- -
ing and cash registers. - * •' 
„ .6 < . t j., .jSyam-•• 
rto CdSpdnsored by ?-4 r'' 
The School of Communlcjitio^ Student 
,̂ .1. Council 
mi and W « .V vr The Daily Texan 
CLASSIFIEDS 
T4" 1 V W'K t 
Call 471-
Pearl Magazine breezes above the. 
r 
1 heads of many,'cheered and hailed.. 
-l in the minds of most. 
r'i. Come around -the Pearl for the 
March issue. You'll coyer a lot 
jgja 
Now Accepting Advertising for March Issue 
C«ll47M865Today! ™ 
to place your classified adt 
% 
- • i 
Anotfm Putuica 
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Monday, March 11, 1974 THE DAILY^TEXAN 
Iff M GJ&Y BILL GARLAND 
km ptsTexan Staff Writer 
institutional Convention delegates 
'°ted Friday to limit the governor to two 
sour-year terms and instate the treasurer 
Cofsfltiition but Was left out of the 
,fl Q rnnctihiitanol . r r WIVI11® PMtvCltwni W-SIftie lUnQS 
* i> constituuonal office, i,v y y -? in banks, were cited as reasons to list the 
-1 Beginning consideration of <a&office in the constitution 
Sectiott Executive Article, delegates Statutes currently provide fdFthe 
Cjec^naai^ pranSto^tSSS^nn JtfeeJreasurer, MtJhe. 
officer 
^sfisrssssrrw 
•— — .v.. v~> v* ««=, —ics pointed out the practice by some 
convention Executive Committee governors of running a close relative for,, 
proposal, -^.>7 * ' w';;. the office to get around such a limitations 
rowers of the treasurer, especially • "If the governor cannot get his program 
ft tfk A A A. . k a • .-A . J • M A A Mam. ft > A _ & <'- *  ̂ . b.fl • _'• 1 * *- •' V . 
:. •. .' • T r vopcviaiij . *» wv svi"*«v* v iiuv% viliiB lU lmll 
powers, involving placeme t of-stat  fu ds over to the people in-eight years, why give 
m hat*. «• i,im 12 years to try to get it o?ver?" Tyler 
h5%< ML 
Onassis Hun ting Site 
fife-a 
DURHAM, N.H. {APT-—- Aristotle- override local opposition in the sele<^M& 
$>nassis is looking at two new sites for an of a refinery site. 
ail refinery after unsuccessfully spending Onassis* emissaries say they are looking 
it. least $1 jpiullioo trying to convince the at other possible sites in New England 
residents of the sea coast town of Durham - including the factory town of Newmarket, 
to accept New England's first refinery. which borders Durham, and any town thai 
|Durham, with its family farms and. is"ready to adfceptus." 
Newmarket is & miliiowaol3,500 fbrai«» jniiiion refinery. About 5,000 
people reside in Durham, the home of the 
tiMOO-student University of New 
Hampshire. » 
t Onassis, backed by Gov. Meldrim-
Thomson,announced last November he 
Eanted Durham as his site for the nation's rgest refinery.. 
S But the Durham residents voted against 
pe refinery by an 8-1 margin at their 
gnnual town meeting last week. 
The following day, the New Hampshire 
residents where the townspeople have 
become used to seeing industries come 
and go. They see the refinery as an 
economic bonanza to help make up for 
setbacks caused by the decline of the shoe 
and woolen industries in New England. 
The townspeople were the only-seacoast-
area residents to' vote in favor of the 
refinery at recent town meetings. 
New Hampshire has a $72 milliofi -v 
tourism and fishing industry associated 
Rep. Billy Williamson said in favor of the 
limitation. _ 
Among Executive Article changes 
proposed by the Executive • Committee, •*-
committee chairman Sen. Bill Meier of 
Euless sees those dealing wi% .. 
agencies as the most important |» 
Governmental agencies would raW „ 
be renewed by the Legislature every 10 
years for the agency to continue its life. 
The governor would also have power to 
remove agency appointee with.approval 
of the Legislature 
Prior to the ExecuWe Article, 
consideration of the Education Article 
took almost three weeks and the short 
article on Voter Qualifications and 
Elections took .one aqd a half days. 
" Nearly everyone involved with the 
convention has given up the thought of 
finishing the revision process, on the 
original «Way schedule, c-, ̂  c. i 
March 29 would be the last day undet, the) 
proposed guideline. - •' 
- Many delegates have voiced support for 
adjourning the convention on March 29 
until after the May primaries so they can 
campaign to hold their legislative seats. 
2*5 
w uoiu cuiu uoit u liiu u u uu i u
Bouse rejected a proposal by the Onassis- with its tiny 18-mile coastline, and 
§wned Olympic Refineries Inc., that > refinery opponents said one oil spill could 
ould have given the state the power to wipe .mat income out. 
Oil Talks 
fEE 
It's Too Late 
:v 
Republican Fund Raising Behind -
_ WASHINGTON (AP) '-'Ticket sales for the $l,000-a-plate Republican fund 
raising dinner March 27 are trailing last year's pace when the GOP failed for 
the first time in fecent yeais^to top the $1 rhillion mark, sources said Sunday. 
However, they indica^ that icevenue from an expanded direct mail 
program may enable GOf Senate and House committees to at least equal 
the total 1973 take, of sonfMd00Ki00. j 
Democrats, meanwhile, said their sales for a $500-a-plate dinner March 21 
are running at least eVen with, and "probably ahead" of, 1973, when a take of 
just under $1 million produced their most successful dinner. 
the two dinners are the major political fund raising activities for the 1974 
congressional campaign. 




WASHINGTON (AP) — The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) tried last 
year to assess prospective oil sources abroad and found it difficult, 
according to Richard Helms, its former director. 
He said in year-old testimony made public Sunday that getting information 
from American oil companies about prospective prices and supplies "is one 
of the hardest jobs we have." 
Helms conceded there was "an overwhelming amount of information" on 
foreign oil reserves but that he had reason to believe it was not accurate. 
Helms testified before the Senate' Foreign Relations Committee in a 
secret isessioii Feb. 7,1973, as he waS leaving the CIA for a new assignment 
as ambassador to Iran. 
Streaking Incident Brings Arrests 
(^~ A streaking incident Saturday night turned into a 
confrontation between about 300 students and 100 law enforcement officers 
on the campus of North Texas State University (NTSU). 
More ttan 50 persons, including the assistant dean of students for NTSU 
wefe ^e" the eity jail. Nobody was arrested for streaking, police said 
IHllday °r ^ °f 01056 Wh° had bGeh picked W were out of jail late 
Most of the charges involved unlawful assembly and displaying disresoect 
chLr^°N^L ^ assistant dean, Was released without 
charges. Neither he nor police would comment on his detention. 
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Six Arab oil 
ministers met here informally for 90 
minutes Sunday but did not discuss lifting 
the oil embargo against the United States, 
an Egyptian spokesman told newsmen. 
Describing the Cairo meeting as "a 
family get-together," spokesman Sali 
Rizakallah said: 'rCertainly there was no 
discussion of the oil embargo." 
, The ministers of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, 
Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Qatar and Egypt 
agreed to meet Wednesday in Tripoli, 
Libya. 
Algeria, Libya and Syria — they did not 
comie to Cairo — will be at the Libyan 
talks, the spokesman said. The nine 
nations which imposed the oil boycott 
against the United States and the 
eImi On^n m u .Sir d#fun.e,1JaPon*» Imperial Army surrenders his Samwri mkrord on Lubana Island, Philip. 
Wh«n ft »«co"d Japanese strag9ler found alive in tKb Pacific since WWII ended 29 years ago! 
When he learned that Japan had lost the war, he said, "Victory or defeat, | have done my best;" ' 
• - By The Associated 
New capital punishment laws have been 
written in 22 states since a 1972 Supreme 
Court decision struck down the old ones as 
too vague and freakish. And President 
Nixon, alarmed over recent kidnapings, 
says he wants a federal death penalty for 
kidnapers who kill their victims. 
Sixteen states already have new laws 
that could lead to execution of kidnapers 
and similar proposals are pending in 14 
Srir-v j"~. «»« «•"= others. The 14 are part of 23 states where 
Netherlands ui October had beenexpected moves are under way to establish death 
Consider Egypt's proposal to lift it and laws meeting th&high court's criteria for 
halt oil production cutbacks. - executing a criminal. 
. The Libyan meeting, originally While the details vary, the new death 
scheduled for Feb. 14, was called to listen penalty laws and the proposed ones list 
to reports from the Algerian and Saudi oil specific crimes that can lead to death row 
p.*-
Capital Punishrn^rif Asked in Kidnapings 
• whether there were mitigating 
factors in ta crime punishable by death. 
In Colorado, a proposed, law. would 
require a' jury to first determine guilt or 
innocence. The same jury would then hear 
An AP N»ws Spatial 
evidence . on whether mitigating 
circumstances were involved in adeath. If-
so, the death penalty could not be 
imposed. _ 
Connecticut spells out possible 
mitigating factors, including' the 
defehdanfbelngunderl8,havingTlefrcient 
mental capacity or being under unusual 
and substantial duress. " ^ *" 
Oklahoma has the most thorough law 
with a mandatory death penalty for any 
first-degree murder, which includes 
killing a peace officer, penal employe, 
prosecutor or fireman; killing during 
"rape, kidnaping, arson, armed robbery, or 
sexual molestation of a child under 16; 
killing a subpoenaed witness, the 
President, Vice-President or any official 
in line of succession to the U.S. 
presidency. 
1 
. ministers on their recent tours of Europe, 
America and Japan. 
The Saudi minister was in Cairo, but 
Algeria's oil minister, who is chainnan of 
the group, was not. 
Egyptian Oil Ministry spokesman 
Mahmoud Roushdy maintained up to the 
last minute that the meeting would take 
place as scheduled. But Saudi Oil Minister 
Ahmed Zaki Yamani told newspersons it 
had been called off. But he left the door 
open to informal meetings here of some of 
the oil producers, or of the entire 
Organization of Arab Petroleum 
Exporting Countries later this week in 
Libya. or perhaps before a scheduled 
meeting of world oil exporters in Vienna 
on March 16. 
Algerian Oil Minister Belaid Abdel 
Salam said Saturday that Arab oil 
ministers were free to hold private talks 
in Cairo if they wanted to, but the 
Organization Qf Arab Petroleum 
Exporting Countries would meet in Tripoli 
on Wednesday. 
and in most cases make it mandatory. In 
general, they apply in the commission of 
any crime wherein someone is murdered. 
The Supreme Court ruled in July, 1972, 
in cases involving Georgia and Texas that 
the death penalty, as irriposfed in most 
instances, was unconsitutional. The 5-4 
ruling left the way open for legislatures to 
reimpose capital punishment, providing it 
was applied uniformly. 
An Associated Press survey finds that 
almost 20 months after the decision, 22 
states have new laws, 23 could get them, 
and five — Maine, New Jersey, Oregon, 
South Dakota and West Virginia — have no 
death penalty and no immediate plans for 
establishing it. 
The court has yet to involve itself in a 
death penalty levied under state laws 
revised since its 1972 decision. 
Most states have made the 'death 
penalty mandatory for specific crimes to 
eliminate discriminatory application. But 
some states provide alternatives. 
Arizon's new law provides that a 
hearing must be held before sentencing to 
Tense onGolan Heights 
By The Associated Press 
Syria said -its gunners shot down an 
Israeli reconnaissance plane over Syrian 
. .  .  
spokesman in Jerusalem said "the whole 
thing came as a?surprise to me." -
He said U.N. vehicles used the road 
that the craft "crashed in flamea near ."r" 
Cronkite Speaks 
On News, Politics 
s
Hatem, east of Um Quais in Jordan." . 
; There were no further details. 
The Tel Aviv command said earlier that 
- Israeli army bulldozers and demolition 
crews destroyed, a section of the Quneitra-
Damascus road on the heights to blunt a 
possible Syrian offensive. 
A spokesman said the military crews 
demolished a section of the road Friday 
near Tel Shams on the eastern perimeter 
of the bulge captured by Israel in the 1973 
fighting. 
The area is only about 23 miles from 
Damascus, the Israelis said. 
United Nations Truce Supervision 
Organization troops stationed along the 
Israeli side of the cease-fire line .were not 
cut off. by the Israeli move, but a 
posts along the easternmost sector of the 
Israelf-held salient. - • 
U.N. forces also would still be able to 
pass through the lines to and from 
Damascus, the spokesman said. 
He added that Israeli soldiers and tanks 
were still on the alert for a possible Syrian 
offensive on the heights. He said the 
craggy volcanic plateau had been 
fogbound in the morning with Israeli 
troops ready for action* along the 40-mile 
truce line. -v • ----r •• 
The Israeli parliament's defense and 
foreign affairs committee met secretly in 
Jerusalem to discuss the tense Golan 
situation. Premier Golda Meir also-
presented her-new cabinet to parliament 
; and pledged Israel would refuse to 
withdraw to pre-1967 borders. 
By LINDA FANNIN 
Texan Staff Writer 
i^£BS^News 
told media "representatives and 
communication students- in the 
Communication Complex. Auditorium 
Saturday he would like to teach at the 
University after retiring from his evening 
newscast. 
"That's not an announcement," the 
managing editor of CBS Evening News 
quickly added. ^I'm not going to go on 
with ,the very "heavy pressure of the 
evening news forever. Teaching is not an 
option I have closed." 
THE FAST-PACED questioning by the 
local media and communication students 
quickly turned to the subject ofcPresident 
Nixon. 
Asked if the newscaster would "walk 
the streets of San Clemente," conducting 
"Nixon is an excellent interview subject 
and very candid. I realize this mav not be 
^a-popular political view. 
"I can see a president's great difficulty" 
in constantly being on record," Cronkite 
said. "The president should always have 
the ability to say "That's not the way I said 
it'." „ ,-v. 
According to CBS policy, presidents and 
former presidents are given audio tapes of 
their interviews, and they have 24 hours to 
edit them. ^ 
Cronkite said that, to his knWle&g^Ythe 
editing right has only been used once, in an 
interview with Johnson shortly before the 
former President's death, when a piece of 
film was cut out "for national security 
reasons." 
DESPITE PRESSURE on the press to 
limit coverage of incidents such as ^,v vi u u uiciuvu^;  UUIKIUCUO  Y # , 6 v* o ui t 
interviews with Nixon similar to those 8*3(jackings^ and political kidnapings 
taped with former President Lyndon Cronkite Said, "We can't have a truly^tree 
press if we begin to play God in our choice 
of what we cover. 
ifafri&fc-. 
^ ' —Immm Staff Mm*» % 
CBS anchorman Cronkite ponders questions...,  ̂
Johnson on the LBJ ranch, Cronkite 
quipped,' "San Clemente or San Quentin?" 
-Over the thunderous:applause, and 
uproarious laughter, Cronkite'protested, 
"That's wrong. I|ni .an objective 
newsman. 
"I could have bit my tongue when I said 
it," Cronkite added later. 
THE IMPEACHMENT of Nixon "is not 
inevitable at all," he said. "The case 
against the President stilly has to be 
proved. I believe be is innocent until 
proven »guilty^ , - what fraternlty he'sln. . , 
However, Cronkite said he feels the Cronkite satrf hytg 
countryjj layk of coniioence -is a pretty-; to drop bis traditional "and that's the way 
»h< I- t J |ti»"signoff for his newscast, even though 
We are walking a thin line. To restore -he really doesn't believe it it 
confidence, whether the "President is_i_ "It's my dishonest out," hi said 
SL1,1!"!: 8b0"W âve another Although he says he strives for honesty 
Administration, he said. throughout the entire broadcast, "For the 
's last 
"We need to get the facts out and take 
the lumps that come with it," he said. 
Of the streaker who-\ried to interrupt 
the Cronkite morning speech, the 
newscaster said goodnaturedly, "If I had a 
good seat, I would have enjoyed it. 
; "I THINK IT'S silly for people to get 
upset over it. It's a grand sprihg 
adventure," he said. "Besides, with 
someone running so fast, you can't tell 
RESPITE COMPLAINTS about Nixon' fast seven seconds, J can be totally 
availability to the press, Cronki.te said, di_shqnest,:'^XSS!ll^ 
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ishonest. 
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